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ABSTRACT
Although the term modernismo means many things to many people,
it is generally agreed upon that as a literary period it gave a legitimacy
to Spanish-American letters and that it was the coming of age of that
continent's literature.

In addition to modernista works themselves, this

period has also generated an unprecedented body of criticism, both of
which have been studied with a unique intensity in Latin American letters.
However, in spite of this vast body of criticism, certain aspects
of the modernista sensibility have never been addressed by critics.

This

study begins by questioning the absence of women writers of this generation (in spite of the fact that women were living and writing before,
during, and after modernismo).

The most celebrated female protagonist of

the modernista novel, the femme fatale, contrary to her reputation as
destroyer of men, frequently suffers a premature and often violent death
at the hands of the male artist/protagonist/poet.

While examining the

turn-of-the-century ideal of womanhood, using both literary and extraliterary sources, this study postulates that because modernistas considered themselves to be a literary men's club, a fraternity, in their own
words, the female writer may have purposely eschewed becoming a part of
an aesthetic which destroyed women.
Through the analysis of three representative modernista novels,
El triunfo del ideal (Pedro Cesar Dominici, Venezuela, 1901), Juana Lucero
(Augusto d'Halmar, Chile, 1902), and La gloria de don Ramiro (Enrique
Larreta, Argentina, 1908), parallels can be drawn between the modernista
ix

x

aesthetic and the pornographic one.

While modernismo has been called

the "effeminate" literature of a group of dandies, it is, in fact,
profoundly misogynist.

The rape, torture, murder and burning at the

stake and otherwise objectification of the female protagonists tends to
confirm this reading.

The Latin American dichotomy of civilizaci6nl

barbarie can also be expressed in the pornographic one of culture versus
nature.

Rather than a tragedy, the deaths of beautiful young women are

perceived as a requisite for the artist's source of inspiration.

If the

death of a beautiful woman produces poetry, the turn-of-the-century
female writer's reluctance to join this club become more understandable.

CHAPTER 1
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM:

WHY ARE THERE NO FEMALE MODERNISTAS?

Nearly one hundred years after the publication of Ruben Dario's
Azul ... , the work which is considered to be, even when erroneously so, 1
the cornerstone of Spanish-American modernismo, can there still be something unsaid about this well-documented and infinitely-studied period of
Latin American literature?

Fe,~

are the major critics and poets who have

not written about modernismo. 2 As a movement, it lent itself to so much
attention for, among other reasons, an unprecedented amount of talent
irrupted simultaneously from what had previously been a group of mediocre
writers.

Polemics arose both in Latin America and in Europe as to

whether or not modernismo was a universal tendency or specific to the
Spanish America who had reached its coming of age.

In either case, it

put that continent on the map of literary letters thanks to, at least in
part, the indefatigable transatlantic energies of Ruben Dario, the undisputed "father" of modernismo. 3

Today, it is argued that this generation

was responsible for setting the pace and standard for the writers of the
"boom,,4 by giving them a model and tradition.

Thus, from its moment of

inception--which is still a source of polemic as critics try to decipher
modernistas themselves from precur.sors and post-modernistas--modernismo
has been critiqued, argued, commented, debated and studied with an allconsuming passion, not entirely out of link with the modernistas aeSthetic itself.
1

2

Furthermore, Cedomil Gorc, one of the most respected and wellknown critics of the Latin American novel, uses Dar10's birthdate (1867)
in order to establish his theory of Latin American periodization.5
Basing his literary generations on Ortega y Gasset's idea of choosing an
epigonal figure in the culture, he establishes fifteen-year time spans
stemming from Dario alone.

Although Gorc's work is problematic, it is

not my purpose here to discuss the issues raised by his generational
analysis.

Suffice it to say that the mere fact that this theory rests

upon the generations of modernismo indicates this generation's eminence
in Spanish-American literature.
ignored.

Clearly, as a sensibility, it cannot be

As a period in history, body of works, or even a collection of

criticism, modernismo's importance and effect cannot be overstated.
Precisely because modernismo is such a vast subject, it is not my
intention to deal with that which has already been said, repeated,
debated and argued:

the polemics, the scandal, the criticism.

Rather, I

shall focus this study and address the issues which, in modernismo, are
still unspoken.
In spite of all the work done on modernismo, several questions
present themselves to the contemporary reader.

One asks, for example, as

did critics of the time, how representative it is of a Latin American
reality?

Seen as a manifestation of elitism and exclusivity by its

detractors,6 modernismo is critiqued for not concerning itself with the
problems of the incipient Spanish American republics.

Instead, it was

known for its swans and decadent gardens, hardly, its critics contended,
anything political.

Today, this question has been answered by Octavio

3

Paz, among others, who affirms that "muchos de los modernistas
participaron activamente en las luchas historicas de su tiempo" and that
they were among the first to make "apasionadas defensas de nuestra
civilazacion"7 in spite of their "exotic" lands and "distant" realities.
Ivan Schulman concurs that they created a world of "angustia metafisica,
de comprension social y de preocupacion continental."S
How, then, in this period of social concern, and of international
feminism in which Latin American women participated, are we to account
for the fact that there are no women writers of modernismo?9

This is not

to say that there were no ll10men writers during this period, but rather
that those who did write, did not consider themselves to be a part of the
modernista generation.

In fact, none of the women who were writing

during this period has the characteristics normally associated with this
sensibility.

(Later in my analysis, we shall see how even the term

"sensibility" must be called into question.)
Somehow, with all the attention given to modernismo, this
question has·never been addressed.

Histories of Latin American

literature, the manuales, skip over women in most literary generations,
as Luera Guerra-Cunningham has shown. lO
be more noteworthy than any other.

Their exclusion here can hardly

As late as 1975, the topic was again

glossed over by Celia de Zapata in her article, "One Hundred Years of
Women Writers in Latin America," who wrote: "Modernism does not enlist
outstanding women in its rank.
exclusively by men-•• "

It seems to be a literature produced

Although her study documents the prevalence of

4

women writers in Latin America long before modernismo, the entire
question of during modernismo remains unexplored.
It is not simply a question of, "Why Are There No Great Women
Writers?" as in Linda Nochlin's landmark essay, "Why Are There No Great
Women Artists?"

In Latin America, the shining example of the genius of

Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz stands as a refutation to the question before
it is asked.
a question.

Nochlin's study rightfully challenges the premises of such
By even attempting to answer it, she states, "merely rein-

forces its negative implications."

She insists that the many other

factors, mostly social, which lurk behind what she calls, and later
refutes, "the golden nugget theory of genius" account for the absence of
women of achievement in history.

This theory suggests that if women had

had the golden nugget of genius, the way men do, they, too, would have
distinguished themselves in greatness. 12
In literature, as Virginia Woolf pointed out, women have had more
access to pen and paper than to canvas and paint, a fact whici'l Nochlin
acknowledges. 13

And still, there have been long periods of silences--

"unnatural silences," not to be confused with "writer's block"-- in
female writing, succinctly stated in Tillie Olsen's poignant Silences.
Some of the reasons cited by Olsen for the recent change in the twelve-toone ratio of male to female writers are:
higher education; longer, stronger lives ••• freedom from
compulsory childbearing; freer bodies and attitudes
toward sexuality; a beginning of technological easing
of household tasks_. and increasing literacy, an14
higher degrees of it. Each of these ~ vast gain.

5

Olsen's 1971 talk at the annual convention of the Modern Language
Association is now considered to be a pioneer investigation on the
subject of silence and women's writing, one that is being continually
explored both in this country and in Europe.
Female silence is viewed by Xaviere Gauthier, for example, as an
even greater opportunity for male writers to express themselves.

For

women
have been mdte, and it is doubtless by virtue of this
mutism that men have been able to speak and write. As
long as women remain silent, they will be outside the
historical process. But if they begin to speak and
write ~ ~ do, they will enter history subdued and
alienated; it is history that, logically speaking,
their speech should disrupt. 1S
Still another reason for the absence of women writers is that
they were not taken seriously.

The critical establishment was male and,

if they were anything like Mario Praz, female writers were simply laughed
out of the canon:
•• other authoresses also adopted the persecuted woman
as a character; but there may be nothing more in this
than another of the many manifestations of feminine
imitativeness. As the literary tradition has been the
monopoly of men. •• it is natural that women writers
should slavishly adopt in their works the masculine
point of view. 16
In Latin America as well, the literary profession was considered
to be the dominion of male writers in spite of the fact that there was a
female tradition quite before modernismo.

In 1877, El Mosquito, which

featured itself as a "humoristic" magazine, has this to say about a new
journal published by a woman:
una mujer que ha tenido la coqueteria de publicar su
retrato en el primer numero para que el mundo supiera
que es verdaderamente mujer y joven••• y que no se ha

6

echado de cabeza a1 periodismo por desesperaci6n como
las vie~gs solteronas, que despues de haber perdido sus
dientes, sus cabe110s y sus i~usiones, entran en un
convento 0 en 1a 1iteratura.
Dario's comments concerning Rachilde, a French novelist of the
time and perhaps the only woman writer who might have been called
modernista, had she been Latin American, indicate his thinking on the
subject.

These are his comments in La Nacion, the largest Argentine

periodical of the time, on her novel Monsieur Venus: HI~
mujer el autor de aquel libro, una dulce y adorable

''Y era una

v~rgen

de diez y

nueve anos. "19
Books written by women, then, are subject to 'an intellectual
measuring of bust and hips," according to Mary Ellman, one of the first
feminist critics in this country.20

In spite of the fact that women

who wrote were subject to this public opinion, it was not a
enough deterrent to stop them altogether.

stron~

How else can we explain the

legacy of such women as Juana Manuela Gorriti, one of the first Latin
American women to earn her living from her pen?

While comments such as

those of the Mosquito and La Nacion may have stopped some women froID
writing, or may have caused others to take male pen names like many of
their European counterparts, the fact remains that women did in fact
continue writing, regardless of obstacles.

Education
Olsen discusse s the idea of greater literacy for women in this
century as a contributing factor in the formation of women writers.

7

What was the situation of the nineteeth-century Latin-American woman in
regard to this matter?
As in any discussion of Latin America, class differences will
always have to be taken into account.

What was true for the upper

class woman usually had nothing whatsoever to do with the working
class.

Nevertheless, as the nineteenth century drew to a close, the

issue of general education for women was
polemics and countless essays.

2

source of empassioned

Some of the most outstanding

personalities of the day participated in these debates.

Each decade of

the second half of the century was punctuated by at least one famous
speech concerning the educa tion of women.

A random g lance a t some of

these pleas not only illustrates the problem, but also suggests the
causes and proposes some solutions.

In addition, they also increase

our knowledge about the culture from which the modernistas emerge.

In

1865, for example, Peruvian Mariano Paz-Soldan blames women's
lamentable situation on the Spanish Colony:
Al metodo de enseiianza ••• monumento mas vergonzoso de la
ignorancia y la tirania espanola, correspondia la
educacion del bello sexo en America ••• a algunas no se
les permitia aprender a escribir por temor que
correspondiesen con sus amantes. 21
Likewise, Puerto Rican Eugenio Marfa de Hostos, who was not known for his
liberal ideas in most areas, delivered a now famous speech to the Academy
of Bellas Letras in Santiago de Chile in 1872, of which the following
excerpt is a part:
Se debe educar a la mujer para que sea ser humano, para
que cultive y desarolle sus facultades, para que
practique su razon, para que viva su conciencia, no

8

para que funcione en 1a vida social con las funciones
privativas de mujer. 22
The next decade saw the complaint of Manuel Gonzalez Prada, who speaks
passionately in favor of education for women:

"Si algunos hombres

respiran en aire sa no del Sig10 XIX, las mujeres se asfixian en 1a
atmosfera de 1a Edad Media."23

These historic words were spoken the

same year that Dario published Azul ••• , 1888.
However, whatever the circumstances of the question of women and
education of the nineteenth century, we know, by the existence of
feminist or women-headed journals such as E1 Bucaro Americano, La F10r
del Aire, later called La Siempreviva, a "revista dedicada a1 bello
sexo," that women are educated to be nothing more than "autamata" (sic),
programmed by the culture, a "muneca de las c1ases abastadas ••• maquina
viviente de costura •.•."

Manso found this woman "tal como 1a sociedad la

hace, un ser imposible: ella que no educaron."24

She urges her readers to

participate in the struggle, assuring them that women from all around the
world were involved.

Finally, she appeals to their Argentine sense of

pride: "Por todas partes hay Diarios como este; si queremos ser las
primeras mujeres de la America Meridional, ilustremonos."25
Fifteen years later, another feminist publication, La Alborada
del Plata, edited by Juana Manuela Gorriti, continues this discussion,
also in Buenos Aires.

In 1878, just ten years before Azul ... , her

collaborator, Mercedes Cabello, complains about the "instruccion
limitad1sima" of women.

Educated in Spanish Catholicism, and knowing

that her readers were as well, she uses a Biblical argument and then
subverts it to her own purposes.

If women were educated, they could

9

truly encarna te the perfection of "one spirit and two bodies" proclaimed
by the Church to be the ideal marriage union: "de esta conciliacion, de
esta union fe1idsima ••• naciera e1 verbo de nuestra etema felicidad."26
A standard argument used not only in Latin America, but in many
other countries as well, was that the educated women would make a better
mother and wife, viewed by everyone to be her true mission in life.

Both

the feminists and the establishment used this line of thinking hoping to
convince their more recalcitrant readers of the marvels of an educated
woman.

That a woman might be educated for her own purposes and mission--

for her own en1ightment--was simply not an argument.

Though Manso,

Cabello and Gorriti may have felt this way, it was in their interest to
play upon the more traditional arguments.
Yet another "higher purpose ll for the eduC8 tion of women was that
a culture's degree (or level) or "civilization" might be deduced from it.
Domingo Faustino Sarmiento's well-known thesis of civi1izacion/barbarie
did much to influence this theory.27

Recognized as the great importer of

foreign ideas and educators, Sarmiento reformed nineteenth-century education for women with the help of Juana Manso and the female teachers he
imported from North America.

Most likely, knowing his penchant for

things foreign, he probably borrowed Mill's 1867 phrase stating that "the
social posi tion of women••• their eva1ua tion or debasement ••• [is] the
surest test an d most correct measure

0

··
. ·1
f t h e C1Vl
lzatlon
or peop 1e.,,28

It should come as no surprise, then, that Sarmiento is credited with
saying: "The level of civilization of a people can be judged by the the
social position of its women."29

The staggering statistics of the state
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of women's education in 1823, for example, show that only the upper
classes educated women; the rest of the female population remained illiterate.

According to contemporary Argentine writers, Carlos Abeijon and

Jorge Santos Lafauci, Sarmiento centered his work "fundamentalmente en la
mujer" although it was not without "un claro senti do politico."30
Women, too, used the "barbarie" argument, for it was very
convincing.

Almost every issue of La Alborada del Plata addresses the

issue of "educar a la mujer."

In 1878, the complaint escalates:

Hoy comprenden hasta los hombres medianamente
ilustrados 10 que no comprendieron los hombres mas
sabios y los pueblos mas civilizados de la antiguedad,
que educar a la mujer, ilustrandola y desarrollando su
inteligencia en el estudio de l~f ciencias es impulsar
el progreso de la civilizacion.
Clearly, education was an important and enormous issue, one which
I do not wish to underestimate.

However, if it were the only issue, how

could we explain the fact that Gorriti published two dozen titles by the
time of her death in 18927

How do we understand that Cecilia Grierson,

in spite of a "larga lucha para superar los prejuicios machistas"32
became Argentina's first woman doctor in 1889?

If education

~'ere

the

only factor, then how would it be possible that both theory and fiction
were written by women such as Mercedes Cabello de Carbonera and Clorinda
Matto de Turner7 33

The existence of a feminist press, such as La

Alborada. the regular columns entitled "Colaboracion peruana" containing
an article by Cabello, and the staff of female writers and editors
indicate that education, important as it was, was not the only factor.
All these women knew and supported one another, united in a cause which
today might be called "global sisterhood."

And, yet, they were not
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modernistas.

We cannot plead their ignorance.

In 1890, Clorinda Matto

de Turner was the person who introduced Dario to the Peruvian public in
her journal El Peru Ilustrado. 34

Why Matto de Turner might want the

literate public to know about Dario, yet still not want herself to be
identified with modernismo may be a question that she herself treated
unconsciously.

For the moment, we shall leave it unattended as well.

Postmodernismo
The period following modernismo, that is, the second two decades
of the twentieth century, is also, if not replete with women writers,
then at least, certainly representative of a female writing persona.
Who, today, is unaware of Alfonsina Storni's fem inis t poetry, the woman
who dared to speak when she championed single-handedly for women's
rights?

Today, Alfonsina, a she is affectionately known in Argentina, is

raised as an example to women who fight the system. 35

Lesser known, but

still considered to be a major writer in her own country, Venezuela, is
Teresa de la Parra whose 1924 Ifigenia is a burning critique of a
patriarchy which allows young girls to serve as sacrificial lambs in male
transactio:ls.3 6 Maria Luisa Bombal's La ultima niebla 37 is sometimes
recognized as one of the first contemporary novels of Latin America.

At

the same time, it breaks the time-honored taboo of a woman discussing her
sexual longing.

Goic calls it "un mundo em inentemente femenino" while

also recognizing that Bombel "renovaba la narrativa hispanoamericana.,,38
Poet Delmira Agustini, considered by Ricardo Gul16n to be a modernista,
1ives--and dies--like the female protagonist of a modernista novel:
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brutally murdered at age 24 by her jealous husband for putting her poetry
before him.

Gullen classifies this deed as "muerta de amor.,,39

Participation as Protagonist
The only way women seem to participate in the modernist a movement
is as protagonist, a questionable participation, at best.

Inheritors of

the Romantic tradition which named novels after women, the modernistas
treated woman in a variety of ways.

At times, she is elusive and

mysterious which will cause the poet--about whom I shall have more to say
later--to fall in love with her at a glance.

Although he may never come

to meet her, as in the case of Dante's Beatrice, or in Latin America, as
in Jose Asuncion Silvas's Helena (De sobremesa),40 she becomes the muse
of his poetry, an indispensable aspect of his writing.

In Silva's work,

as in Dante's, as in so many Romantic novels, she dies before reaching
maturity.

On other occasions, she is the scornful, cold woman, the

"Medusa" who is uninterested in the poet and the writing she inspires.
As in Dona Barbara 41 --though not a modernista work--she also dies.

Aixa

is considered deadly by the protagonist of La gloria de don Ramiro and no
exquisitely beautiful tubercular death will do for her; she must be
destroyed, and this is often accomplished through violence.

Other

modernistas will take pity on her plight, especially is she is a fallen
woman such as Juana Lucero or Santa.42

Zola's novels freed the Latin

American writer of the taboo of discussing sexuality, and hence, the
prostitute becomes a literary type for the modernist a generation and
since them.

It could even be argued that one of the modernista
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influences on future generations was the introduction of the brothel into
their literary space, and would make an interesting study of its own.
The prostitute fares no better than the virgin:
life or her vitality.

she either loses her

In yet another variation, she is of the upper

class, the daughter of the patron, as Guiomar in Don Ramiro or Maria Luz
in Matalache.43

While she is the apple of her father's eye, his love for

her is conditional upon her behavior within a strict and prescribed set
of rules.

Almost without exception, she has no mother.

Often caught in

a dramatic, conflictive and life-threatenil1.g situation at a very early
age, she has no female confidante to whom she may tell her tale or who
might intervene on her behalf.

I shall return to this theme.

Needless to say, she is always beautiful.

The poet/artist/

writer, who considers himself to be a demi-god, takes credit, if not for
the beauty itself, then for his discovery of it.

Wanting to create her

image on canvas or in marble, in words or in song, he views himself as
superior to nature, that which originally created her.

(Often in the

works themselves, the poet is called Poet, and nature is Nature.
For the sake of consistency,

.L

shall use the capitalized version when

referring to the point of view in the works.)

Whether she is a statue--

Triunfo--or burned at the stake--Don Ramiro--or the good girl who just
wanted to "agradar"--Juana Lucero--she is insistently and repeatedly an
object.

I shall also return to this idea.
Her body is consistently seen as an objet d'art and, hence, used

for purposes not her own in this generation which sings the praises of
the beautiful.

Her soul, often through suicide--literal (Beba)44 or
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figurative (.Juana Lucero)--repeated1y is lost and, almost without fail,
her will is broken:
survives.

she becomes a trained, domestic animal if she

Most frequently, she will not.

But neither her name, her

body, nor her soul seems to be important enough to mention in criticism.
It will not suffice to account for her academically as in Praz' The
Romantic Agony 45 or even in Lily Litvak's monumental study, $rotismo fin
de siglo. 46

If the female character is to be studied at all with the

same attention and seriousness of purpose given to any other aspect of
literature in a continuing effort to discern the relationships between
gender and culture, and the ways in which these effect literature, and
the ways in which the literature informs the culture, then a mere list of
types, or even events, plots or erotic details cannot be enough, no matter
how valid the scholarship.
In works of criticism, as in works of history, the reader often
gleans more about the critic or historian than about the work in
question.

For the recording agent always brings to the work

view, or a lack of one.

~

point of

Thus, either by inclusion, or omission, the

preoccupations of the critic take precedence over those of the original
writer in many cases.

Accounts of modernismo and the vast body of

criticism accompanying it, give us categorizations and lists,
characteristics and influences, but do little to enrich our understanding
of this age.

Precious little academic time has been devoted to the women

in the modernista novel; none to the absence of the woman writer during
this period.
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I shall argue in these pages that the description of a period is
not sufficient;
view.

one must complement that expression with a point of

Therefore, this account shall be an interpreted, revisionist study

from a feminist perspective.

A mere female perspective will not suffice

here because many women in academia have had to assume male roles in both
their research and persona in order to survive that wor1d. 47

A "feminine"

perspective is also problematic for it does not imply a feminist one.

In

Latin America especially, the so-called "feminine" writers have been
grouped into a canon which was immediately considered "inferior" to the
real writers, the men, in addition to having to tolerate the
"intellectual measuring of bust and hips."48
Quite apart from whatever modernismo meant in literary terms, it
1S

also at least partially, if not totally, a world of criticism which

existed in conjunction with and parallel to the works themselves.

Yet,

in spite of this vast world, and the recognition of what is called the
"eroticism" of modernismo by both Paz and Gu1lon, nobody has discussed
the fate of the female characters in these nove1s. 49

Nearly one hundred

years after the first manifestations of modernismo, no critic has found
it noteworthy that the female protagonist almost always dies.

While this

in itself is a discovery, the combination of this intuition with the
combined ensemble of the modernsitas' works gives a clearly uncharted
field of study and, of course, a greater insight into the modernista
imagination and aesthetic.
Gullon's perception that the modernista's had a penchant for
death comes closest to an understanding of the problem.

He correctly
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recognizes that many of these deaths were suicides <either directly or
indirectly) where the men were concerned.

His assessment of Agustini's

brutal murder as an "indirect" suicide, however, leaves much to be
desired.

Equally, while he rightfully notes that many modernistas die

before reaching age thirty-five, he never notices that they, the writers,
did live long enough to witness the terrible deaths of women in their
novels.

A critical audience composed exclusively of men would have

special reason to take this into account, and they did not.

Simply put,

it was not even a question for them.50
How, then, are we to explain the silencing of the female voice
during this period?

What reasons can we find to understand why women, in

spite of the fact that they were living and writing during this time, did
not want to identify themselves with modernismo?

In light of the novels

of social reform which characterized the female writer of the late
nineteenth century--as in Aves sin nido and Sab 51 --what explanation can
be given for the fact that women did not participate in this movement of
"renovacion"52 and beauty?
One explanation centers around the fact that modernismo was
probably viewed as a literary men's club.

Both Silva and Dar£o refer to

the movement in general as the "brotherhood," using the English term;
critics have called it a "fraternidad."53
have repulsed the woman writer?

Could this old boys' network

Either directly or indirer..tly, the

modernistas excluded women, keeping them at bay by an aesthetic, I shall
argue, with which no woman would want to identify herself.

This study

will focus on the modernista concept of beauty, the literary ideal of it,
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and hence, definition of woman, which immediately make the female
writer's recalcitrance more understandable.

Using not only the works

themselves, but all those extra-literary manifestations of a culture-popular magazines, advertisements, fashion, medical advice, humor,
cartoons and newspaper columns--I shall examine the turn-of-the-century
period in Latin America in its total expression.

We shall see that this

time in history is characterized by a deeply-rooted misogyny and a
conception, use and abuse of women which can most aptly be described as
pornographic.
Simply put, it is quite heretical to call Latin America's first
big literary movement, its coming of age, pornographic.

Thus, throughout

the course of this study, I shall parallel the modernista aesthetic with
the pornographic one, arriving, in the next chapter, with a more finelytuned definition of both pornography and modernismo.

For the moment,

then, I ask the reader to suspend all preconceptions of both pornography
and of modernismo while we embark upon a journey to the late-nineteenth
century.
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that these two symbols are of unequal proportion in an andro- and
phallocentric world. In addition to its use as a symbol of power, the
phallus is the source of sexual pleasure for men while the womb serves a
different function in women.
50Gullon also implicitly writes of the poet as a man who "bebera
el mal vino de las tabernas" and "frecuentara prostitutas," Direcciones,
p. 93. If this were a necessary characteristic of the bohemian lifestyle, how could a woman be a modernista?
51Gertrudis Gomez de Avellaneda's novel, Sab (1841) was one of
the first protests against slavery in Latin America.
52See Henriquez Urena, Breve historia ••• , p. 7; Gullon, who
wrote that Dar:lo "coloca a los poetas de lengua espanola en buena v:La e
impulso la renovacion literaria," p. 16; and Paz, who believes that
certain modernista works are the point of departure of "todas las
experiencas y tentativas de la poesia moderna en lengua castellana~~' p.
258.
53 The Pre-Raphaelites--so admired by Silva in ~ Sobre~--had
formed a Brotherhood which he noticed and commented upon, p. 162. In
1899, Dario wrote that no "agrupacion brotherhood" exisi:~rl in Spain
following the precepts of "arte puro" (La Naci6n, Buenos Aires, 28 de
noviembre de 1899, cited in Gullon, p. 21). Gullon himself comments
that modernismo was the "nueva y duradera fraternidad de la invenc~on
literaria" and that the members of it called each other "hermanos," pp.
38 and 90 respectively. In addition, both Paz and Gul10n
(Direcciones ... ) discuss the "virility" or modernista verse (pp. 10 and
225, respectively).
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Fig. 1

Cover, Caras y Caretas, Ana III, N° 73, 24 de febrero de 1900.

CHAPTER 2
THE REVERSAL
In spite of the fact that the equation of modernismo equals
pornography appears to be an audacious one, the intuition that it was so
dates back to the modernistas themselves.

Today, the tendency to

classify pornography as a collection of dirty books, excludes those works
which are considered "high literature."

By removing modernismo from its

eminence in Spanish-American letters and placing it in the realm of the
"common," "vulgar" or "unhygienic"-the definition of pornography offered
by the Oxford English Dictionary--is at once a polemical, if not
subversive act.
And yet, critics and observers of modernismo have hardly failed
to notice that the entire generation is oozing of sexuality.

Octavio

Paz, for example, commented on the "gran ola sexual que bafta toda la obra
de Dario."l

Likewise, Ricardo Gu1l6n called Dario's sexual appetite a

'~on diab6lico~'2

Pedro Salinas, in a similar vein, questions how much

revolutionizing of Spanish verse could take place "entre tragos y besos"
in Dario's womanizing career with "sirenas parisienses."3

Lily Litvak

sums up the modernista/decadent attitude when she writes that "artistas,
escritores, poetas y fi16sofos de la

~

epogue manifestaron su obsesi6n

por el sexo. ,,4
However, pornography, as we shall witness, is not necessarily, or
only, sexual.

At the turn of the century, dictionaries offered two
25
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definitions:

one based on its etymology; writing about prostitutes--

certainly a modernista trait--or writing obscene material, whose
original meaning was "offensive to the senses."

In

~ sobremesa~

Jose

Asuncion Silva's protagonist proudly declares that he is considered an
"asqueroso porn6grafo."5

Since, as a whole they had a penchant for the

unusual, or "descastado" in Paz's words,6 they may have seen it as
another way to shock the bourgeoisie, whose reaction, writes Litvak, was
to take it upon themselves to begin a campaign against "la prostitucion,
las perversiones, la

pornografia~'7

More recently, critic George Schanzer

shared my own intuition when he wrote, "if Dario were alive today ••• l
could imagine [him] benefitting from occasional contributions to
Playboy~'8

Even if we are unclear about Schanzer's personal definition

of pornography, Playboy stands as symbol of the pornographic industry in
the United States today.

Thus, the perception of modernismo as

pornographic is not unprecedented in Spanish-American letters.

Most

critics, however, have been reluctant to make it the topic of their
discussion.

After the initial connection, there has been little or no

analysis of it.

ThiR study, then, will attempt to redress that

imbalance for, as we shall see, the implications of a "pornographic
aesthetic" are much more profound than a matter of morals.
Some of these definitions of the 1890s meaning of the word
include: "a description of the life, manners of prostitutes and their
patrons," "unchaste literature or art" or something which "only the
unflagging animal spirits of the poet can redeem from being disgusting."
An 1893 source states that one could be as "pornograph as the Marques de
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Sade, if he knows how," thereby relating pornography to violence and
rape, a Sadeian tradmark.

Certainly, Zola's writing about prostitutes

challenged the decorous conventions of the day and it was not long before
an 1886 source stated:
They call themselves 'naturalists' •••but they are in
fact only pornographers, and immature, inexperienced,
conceited, love-mad youngsters.9
In the final analysis, pornography was immoral and offensive to decency.
Today, that approach is still being used by those who feel that any
exposure of the human body is immoral, and is one of the stands taken on
the controversial pornography issue.

By contrast, the "liberal" approach

argues that pornography is just "another manifestation of our ever more
expanding human sexuality";10 this side also argues that it is their
right and should be protected by the First Amendment to the Constitution
as Freedom of Speech.

Until recently, these were the only two stands

on the pornography issue.
In Laura Lederer's anthology Take Back the Night, a third side to
the issue appears, in the wake of the second wave of feminism in the
United States:

the feminist one.

The sudden importance of the

pornography issue in feminist analysis reveals that the previous
arguments did either not address the issue or were considered inadequate
from a woman's point of view.

Although it was not until the mid- to late

seventies that the issue became so important, Simone Je Beauvior had a
good intuition about it in The Second Sex.

Discussing works of Sacher-

Masoch and Sade, she says that they "satisfy upon women the desires that
haunt them; their disciples commonly turn to prostitutes."

Her
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understanding of pornography as a projection of the male sexual desire
cannot be underestimated; nor can her perception of the type of
relationship between the woman in pornography (herein referred to as the
"model") and the man who projects it upon her (herein referred to as the
"agent").

Her assessment of masochism, while problematic on one level,

also correctly defines the dynamic: "when the individual chooses to be made
purely a thing under the conscious will of others, to see herself as a
thing, to play at being a thing."l!

While understanding the "individual"

to be a woman, de Beauvior does not appear to believe that she could have
been made a "thing" against her will.

What she r.onsiders "playing" may

be, as more recent research has shown, a tactic in survival.

However, de

Beauvior's essential intuition that the woman is converted into an
object, that she is being used as such by the will of another, and that she
has lost her own spirit or will is also the basis for a more recent
feminist definition of pornography.

Often this state is achieved through

violence.
Robin Yeamans has written that, for her, pornography is "any use
of the media which equates sex and violence."12

Today, this use has

included "women being skewered, women being killed."13

For Adrienne

Rich, the most "pernicious message" of pornography is that "women are
natural sexual prey to men and love it; that sexuality and violence are
congruent."14

She argues el sewhere that "pornography is about

slavery,"15 concurring, then, with Kathleen Barry, whose book Female
Sexual Slavery makes the same point.

The purpose is to break a woman's
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spirit and make her compliant.

D. H. Lawrence's assessment of

pornography is "an insult... to the human spirit."16
One of the most recent definitions of pornography was written
jointly by Catharine Mac.Kinnon and Andrea Dworkin for the city of
Minneapolis and reflects current feminist thinking on the subject.

It

states that "pornography is the sexually explicit subordination of women,
graphically depicted in either pictures or words~117

According to the

authors, this will distinguish it from other sexual material such as
erotica and/or sexual education.

What is useful about this distinction

is that it puts the pornography issue out of the realm of the morality
question and yet still addresses those aspects of it which both feminist
activists and women's studies scholars alike find so objectionable.

Many

of the other feminist issues that both groups had been grappling with
individually become clear through an analysis of pornography.
point where so many other feminist concerns converge.

It is the

Some of those

arguments are basic tenets of democratic institutions: i.e., all humans
are equal, slavery should be aboliShed, and violence is wrong; few people
contest this.

It is some of the more disturbing aspects that have become

the focus of the controversy: a woman's control of her own body
(implicating control over her own sexuality, or sexuality on her own
terms), a woman as the currency in male transactions, a woman as a slave
(to a single "agent" or to a beauty ideal which is based on her denial of
the natural and changing female body), economic necessity and
exploitation, prostitution, rape, violence, mutilation and/or
humiliation.

The question, then, is not why the interest in
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pornography, as much as why did it take so long to realize it?
Everything that we find in patriarchy--especially in its most degraded
form--is present in pornography.

Conversely, everything that is present

in pornography--which is a degraded form--also has some expression in
patriarchy.

For both, the deeply-rooted ethic is misogyny.

Another recent treatise on the theory of pornography, Susan
Griffin's deceptively simple poetic prose in Pornography and Silence,
makes clear the relation of patriarchy and pornography.

In it, she

delineates the quintessential pornographic imagination through the basic
patriarchal dichotomy informing her work and constituting her subtitle:
Culture's Revenge against Nature.

It is the divided self, in Griffin's

estimation, who suffers from the splitting of the material and the
spiritual, the rational from the emotional and actually silences eros,
thus allowing for the triumph of pornography.

Now instead of just Sade,

Bataille and Sacher-Masoch, the list of pornographers is expanded to
include, for example, the Church Fathers, who argued that woman had no
soul and were merely matter--clearly inferior, in their estimation, to
spirit.

These pornographers shared an ideology with contemporary ones:

both could dominate nature for they were above it.

The Inquisitors who

burned witches and whose "sado-masochistic erotic fantasies" according to
Mary Daly, witches were made to confess, anticipated the pornographic film
industry of today.

Part of their paraphernalia included "eye-gougers,

branding irons, spine-rollers, forehead tourniquets, thumbscrews, racks,
strappados, iron boots for crushing legs, heating chairs, choking
'pears"'18 and demonstrate the separation of the rational and the
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affective.

Daly has demonstrated the parallels between the witch-hunters

and the medical profession, with special attention to both gynecologists
and psychiatrists.

The obsession with, and consequent extirpation of,

female organs resembles the kind of destruction that we associate with
pornography and, indeed, is another manifestation of it.
Griffin's concern, as with much of the recent scholarship in
women's studies, posits a "holistic" view of the human race--one which
joyfully accepts the entire range of human emotions and passions; one
which does not relegate to a traditional hierarchy certain elements as
more important and valuable than others.

In Western culture, this is

most directly expressed through the following gender-specific roles:
woman equals material and man equals spiritual.
Griffin's work, then, while clearly anti-pornographic, cannot be
accused of being anti-sexuality.

On the contrary, it argues for a

celebration of female sexua1ity--but a female sexuality, like a female
history, on its own terms.

There is no room here for control,

subjugation, repres sion, oppression or dom ina tion.

Her approach

furnishes us with an understanding of pornography which does not accuse,
but rather attempts to analyze, the pornographer.
also provides some answers.

At the same time, it

While her analysis reaches us on a symbolic

and metaphorical level, the MacKinnon/Dworkin one is useful on a legal
one.

I suggest, then, a fusion of these two views for a working

definition of pornography in this study: a subordination of women through
sexual images in words or in print evidenced through a belief that
Culture (and for all it stands) is superior and therefore has more rights
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than Nature (and for all it stands).

The concomitant gender-specific

roles that each of these embody are often (though, not always) manifested
in the violent destruction of a beautiful woman (either in fiction, fact,
fantasy or symbol).

For these reasons, Barry sums up pornography as the

"media of misogYny."19
The fin ~ siecle "media" of Latin American was strongly
influenced by the European one, which was already showing signs of
porn~graphy.20

Let us then exam ine this period in order to place

modernismo in a cultural context.

Focusing our lens on the treatment of

women, and contrary to the popular belief, we shall see that both
historically and fictionally, this is a period of profound misogyny.
Spanish poet, Pedro Salinas, would argue to the contrary.

The

For him,

nothing could be more replete with what he considers to be the frivolity
of fern ininity than modernismo.

It is, in his words, a "fiesta de

superficies, exaltacion de Baco y su licor, tumulto de los sentidos" in
contrast to the "austero y viril" Spanish poets of the same generation. 2l
Silva demonstrates that femininity is a degraded form of being:
miserable que gasta diez minutos en pulirse las
cortesana~'22

UDaS

"Eres un

como una

While this was a period of intense dandyism and it could

be argued that men cared for their appearance in much the same way that
women always have, a masculine concern for elegance does not preclude
misogyny.

Nor does the unwritten knowledge--or gossip--that the

modernistas were homoerotic. 23

As far as Salinas was concerned,

modernista poetry was "cosa de tocador,"24 and as such, too in significant
to attract the attention of the profound Spanish poets who could not be
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seduced by such flimsy superficiality.

And yet, if the feminine were not

degraded--as it inevitably is in patriarchy--it would not be offensive to
call something "feminine."

In spite of the fact that Schanzer sees Silva

with a "collection of orgasms,"25 the De sobremesa protagonist claims that
he had a "desprecio a fondo a las mujeres." 26

French writer Christine

Faure can unequivocally state of the Positivists: "It will come as no
surprise if I add to their already weighty list of charges that of
indisputable misogyny~'27

Writing about the Decadents, Linda Dowling

concurs having "encount [ered] the Baude1arian misogyny of a Des
Esseintes.,,28

Both the French writer and the protagonist served the

modernista imagination.

Modernista Misogyny
At first glance, it would appear rather difficult to equate the
modernista aesthetic with a misogynist one.
woman-loving generation?
amor"?29

Is this not the womanizing,

Is Dario not, as Gu116n states, the "poeta de

Are they not, as Silva writes, in the world to "rea1izar los

antojos de las diosas"?30

Is this not, as Schulman has written, a

literary space
pob1ado de cisnes, pavos rea1es, satiros, ninfas; e1
decorado de diamantes, rubfes, jaspe, los trabajos de
orfebrerfa, de ebanis§iria, crista1eria, los ambientes
regios y exoticos [?]
Finally, in Gullan's words, are the modernistas not on the "send a de 1a
belleza pura" and, is it not true that "e1 ideal de 1a be11eza y de 1a
verdad eran uno mismo"? 32

Thus, it seems valid to suppose that

modernismo was an adoration and idolization of women and not a movement
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grounded in misogyny.

Yet, the popular culture of the day told a

different story.
We might be inclined to think, as a result of the following
graphic [Fig. 2] that the representation of woman-as-freedom is an
exaltation of the female, and not, as I am arguing, a degradation.

The

draped figure of the woman rises from the sea and casts off her chains
signifying the end of colonial rule.

This would indicate her moral

superiority and place her on a pedestal, while at the same time
"get[ting] her safely out of harm's way."33

At the same time, as

Katherine Rogers has shown, men could continue to be the beasts that
Naturalists said they were, for women "the nob ler half of
humanity ••• elevate [d] men's spirits and inspire [d] their higher
impu 1 se s."'34

It should be understood, then, that the following graphic

stood for the freedom and independence of men.

If she were to assert

her own, "she would threaten order."35
The divided self of which I have spoken idealized the same two
types of womanhood throughout the nineteenth century as patriarchy
always had: one to represent each side of the dichotomized individual
(about both of whom much has been written).

On one hand, the famous angel in

the house, was the rem inder of the perfect and ideal woman whom men
would marry.

But there was also the temptress (mermaid, siren,

orienta1 princess or belly-dancer), the femme fatale who served the
purpose of titillating the sexual imagination of her creators.
man would marry her.

But, no

He might conceivably spend his life lamenting his
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Fig. 2

"Libertad," in Luis Suarez, iMayo!: Album Hist6rico-BiograficoArtistico-Literario. Vol. 1. Homenaje en Contribuci6n a1 Primer
Centenario de 1a Emancipaci6n Po1ftica Argentina. Buenos Aires:
Bib1ioteca Naciona1, 1910.
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fate about the woman he did choose to marry as the periodicals of the
day seem to indicate.
The "angel-in-the-house" type women in these publications are
depicted in a variety of negative ways in spite of th~ fact that they
have followed the prescribed behavior for young women and are
themselves "proper matrons."

Instead of the femme fatale (the evil

woman who causes all men destruction and horror), thelPoPular culture
belittles the common housewife (the woman men marry) and depicts her as
the real "demon" in their lives.
These "diabolical" ways are usually manifested in a variety of
extraordinarily unoriginal statements typical of

miso~ynists.

On the

one hand, she is the extravagant young wife who does rot value the worth
of her husband's hard-earned money.

Their arguments center around his

efforts to earn it (and thus keep her happy) and hers to squander it
(thus making him miserable) as the following cartoons show [Figs. 3,4].
It can even be the justification for marital quarrels, for the world
knows, and as the anonymous poem "Tristeza de Mujer" indicates, woman
has a natural inclination towards ostentation:
Algun desgraciado amor ••• ?
De algun carino el exceso
Tiene su pecho apenado?
The real source of her grief is the government crackdown on spending,
the "campana contra el lujo" which means that the women will not be able
to spend money on "joyas ni sederias/ ••• ni trajes estrepitosas."36
Another classic misogynist type is the "husband-catcher."
Because patriarchy depends on marriage for its continuation and, as
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Virginia Woolf has written, marriage was the "one great profession open
to our class,"37 the following cartoons show the ways in which women
try to exercise this "career."

What Mary Daly has called a

ureversa1"38 actually occurs here:

it is the woman who is made to be

the "winner" when she "ca tches" her man; the man who gets "hooked" the
loser.

Even the so-called "revistas dedicadas a1 bello sexo"

promulgated this thinking.

In the next cartoon, the age-old joke

appears in a piece called "Innocence" [Fig. 5], implying that when the
girl-child grows she, too, will engage in the same kind of fishing as
her aunt.

Finally, the cartoon entitled "Casada y Soltera" [Fig. 6]

actually makes the point quite explicitly.

Its implication is that no

matter how unhappy a woman is with her marriage and/or her husband,
things could be much worse:

she might have the misfortune of being a

"solterona."
Other forms of misogyny also make their appearance during this
time.

The 1915 journal E1 Hogar in a cartoon called "Las mujeres que

he conocido" [Fig. 7], features all the types of women men hate.
One of the worst qualities of this group is the way women talk:
tongues.

female

Whether it was to gossip about each other, malign men or

cause general mischief, women "with their slippery tongues" as the
Malleus Ma1eficarum tells us,39 are not to be trusted.

An 1891

journal, lil Indicador Argentino writes this about women's tongues:
E1 afan de criticar, ridicu1izar y despe11ejar a1
projimo, es un viejo que tienen muchas hombres y todas,
abso1utamente todas, las mujeres.40
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On the question of the capabilities of women's tongues, mother-in-law
misogyny was also bound to appear as the next cartoon shows [Fig. 8].
This type of humor, it should be noted, appeared in women's magazines, on
the ''Pagina comica."

Because women's tongue s were the source of evil,

probably considered female phallic symbols (since, in fact, they lacked
real ones), they were also used against other women in a series of
cartoons and jokes which depict women maligning their so-called friends.
A 1920 cartoon called "Buena Amiga" shows a womanis surprise that a
friend of hers could find something good to say about her.
"
to t h e story agrees:
1 ~sten~ng

"~s
sh
e too

surpr~se d

The friend
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It should come as no surprise then, with such an abundance of
misogynist humor, that jokes would also appear in which a man would try
to rid himself of his wife.

In 1899, poet Roberto Carcamo wrote in Caras

y Caretas that his wife was such a marvelous and wonderful creature, that

it would be truly divine "si fuera/la mujer de algun amigo."42

In the

same spirit, a 1915 journal ran an article called "Mujeres arpfas."
While we might be inclined to associate harpies with the femme fatale
type, the subtitle informs us that they "amargaron la vida de algunos
grandes hombres" including Socrates, Carlyle and the Duke of
Marlborough. 43

The real harpy, we are informed, is not the woman who

lures men to her bed for sexual pleasures, but rather the shrew with whom
men must live:

their wives.

When it occurs to men that a way to

extricate themselves from their unhappy marriages is through the death of
their spouses, jokes appear about ways in which to accomplish the task.
In each case, the husband makes it clear on no uncertain terms that the
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Fig. 8

"La pagina comica-la suegra," El Hogar, Ano XII,
N° 319, 12 de noviembre de 1915.
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death of his wife was either something for which he hoped, for which he
was responsible, or over which he would not shed tears.
[Fig. 9] speak for themselves.

These cartoons

A woman's death, then, rather than a

cause for grief, was the source of elation.

While the Romantics had also

included a proliferation of female deaths in their works, the passage of
time had given future generations the option of killing women without the
heartfelt Romantic poetry accompanying it.

Modernistas had begun to do

the same in their novels so that in the popular culture, the profanation
of the death of a woman was especially apparent.
These images, which appeared in women's magazines, undoubtedly
affected the psyches of their female readers.

We know from a poll

conducted by El Hogar in 1915 that they had a circulation of 410,000
readers of women from Argentina and the rest of Latin America.

Although

the period was slightly after the big turn-of-the-century modernista
"boom"; there is no discernable difference between 1900 Caras y Caretas
misogyny and 1915 El Hogar woman-hating.

The women who appear in these

various modes just described were a far cry, then, from the exotic
beauties of oriental origin who belly-danced their way down the pages of
the same publications seducing male readers by their sexuality and female
ones by their "enviable" beauty.
Spanish poet Juan Ramon Jimenez called modernismo an epoca,45 a
period of cultural history.

For Federico de Onrs, modernismo was "la

forma hispanica de la crisis universal de las letras y del espiritu."46
From the woman-annihilating pages of journals we have just seen to the
lofty beauties with which no woman could actually identify, little space
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was left for the woman writer of the epoca.

This fraternity, by

promoting an impossible ideal of beauty, on one hand, and prematurely
killing the "heroines" on the other, modernistas safely created a world
which a woman writer would understandably eschew.

Ideal Woman/Ideal Beauty
If the ideal woman could not be found in one's life companion,
one's marriage partner, the magazines of the day did much to promote
another ideal inherited from the many -isms of the
century.

lat~

nineteenth

Coupled with a socio-religious background, these publications

oscillated between this ideal beauty and the ideal woman.

The pages of

women's magazines, then, teach women how to be "coquetas" on one hand,
and perfect mothers and homemakers on the other.
The first ideal woman is, of course, the perfect mother.

One of

the principle chores of the perfect mother was to prepare her daughters
for patriarchal marriages where they, too, could be perfect mothers, thus
insuring the perpetuation of the system.

How would a girl know how to

act in marriage, asks La Al;aba, "si nunca oyo de la boca su madre de que
modo debla conducirse en su estado de casada?"47
also the perfect housewife.

The perfect mother is

Being a perfect homemaker depended on

knowing how to please, whether that was through her personal appearance
or the appearance of her home, as this 1919 journal advised:

"una mujer

bien arreglada agradara mas a todos los suyos que una mujer
descuidada."48

An artic Ie entitled "Nuestro 'HOME'--Lo que debe ser"

gave furnishing tips that would make a woman become the admiration and
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envy of all others.49

The French magazine La Mode Pratique was read

religiously at the turn of the century; its main theme was advice to
women about how to become "la plus enviable."50
Woman's greatest asset--her beauty--received the most attention
~n

these journals.

Columns such as "Secretos de la belleza femenina"

appeared regularly with tips on beauty care from head to toe.

The

correct costume for every inch of female anatomy was taken into account
here as it had in the European journals: how to keep one's neck white,
what shoes to wear for every occasion, how to get rid of unwanted fat
(as early 1884),51 and how to "combatir las Hneas" which inevitably
appeared on a woman's face.

For example, women with defective faces

"sea 6 no del nacimento" have new hope, as illustrated by Julia W.
Taylor's "Before and After" [Fig. 10] pictures; other advice informed
the "mujer muy siglo veinte"52 of modern corsets she could do herself;
"ugly" women were given a new lease on life with apparatus such as the
"corrector" [Fig. 11] featured below which assured that "s~lo es feo I I
que quiere serlo" (my emphasis).

Other columns went even further: women

were told how to keep their mouths fresh and nipples erect. 53

If all

these prescriptions were not enough, the hats and shoes of the fashion
of the day, either by their elaborate ornamentation or absolute
impracticality, were designed to keep even the most athletic women
immob ile or conf ined.
Ultimately, all these prescriptions served the same purpose: if
the woman used these products she could become the Paris cocotte that her
husband so admired; they might turn her into the femme fatale which she
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IASOMBROSOI

AIttBS DE OPBRADA

DIt8PUtS DK OPERAD'"

Adelellfo tie Ie clrugla moderlla.-Coa ulla 'Imple ap"acl6n 'In
lIolor r que dura 115 , 20 mlnutOl, .. oorrl., TODD
DEFECTO tie la cara, Ilia 6 no II, .aolmlento.

Los interesados pueden conveneerS0 pasaudo~
por Limp 71, eonsultas gratis. La nariz mal
form ada, oldos sobl'esalientes, r.ara bundlda 0
arrllgJE9a, las manehas, verrugas, etc., .todo tiene remedio seguro. Depilaeion el~etrlca • a 1.
hora. 8 masajes faciales .. vapor $ :10. Cura
contra toda afeecion d~ la piel. Big-lene del cabello, Canocidll para fortific8r y darle color.
Cr~me Jeunesl!e, Polvos Uquldos, preparados
para eomwrvar y hermo8eftr. Los espeelficos S8
venden FarmAeias Gibson, Rolon, Kelly, EI
Pleta, Centro de Espeelf1eos. Av. de Mayo, 720
en ~sta. La de Vazquez, Central, y Cesare en.
La Plata.
'
Pidan folletos de

JULIAor W. DE
TAYLOR
on.
.., 1
'T' _

Fig. 10

"Asombroso," in Caras y Caretas, Aria 5, N° 186,
26 de abri1 de 1902.
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"Correc tor" in E1 Hagar, N° 284, Aiio XII,
12 de marzo de 1915.
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herself may have hated, yet at the same time, longed to be.
Advertisments for such products as cigarettes, champagne, perfume and
makeup (to name but a few) are actually the beginings of the kind of
pornography in the media so prevalent today.

The woman in these

advertisements, with togas draped across their half naked bodies, begin
to publicly exude ideal womanhood.

Clearly, the messages are mixed:

while the perfect mother is learning how to raise chil1dren and decorate a
home, sirens and mermaids populate the pages of her
her that she, too, could be like the exotic beauties
used the named product.

jOl~rnals

i~

to remind

question if she

Copy such as "Essence Mysterieuse" [Fig. 12]

promises to add a new dimension to the "encanto al eterno femenino,"54
and is a far cry from the lessons of feminine morality of yesteryear.

By

1925, the mermaid and belly-dancer used to sell "Polvo Brissac" [Figs. 13,
14] are addressed to the

~

and not the cocotte.

By using it, she will

"seduce irresistiblemente."55
Advertisements of this nature serve to illustrate some very
important points in the first quarter of the twentieth century.

While

the woman-at-home was supposedly the feminine ideal, all women knew that
it was the figure of the mermaid who was the irresistible charmer.

As

such, it was this impossible ideal which women strived to attain.

The

advertising encouraged her to be and become one of these women whom men
found so seductive.

A taste for the exotic and Oriental--for which the

modernistas must be given credit--was now used in the exclusive form of a
woman's body to sell the product.

The degradation of the female body--

one of the tenets of pornography--had begun.
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"Essence Mysterieuse," in E1 Hagar, Ana XII, N° 310,
10 de septeimbre de 1915.
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"Pa1vo Grasoso Brissac," America (mermaid) Ano I, N° 34,
naviembre 7 de 1924, p. 24·
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Fig. 14

"PaIva Grasoso Brissac~" America (be11ydancer) Aria II, N') 79,
septiembre 19 de 1925, p. 24.
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In actuality, the only WOman who was really permitted to play
this role was the woman of the stage.

Periodicals such as El Mundo

Artistico featured the beauties of the day in their oriental garb.

For

these women, the transgression from prescribed behavior was not only
accepted; it was expected.56

For the rest of the female population, this

mythical icon was an ideal which women may have aspired to but, like the
figure of the Virgin, would never be able to actually achieve.

Modernismo/Naturalismo
In his study of the nineteenth century Spanish American novel,
Gentee 1 Barbarism, John Brushwood has observed that "naturalism and
modernismo are mutally influential."57

Historically, Naturalism was to

have an effect in Latin America after it passed out of vogue in Europe.
Although Goic classifes them as two separate generations, he does place
modernismo within the Naturalist period, thereby recognizing it as a
smaller unit in a larger picture.

Naturalist thought contended that the

innate baseness of instinct and sexual desire could be controlled by
the "law and order" forces of civilization (symbolized in the modernistas
by a love of art and things beautiful).

The ubiquitous presence of the

fatal woman, then, rem inded them that they were not above the ways of the
flesh.

Lurking behind the veneer of the civilized "gentlemen" (i.e.,

Jack the Ripper) an all-consuming passion and unbridled sexuality could
threaten even the most upright male citizen turning him into a dangerous
beast.

Efforts at law and order, civilization and progress had a

dangerous underside: beneath this order lie the barbaric forces of
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nature, most graphically represented by the awesome geography of the
Southern American continent; most graphically symbolized by the equation
of woman equals nature.
A typical way of demonstrating this duality was in the
association of Woman-as-Season, following the Naturalist tradition.

The

idea of changing seasons, corresponding to the eternal renewal of
nature, found its way into modernist a novels in the form of the sexual
cycle: desire, fulfillment, impregnation and death.

In Dominici, as we

shall see, spring represented fertility (blossoming), summer was
maturity, and autumn equalled death.

Magazines of the time also used

women to present new seasons of the year and new seasons of readership.
The following two graphics [Figs. 15, 16] used as covers for Caras

~

Caretas display young beauties immersed in modernista gardens of exotic
plants, languid contours and the suggestively sexual images so common in
art nouveau.

The "pavo real" adds to the atmosphere of both the royal

and the exotic.

While Primavera shows a virgin-type, Otono exhibits a

more sexually experienced woman seductively inviting the reader to
examine the pages of her text.

One of the far-reaching implications of

this duality is that when Autumn ends, the woman will have to die in
order to make room for a new virgin.

There is no sadness, then, in this

inevitable death of the woman, for in each new season the marvels of
nature will bring forth the eternal regeneration of itself.

This

continual regeneration guarantees that there will always be fresh (not
used) woman to satisfy insatiable appetites.

The death of the woman is

actually a cause for celebration, for it means that new virgins will
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Por Castro Rive.-a

Fig. 15

"Primavera," in Caras y Caretas, Alia III, N° 104, 29 de
septiembre de 1900.
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Fig. 16

"Otono,"

in Caras

y

Caretas, Ano II, N° 77, 24 de marzo de 1900.
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appear the following season.

In pornography, there will always be a

staple of young women; in modernismo, a new season (which also means a
new woman).

Certain periods of the year were especially dangerous:

these so-called times of "celo" could cause a normal man to lose himself
and revert to his base instincts.

In order to properly exonerate

himself from any transgressions, his behavior would have to be blamed on
another.

Enter the femme fatale.

What is a Fatal Woman?
The names we give things effect, for all time,
our attitudes towards them. --Julia Stanley S8
The existence of the expression "femme fatale" is indicative of
the existence of a concept of such a woman, albeit imaginarily.
her existence

LS

purely mythological or symbolical, the act of naming her

"fatal woman" points to her status in the popular imagination.
recent book The

Even if

Fem~

In her

Fatale, Virginia Allen wrote: "The nineteenth

century invented the image; the twentieth century its label."S9

As Allen

has amply shown, the fact that the label did not exist, by no means
precluded the "existence" of the image.

The act of naming, of such

concern to women's studies scholars, is far from insignificant for,
according to Andrea Dworkin, it is an act of control allowing the namer
to define experience, to articulate boundaries and
values, to designate each thing is its realm and
qualities, to determine what can and cannot be
expressed.
It is nothing short of permitting the namer "to control perception
itself.,,60

Genesis supports the argument; when the Lord God brought all

animals to Adam "to see what he would call them," the name "the man
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called each of them would be its name" (2:19).

The same occured with

Woman: "She is now bone of my bone and flesh of my flesh; she shall be
called Woman" (2:23).

Eve was not called "fatal" for her transgression,

but she was immediately associated with Evil and the Devil and, more
important, she was considered "fatal."

If, instead of Church Fathers,

there had been Church Mothers, she might have been hailed as
Know ledge."

'~earer

of

But, in the words of Monique Wit tig, she has inherited a

language "made up of words that are killing" her. 6l
documents gender-specific ways of expression.

In

l!.

Different Voice

In it, Carol Gilligan

writes that "the language they [men and woman] use and the connections
they make reveal the world that they see and in which they act."62
And so it became (whether or not she was so named) that a woman
was fatal.

Deemed so by "the oppressor's language," in the words of

Adrienne Rich,63 this language which called her fatal was invented; but
it was not invented by women.
The mere mention of the femme fatale--whether it be classically,
traditionally, critically, mythically or popularly speaking--evokes
curious and fascinated interest.

For she is the satanically beautiful

female whose pleasure is to attract men to her insatiable sexuality only
to later destroy them.

Typically, the man she lures finds himself unable

to resist or reject her, even when it leads to his downfall or his
ultimate death.

It is said that she devours him.

Her name, the epithet

"fatal," comes from the fact that she leads her victims to their death,
and revels in so doing.

From her rise in Genesis to her degradation in

Hollywood and ultimately in. pornography, she is a woman about whom much
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1S said, but Dot necessarily one that actually exists.

Her most frequent

appearances occur 1n the industries of the imagination: Biblical,
literary, artistic, cinematographic or pornographic.

Yet, the common

bond of all these industries is the fact that they are patriarchally
controlled.

Earlier this century, the "patriarch" of the fatal

woman theory in literature, Mario Praz, insists:
There have always existed fatal women both in mythology
and in literature, since mythology and literature are
imaginative reflections of aspects of real life, and
real life has always provided more ,Jr less complete
examples of arrogant and cruel female figures. 64
While I do not wish to suggest that Fatal Women did not exist in real
life any more than I would affirm that pornographic females do not, it
should be noted that pornographic models (modern femmes fatales) confess
to being creating by their agents. 65

I do submit, however, that women

become fatal women, femmes fatales, out of a complexity of

r~asons

(economic necessity, desire to please, loss of self) too numerous to
elaborate on here.

Later in this study, I shall propose a new definition

of the fatal woman based on her own reality.

To date, all labels

conferred upon her have been the product of an alien imagination.

They

do not necessarily have any correlation to a female reality.
While Eve is the first recorded fatal woman in patriarchal
history, the etymology of her name, "mother of all living things"
suggests that at the convergence of patriarchal and matriarchal history,
she was a manifestation of the Great Goddes s.

Erich Neumann's The Great

Mother supplies us with examples of fatal women from prehistory who, at
the time perhap s, or in Neumann's own imagination, were known as the
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"Terrible Mother," the negative aspect of the Great Mother known to all
cultures.

Neumann calls her "a symbol for the unconscious.

Side of the Terrible Mother takes the form of monsters~'66

And the Dark
The dual

nature of the Great Mother is echoed throughout Neumann's work:
brings life and she brings death.

she

Contemporary writer Helene Cixous

mocks the association of the feminine with death: " ••• they need
femininity to be associated with death.
a hard-on.

It's the jitters that give them

They need to be afraid of us~~7

more tangible terrible mother:

This fear has created the

the stepmother of patriarchal fairy-tales

who is characteriz~d by "overwhelming malice, devouring greed,
uncontainable avarice.

She is ruthless, brutal and ambitious, a danger

to children and other living things," according to Dworkin. 68

Both

images (dark, unconscious motherhood and cruel stepmothers) have several
points in common:

they were not created by women, they have been

informed by a basic misogyny and are clearly products of patriarchy.

The

fatal woman is a product either of patriarchy, or of misogyny, or the
combination:

patriarchal misogyny.

We might add that where there is

patriarchy, there is some manifestation of the fatal woman.
The Church fathers are an especially good example of promoting
the image of the fatal woman and are, according to Griffin, early
pornographers.

Because she allowed herself to be tempted by the Devil,

frequently represented in the figure of a serpent (a symbol commonly
associated with the fatal woman and the Terrible Mother), woman became,
in the words of Dorothy Dinnerstein, culture's "scapegoat.,p9 The poignancy
and tragedy of the human condition (i.e., mortality) could be blamed on
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her.

The Christian tradition was not the only one to plant the blame on

woman; Hesiod had done the same in his version of the Pandora tale:
Until her appearance:
the races of men had lived on earth free from harm,
from toilsome labor and from the painful diseases which
bring death to humankind. But the woman's
hands ••• scattered the evils within it and laid up
harsh troubles for men. 70
Tertullian's much-quoted ''You are Eve •••You are the Devil's gateway"71
promulgated the same kind of thinking.

The creation of Woman-as-Devil,

according to Eileen Power came from the Church:
As the ascetic ideal rose and flourished and
monasticism became the refuge of the finest minds and
most ardent spirits ••• there came into being as an
inevitable consequ,~ce a conception of woman as the
supreme temptress.
Both modernismo and pornography make the same point about women.

In

pornography, because she is the temptress, because men are aroused by
her, instead of showering her with passion, he reacts by a desire to
subdue her (frequently he is depicted as a lion tamer with a whip, a Nazi
with torture accessories, a horseman "bridling" an animal, or any other
manifestation where he is "master").

In all cases, his role is to

establish superiority by controlling nature.
master is assumed by the Poet.
now known as "dios."

Instead

In modernismo, the role of

of calling himself master, he is

Like divinities everywhere, it is his privilege to

name, subjugate, tame and control.

Like the language of the Bible, he

has dominion over and creates fear in his "subjects"-more aptly, they
could be called his "objects."

Gu116n confirms that the modernistas

believed themselves to be God-like, for like the heavenly divinity, they
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too could create:
1a palabra."73

they were "en la imagen de Dios, capaces de crear con

Again, if one had to be "in God's image" to create with

the word, where did this leave the female writt::r'l
If the male writer was playing the role of God, that would leave
the role of Devil for the woman.
Western

Eu~

In Margaret Murray's The Witch Cult in

the author explains that:

As the conqueror always regards the religion of the
conquered as superior to his own in the arts of evil
magic ... their god was ~d.fntified by the conquerors with
the Principle of Evil.
If we consider that the conquered are women and men the conquerors, it is
easy to see how women could become the Devil, both in Christian myth and
in the "revolutionary" modernistas who considered themselves to be a
replacement.

The association of Woman as Devil has a long history in

patriarchy and is beyond the scope of this study.

However, one of their

correlations, used by modernistas, Pre-Raphaelites and the Christian
tradition was a woman's hair.

Lederer suggests that it was the shaggy

billy-goat that represented the Devil which first caused the
association. 75

The association of the Devil as a conglomeration of

serpents completed the picture.

No discussion of the femme fatale would

be complete without mentioning her hair.
In a variety of symbologies, hair is always associated with
female sexuality; the absence of it (i.e., the shaven head) was
concomitant with a renunciation of sexuality.

The Malleus Maleficarum,

for example, warns that witches should be shaven before being sent to the
stake.76

At approximately the same historic period, the European

Renaissance, oil painting was becoming the artistic vogue.

John Berger
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points out that the nude was painted without any body hair because
Hair is associated with sexual
The woman's sexual power needs
the spectator may feel that he
a passion ••• Women are there to
have any of their own. 77

power, with passion.
to be minimized so that
has the monopoly of such
feed an appetite, not to

The essence of pornography is also for women "to feed an appetite, not to
have any of their
modernismo.
her life.

own~'

For the most part, this is also true of

When 'she does "feed her appetite" she will pay for it with

Both of the recent books on the femme fatale stress the

importance of her hair.

Patrick Bade, for example, writes that her "hair

was her most effective and lethal weapon._the seductress winds her hair
around her victim's neck."78

At the turn of the century, then, the

messages women were receiving about their hair resembled all the other
contradictory ones which we have already seen.

On the one hand, they

were encouraged to become the Oriental princess featured below [Fig. 17],
and on the other, they were told on no equivocal terms that "El cabello
es la hermosura de la mujer" [Fig. 18], in spite of its correlation with
the devil.

Again there is a double message for women.

Another popular manifestation of the fatal woman was the sphinx.
Bachofen, she was the symbol of "tellurian motherhood."

Like Neumann, he

suggests that the femme fatale had her origins in the image of the Great
Mother: "she represents the fem inine right of the earth in it s dark
aspect as the inexorable law of death~'79

Many of the heroines of

modernista novels are known as "esfinges" for they are mysterious to the
male

write~,

has written:

The quality of mystery also has another side, as Mary Daly

For
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Men have been regarded as having full human status and
therefore are not seen as posing special problems,
whereas wom.en, '8~0 have not yet achieved this status,
seem mysterl.ous.
Would a woman writer have found the biological functioning of another
woman mysterious?

If creating "mysterious women" was a literary

convention, the woman writer was again written out of the canon.
The femme fatale was also the spider woman, yet another
manifestation of the Great Mother in her Terrible form, according to the
following passage from Neumann, who appears to be projecting his own
fears:
net and noose are typical weapons of the Fem inine's
power to bind and fetter, the knot is a dire instrument
of the enchantress. 8l
In the modernista novel, sewing and other fiber-related activities take
on a symbolic importance, not unlike the fear of the Terrible Mother so
important to Neumann, when Juana Lucero's mother appears to her after
death.
Also known as the Fury, the Wild One, the "devouring whirlpool,"
she is, in Neumann's estimation, one who "like so many alluring and deathdealing female figures_.has the upper parts of a beautiful woman, while
her lower parts consist of three hell hounds.,,82

As we have already

seen, this will translate into sirens and mermaids in the popular
culture.
Of all her known qualities, the one which gained her notoriety
was her insatiable sexual appetite.

Popular culture had it that she

would take men in and spit them out, devour them by her voracious and
emasculating habits.

Her body (like the devouring earth whose womb has
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the magic to regenerate itself by the production of life, or children),
could also produce snakes nnd teeth, according to Lederer:
Inside the vagina, there may be others besides teeth,
or rather, other teeth of the vagina itself, for in
numerous Blories, the vagina contains one or more
serpents.

The Fictional Woman and the Modernista Novel
Exactly the opposite type of woman appeared and occurred in the
modernista novel.

Instead of being the Devil, Aixa, the "infidel," for

example, stands as testimony to true dignity of a woman.

She is known as

the mysterious sphinx and yet, upon closer examination, her fear of
patriarchy and how it could harm her led to her silence.

The fatal woman

is the "spider woman" and yet the only spider-woman activity was Juana
Lucero's sewing.

She is the wild fury, the siren, the mermaid; yet in

this role, she is always destroyed.

Beba reveals a woman who allows her

sexual feelings to take precedence over patriarchal convention.

The only

manifestation of the mermaid in this very wild act, is that Beba
eventually drowns herself.

While the femme fatale is known for her

sexual insatiability, in the novels she was denied her sexuality on any
terms.

Each transgression inevitably resulted in her death.

Often the

sexually insatiable figure in the novels was the man; but the woman
still paid for it with her life.

Often she was raped.

In spite of her

reputation as destroyer of men, she was the one who was consistently
destroyed by her "creator," the god-like modernista poet.
protagonist survives a modernista novel in this study.
and pornography have more in common.

No female

Now modernismo

Each of the novels analyzed in the
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second part of this study actually celebrate the death of a beautiful
young woman.

More is made of the fact that she is beautiful (and dead)

than the fact that she is a woman (and dead).

Instead of the mythica 1,

symbolic, traditional, artistic and/or critical views of the femme
fatale, three new and different realities present themselves:
1)

Each of the women who are perceived as "fatal" is a

motherless woman.

Many of them, consequently, are raised by their

fathers or other male members either in their families or their clan.

As

Phyllis Chesler has noted, patriarchy is the cult of the worship of the
father and therefore, all women are motherless. 84

The bond between

mother and child, while the subject of many new studies, was not
overlooked by thinkers of the nineteenth century either.

Bachofen, for

example, wrote that the "relationship which stands a t the origin of all
culture, of every virtue, of every nobler aspect of existence, is that
between the mother and child."8S

Charlotte Perkins Gilman, whose books

appeared at the same time as the modernistas were publishing, agreed:
"The love of the mother for the child is at the base of all our higher
love for one

another~'86

More recently, the idea was also addressed

by Adrienne Rich, Nancy Chodorow and Dorothy Dinnerstein.

The latter

claims that the mother-child relationship is the "most fundamental,
universal and biologically sturdy tie we have."87
If motherhood is the key to all relationships, the tie which
connects mother and daughters specifically is even stronger.
Rich has called it "the great unwritten story."88

Adrienne

Mary Daly has accused

the religions of pa triarchy of "hav[ ing] stolen daughters froID their
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mothers and mothers from their daughters."89
who does not experience mother-love?

What happens to the girl

Juana Lucero, for example, is

particularly vulnerable to the false friendships of procurers.

Had her

mother lived, she would not have been put in the position of having to
sell her body. 'If Guiomar's mother had lived, would she have allowed her
husband to offer their daughter in a transaction to a man three times her
age?

If Beba's mother had lived, would her brother have expressed his

incestuous love to the girl, a love which eventually destroys her and not
him?

If Maria's mother (El triunfo

~

ideal) were alive, would she have

been able to prevent her daughter's suicide?
If the clear, albeit unstated, goal of these novels is actually
to kill a beautiful woman, intervention by the girl's mother must not be
permitted to take place.
mother must be eliminated.

Thus, in order to kill the girl, first the
The death of the daughter is actually contin-

gent upon the previous death of the mother.

Octavio Paz believes this

matricide is endemic to poetry: "Cortar el cordon umbilical, matar bien a
la Madre crimen que el poeta moderno cometio por todos."90
In the modernista novel, by literally killing two birds with one stone,
another misogynist utopia is realized:
2)
died.

a world without women.

The second reality points to the manner in which the women

In Romanticism, women also died, but their deaths usually were the

result of a tubercular condition.

Their disease was sexy:

The female consumptive did not lose her feminine
identity, she embodied it: the bright eyes,
translucent skin, and red 9iPs were only an extreme of
traditional female beauty.
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Entrance into the twentieth century not only made a point of killing women
in novels, now their deaths were violent.
1n the following ways:

In modernista novels, women die

two drown (Maria and Beba, both suicides), one is

stabbed (Beatriz), one is burned at the stake (Aixa), one loses her mind
(Juana), and one enters a convent (Guiomar).

Either literally or

figuratively, each of these women experiences a death of body or of the
soul (self).

Two are raped (Juana, Guiomar) and though their immediate

death does not take place, their subsequent demise is a consequence of
the rape.
Modernismo and pornography begin to have still more in common.
The appearance, and subsequent disappearance, of the fatal woman is one
of their common ties.

In a recent meeting of the Conference on Media

Violence and Pornography, a feminist statement on pornography was issued:
We object to pornography because it is a central
practice in the subjection of women. In, by, through
and because of pornography, women are objectified,
subordinated, tortured, raped, killed and silenced. In,
by, through and because of pornography, our bodies and
minds are stolen and sold, as they are in prostitution
and rape, which are part of 9~e pornography just as the
pornography is part of them.
The so-called femme fatale functions in the modernista novel in the same
way.

She too is objectified, subordinated, tortured, raped, killed and

silenced.

While I do not wish to suggest that all modernistas are

pornographers, for many of them were chronicling the social ills of their
cultures, the culture itself promoted a pornographic ideal through its
image and ultimate destruction of women in their objectifed, tortured,
silenced and subordinated form.
[Figs. 19-28].

Witness the following (porno) graphics:
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Each of the graphics shows a partially naked woman being
destroyed.

In each case she represents a grand democratic institution

known in Romance languages with a feminine gender: "patria" (both
Venezuela and Uruguay are being depicted by "savage" women in spite of
the root patri-) is literally being crushed to death [Fig. 19] or
subjected to bondage reminiscent of pornography [Fig. 20].

When laws are

broken another half-naked woman is meant to feel "shame"-shame for her
female body [Figs. 21, 22], as in pornography:

she is also being either

crucified or publicly exhibited [Fig. 23]; when one WOman (representing
"municipal law") claims to have been violated [Fig. 24], her word is
invalid until the men confess; another woman representing the city of
Buenos Aires is literally being sucked dry by two rapacious men-cnildren
[Fig. 25].

In yet another, the municipality of Buenos Aires is

represented as a prostitute who sells herself to the highest bidder [Fig.
26].

"c ivic

Union" [Fig. 27] is a naked woman being pulled apart by two

men who claim that they would rather see her dead than in the hands of
the other.

Finally, a WOman displaying much thigh and who is also

faceless is being battered by a club labeled "Opposition" [Fig. 28].
In each case, these female-gender institutions are in male
control and ultimately are shown as being the victim of male abuse.
Because each one sees himself superior to the female and at the same time
kills her, subdues her (he who is the representative of "culture"), these
images are also pornographic.

Chronologically, they occur before the

mermaids and belly-dancers; politically, they appeared in avant-garde
pUblications which were considered and considered themselves to be
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"humorlsticos."

The Fem inine aspect of all these words troubled Bachofen

when he asked "why devotion, justice and all the qualities that embellish
man's life are known by fem inine names."93
3)

To return to the three characteristics of the fatal woman,

another important observation must be made.
this death and destruction is married.

None of the women who suffers

Each is a single woman and each,

in Some different way, experiments with her sexuality outside the
confines of patriarchal1y-sanctified married eexuality.

An unmarried

woman is a "chaotic signifier"94 in the language of signs.

There is no

room for an unmarried, independent woman in patriarchy for she is a threat
to the established order (unless, like Guiomar, she is confined to the
convent).

Therefore, although the cartoons show the women who wait all

their lives for their husbands to appear, in actuality, it is the
pornographic patriarchy which will kill them if he does not.

An

unmarried woman does not belong to anyone and, as we shall see, this act
of possession extends into the sense of ownership and control that a
writer feels for his text.
The women in all these novels, by male authors, are treated in
much the same way as a prostitute is treated by her pimp and a
pornography model by her agent.

In all three cases, she is the creation

of the author and his relation to authority.
1hg Madwoman

ill

In their monumental study,

the Attic, Susan Gubar and Sandra Gilbert have pointed

out this relationship and commented on its bearing on literature.
With the celebrated first line of their book, "Is a pen a
metaphorical penis?",95 feminist criticism took a quantum leap.

Their
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discussion of literary paternity, and consequently nuthor/ity is
especially relevant to pornograhy.

If a text is a literary child, and

indeed sired, then with what organ might a female writer approach
authorship?

The authors cite Edward Said's definition of author/ity

which is especially apt for modernistas and pornographers alike:

he who

has the right to own, control, possess and subjugate the life of others.
It is remarkably similar to the previous definitions of pornography.
Said states:
If the author/father is owner/possessor of his text and
of his readers attention, he is also owner/possessor of
the subjects of his texts ••• those brain children. Thus,
because he is an author, a man of letters is
simultaneously like his divine counterpart, a father, a
master, or ruler and an owner: the spiritual type of
patriarch. 96
We might also add "pornographer" to this list.

What is more, the so-

called subjects of his text become the "objects," for the only true
subject is the author/master/pornographer himself.
Now we are in a better position to analyze the word "fata1"--and
the term "fatal woman".
himself a god.

We recall that the modernista Poet considers

The word fatal, according to the Oxford English

Dictionary, comes from the Latin fatum which means "that which is ut tered
or deemed by the gods."

By extension, it grew to mean one's destiny,

because the gods had uttered it, not because, as it is used today, it
"death-dealing."

1S

If the modernistas are the gods, as we have seen, they

control the Word, that which is uttered, which by extension became a
sentence or doom.

As we have seen in Said, the author is the divinity of

his text and controls the destiny of his subjects/objects.

The poeta was
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always a masculine being for the feminine was known as poetisa, a subgenre for a sub-gender.

Thus, if one had to be a male to

own/possess/control a text (the way god did), what role was there for the
woman writer?

Furthermore, if the dictum included the inevitable death

of a young woman, it is more apparent why a woman writer might eschew the
modernista aesthetic completely.

From the corpus of the text, to the

body of a woman, a modernista and a pornographer share a certain number
of qualities.

The words of pornography (also the words of Said) read

like Biblical commands: "control," "master", "subjugate," "submission,"
"dominion."
America.

Likewise, it is the language of the conquistadores of

It is the language of the traditional marriage vow and it is

the language of prostitute and pimp, "model" and "agent."

In all cases,

it is either the metaphorical penis or the literal one, as Susan
Brownmiller has taught us, which is used to demonstrate dominance.

This

is the convergence of pornography, authority and modernismo, for in all
three, the essential ingredient is a phallus:

he can use a pen

metaphorically to produce the pornography which will arouse him in the
same way as his genitalia has been used to rape women or his sword has
been used to kill them.

Robin Morgan has writ ten that "pornography is the

theory and rape is the practice~'97

Kathleen Barry has shown the high

incidence of readers of pornography to rape.98

We cannot help but notice

that what we call "seduction" in English is known as "conquista" in
Spanish; what feminists call "rape" in English is called "seduccion" in
Spanish.

Whether we are speaking of the conquest of America or the

conquest of space, both actually allude to the conquest of nature.
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Because nature does not lend itself quite so easily to submission, the
rage at possible failure and the need to achieve are practiced on a more
accessible representative of nature:

a woman's body (the ultimate

conguista) •
Each of these practices, then, becomes another way for a "master"
to assert his control through phallocentrism.

In the novels, Dom1nici

considered the text, as Cervantes did, to be his child; Larreta's pen may
be mightier than Ramiro's sword, but both are still symbols of hierarchy
and express male power; d'Halmar, much as a disgruntled father might at
learning of his daughter's promiscuity, disowns Juana Lucero later in his
life.

Phallocentrism is an essential component of pornography:

may the

best man win, whether the race is with words, women, other men, outer
space or the mountains and jungles of Latin America.

Of Words and Women 99
~evi-Strauss

considered that women have fared better than words

for "[i]n constrast to words, which have become wholly signs, WOman has
remained at once a sign and a value," as Michele Richman has discussed in
her essay, "Eroticism in the Patriarchal Order."IOO

His argument rests

on the assertion that due to women's scarcity, they have become
extremely valuable to culture and therefore could not be reduced to an
object of purely "econom ic transaction."
not possible.

He fails to mention why this is

We could argue, to the contrary, that objects are

precisely those things we do value.

Putting a value on an object does not

preclude it from becoming object of an economic transaction:

it hastens the
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procedure.

The fact that woman has remained a value to a culture would

indicate that she is outside it.

The woman is an external in culture,

perhaps interfering with it, but not a member of it.

She is the famous

"Other" of The Second Sex and this, in turn, confers upon her the status
of second class, or object.

Richman's essay then takes up the point of

objectification concurring with most of the major writers on the subject
that this entails the loss

..9.f self.

In the chapters which follow, we shall witness the repeated loss
of the female soul and self, of the so-called fatal woman.

Through

pornography, prostitution, rape, currency in male transactions, the Self
is obliterated as the female protagonist becomes the Object.

Upon

reaching Object status, she will lose status as a human being both
own mind and in that of others.

1n

Gradually, she becomes the other.

her

The

use of the passive voice to describe her is especially appropriate:

on

one hand, as Daly pointed out, it deletes the "agent"lOl and allows him
to hide; on the other the subject becomes the "agent" and the object
becomes the "subject."

If this subject is like the subject of a text, we

have already seen how they too are really objects.

Finally, the fact

that the voice becomes passive (i.e., silent) is especially reminiscent of
pornography.

Woman as Object
Su san Griffin wrote:

"At the very core of the pornographic mise-

en-scene is the concept of woman as object." 102
similar intuition about modernismo:

Likewise, Gullon had a

"la vinculacion el erotismo al sexo y
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su autonomia, acaso negadora del amor ••• puede implicar 1a cosificacion del
ser a quien se dirige~'103

The turn-of-the-century use of woman as

object was also taken up by Litvak, who uncritically states:
La mujer es utilizada como uno de los sfmbolos mas
importantes; encarna la crueldad, la sensualidad
perversa, la posesi6n del espiritu por e1 cuerpo. El
demonio toma forma de mujer para seducir al hombreu.Es
1a seductora que atrae a su presa con sus largos y
ondulantes cabe1los.l0 4
Although both Gul16n and Litvak correctly assess aspects of the
pornographic imagination in modernismo, neither offers any critical
judgement of the "absence of love" or the "spirit-flesh" dichotomy
implicit in pornography.

They both, like the modernistas and the

pornographers, seem to abide by it.
The central issue--woman as object--has many variations:
entail her sub-human status.
is not a person.

all

Because she is an object, she necessarily

She will be considered, by the projection of

pornographers, to be only a body (matter) in constrast to his spirit.
Although it is the subject who is actually devoid of feeling, because she
has no soul, this projection is placed on her.

The female protagonist

will often lose her soul (Juana Lucero) and

at the same time a lost

1S,

soul (also a "lost woman," commonly used to describe prostitutes).

This

soul-less, spirit-less, self-less individual is the essence of
pornographic thought and is also a major component of modernismo.

In

n

triunfo del ideal the Poet wishes that his idealized and fetishized
object (woman) were divest of a soul.
She is also used as a sexual object to satisfy the desire of the
Poet or the pornographer.

There is never any concern for her
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"jouissance"105 in spite of her reputation as insatiable.
is blamed for the fact that he is attracted to her.

Instead, she

She is, in Dworkin's

words, "the made thing that most consistently provokes erection,"106
which also provokes the rage of the man who feels her attraction.
becomes fair play and fair prey in the modernista novel:
household have a right to her.

She

all men in the

In fact, it is her purpose to provide

this service so that the young men do not contract venereal disease.
While her sexual pleasure is never mentioned, she is depicted in scenes
where she enjoys being abused, another major component of pornography.
In La gloria de don Ramiro, Ramiro's increasing cruelty and abuse are
accompanied by Aixa's increasing submission.

Catherine MacKinnon has

summed up the process of sexual objectification.

It is, in her

estimation:
the primary process of the SUbjection of women. It
unites act with word, construction with expression,
perception with enforcement, myth ~ith reality. Man
fucks woman; subject verb object. l 7
Yet another way in which woman is object is, in Lev1-Straus s'
words, as "generator of signs," that is, producer of children who, when
grown into men, will continue the sign-making process.

Her function is

the assurance of the continuation of the clan by producing new members.
As such, she has, like the modernista heroines, no function of her own.
In Beba, the protagonist kills herself when she is unable to produce an
acceptable heir:

her issue was a freak, a punishment for her

transgression from patriarchal marriage to the incestuous relationship
with her uncle.
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As an object, she becomes the possession of the men in her life
who trade her to other men (or to patriarchal women).
is used in all the other ways I have just described:

In this sense she
Aixa is sent to

initiate Ramiro sexually, Guiomar is traded to her father's friend, Juana
Lucero is deceived into entering a brothel by her lover, Maria's beauty
is the focus of artistic attention in all the land.

She is truly a slave

and even considers that she is "owned" by the current man in her life.
In Spanish, "poseer" means to "take a woman" sexually in addition to its
more common meaning of "posses s."

It is the word most frequently used by

the narrator to describe her sexual activity.

The woman, on the other

hand, uses the word "pertenecer" when describing her situation.

In

pornography, a model belongs to her agent; in prostitution, the
prostitute belongs to her pimp; in literature the "subject" (object)
belongs to the author.

They are all part of the same system of control,

domination, and their converse:

sUbjugation and submission.

Her use as an object of adornment is especially apparent is
modernista texts.

Juana Lucero's beauty brought money for the house where

she worked; Beatriz was likened to the Virgin as she was paraded through
the streets; Maria's body and beauty are used in every way that a woman's
body can be.

She is pleased that it is so:

her beauty is more important

than her life.
For modernistas also, beauty is more important than life, so it
appears.

In each text, the premature and violent destruction of a

beautiful young woman belies the title of femme fatale conferred upon
her.

Yet, I would say that she je a fatal woman, if we re-define our
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terms.

In recent years, feminist scholarship and activism have redefined

such concepts as rape and pornography both personally and legally.
would like to suggest, then, that we redef ine the words
She is fatal, but not to the men who "love" her.
fatality is to herself.
poet's.

I

"femme fatale."

On the contrary, her

It is her own life which is destroyed, not the

Her death, the fatum uttered by the poets and artists of the

turn of the century, and not his (the poet's), is precisely why she is a
fatal woman, a femme fatale.

'10 fatal' es ser muje~'108

Poet Alicia Bello "''Tote, "por 10 pronto,
To be a woman in patriarchy is fatal, for

patriarchy and all its tangents (rape, prostitution and pornography) are
death-dealing to women.
The "traditional" femme fatale of the nineteenth century may have
existed in other art forms even within modernismo, but she did not exist
in the modernista novel in the way the femme fatale is usually described.
The entirety of the nineteenth century was replete with these figures
(especially in poetry and painting) which in the twentieth century exist
in film and in the media.

But the modernista novel destroyed her,

suggesting that this particular genre (rather than the generation itself)
lent itself to more readily to her destruction.

The fact that a novel is

a series of sustained motifs to be developed with a particular
denouement, in contrast to a poem (an interior statement) or a painting
(capturing a particular moment) may account for this anomaly.
The two recent studies on the fatal women, both entitled Femme
Fatale, suggest that it is the nineteenth century rise of feminism
intuited by the artists of this time which helped to spread the "cult of
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the femme fatale."

Patrick Bade wrote:

Before the Women's movement had made women conscious of
their subservience and given voice to their grievances,
poets and artists had realized that male dominance,
which endured since the beginning of civilization, was
becoming increasingly precarious ••• In the painting and
poetry of the nineteenth century, the femme fatale
endures as onrD~f the most powerful images of a
troubled age.
A San Francisco group, Women Against Violence and Pornography

~n

the

Media (WAVPM), makes the same point about pornography:
We see this proliferation of pornography ••• as part of
the male backlash to the Women's Liberation Movement.
Enough women have been rejecting the traditional role
of subordination to men to cause a crisis in the
collective male ego. IID
Adrienne Rich takes it a step further:
It seems_.probable that men really fear, not that they
will have women's sexual appetites forced on them, or
that women want to smother and devour them, but that
women could be indifferent to them altogether, that men
could be allowed sexual and emotional--therefore
economic--access to women only on women's terms,
otherwise being left on the periphery of the matrix. lll
This study, then, rather than the final word on the femme fatale,
that common denominator of the artistic sensibilities of the late
nineteenth century and the explosive media of the twentieth, is just a
beginning inquiry into the "elusive" and ';mysterious" femme fatale.

The

questions raised here are intended to open new avenues of thought into
the death of beautiful women in turn-of-the century novels and to promote
an inquiry about why the woman writer of the late nineteenth century did
not participate in modernismo.
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CHAPTER 3
THE TRIUMPH OF THE (PORNOGRAPHIC) IDEAL
In many ways, the 1901 novel, I I truinfo del ideal perfectly
embodies the entire modernista aesthetic:

it unites the idea of beauty

and death, so problematic, yet so prevalent; it is one of the most
"exquisito" of the novels of this generation, yet is virtually unknown both
in this country and abroad;l it follows a publication history typical of
modernista works--that is, written and published by upper-middle-class
gentlemen with the opportunity to travel--frequently published in Paris,
in this case while its author, Venezuelan Pedro Cesar Dominici lived there
during his diplomatic career.

In addition, it contains the entire

essence of the modernista sensibility, but most visibly in the treatment
of women.

Likewise, it contains all the elements of pornography.

The

fusion of these two thoughts will be my concern in this essay.
EI triunfo del ideal is not Dominici's best-known work.

The rare

citations or analyses of his work usually center on praise for his novel
Dionysos.2

There are, however, many common elements between the two

novels insofar as language, style and world view are concerned.

They are

both set in what appears to be an exotic reality which, at least
superficially, has nothing to do with the Latin American, or Venezuelan,
origins of their author.

Typical of modernista works, and common in the

early criticism of modernismo, the author is criticised for his elite
escapism and for cultivating the principle of "art for art's sake."3
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In La historia de 1& novela hispanoamericana, Cedomil Goic praises the
"caracter ... exotico de los asuntos" and calls it "un caso de excepcion,,4
in Spanish-American letters.
Both in Goic's opinion, then, and in their own estimation,
modernistas prided themselves on their "conciencia de cambio." S

Like the

artist/poet protagonist of El truinfo del ideal, they are the ones who
question the world they are born into, they are society's misfits, they do
not accept, or fit into the norm; they are a turn-of-the-century beat
generation whose purpose in life is to change the order of things.
short, they saw themselves as revolutionaries of the word. 6

In

In their

novels, poems and short stories, they frequently refer to themselves as
"raros," those who do not fit the mold of their culture. Their heroes are
often artists and poets who live in a marginal relationship to society.
With the clear vision bestowed upon them as Creators, their polished
education, and the means to express themselves, they convey the path of
Light, Harmony, and Beauty to other mortals.

In many ways, they

anticipate Vicente Huidobro's 1916 affirmation:

"El poeta es un pequeno

Dios,"7 considering that their presence was semi-divine in comparison to
other humans.

Far from being an alienating experience, according to

critic Rafael Maya, they took advantage of the "expression of abnormality
in order to enrich their poetic expression."8

Ruben Dario, claims that

one of the aims of his 1894 publication Revista

~

America is to be:

el organo de la generacion nueva que en America profesa
el culto del Arte puro, y desea y busca la perfecci6n
ideal ••• Mantener la gerarquia ••• Luchar porque
prevalezca el amor a la divina Belleza. 9
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Speaking of modernismo, Ricardo Gullon wrote that the "tendencia
simplista de reducir el modernismo ados

0

tres de sus elementos mas

caracteristicos ••• constituye uno de los males de nuestra historiograffa
literaria."lO

One could argue that to reduce anything to two or three of

its characteristic elements is a serious imperfection, whether it be
ideas, literature, or people.
fate of women in modernismo.

Yet this simplification is precisely the
Futhermore, critics of modernismu have

appeared to be unaware of their sexual bias in this regard.

Thus, the

great Renaissance of Spanish-American letters which speaks of "cults of
perfect beauty," "hierarchies,1I and "ideal perfections" makes no mention,
either in the novels, or in the criticism, that it is woman, and most
specifically woman's body, which served these cults as Inspirational
Muse.

While female participation in culture is essential to its

continuation, as Sherry Ortner has pointed out in her landmark essay,
this role was not necessarily on female terms:

"her 'membership' and

fully necessary participation in culture are recognized by culture and
cannot be denied."U

The same is true of literature:

her membership--

albeit inferior--in the text as Muse, Divine Inspiration or Object of
Sexual Fantasy is a fully necessary one.

Often this participation has

not been recognized as an essential component of literature.

Yet without

her presence in these novels as protagonist, goddess or prostitute, there
would in fact be no text.

Modernista letters has not addressed this

issue.
In his treatise on the modernista sensibility,

~

triunfo del

ideal, Domfnici creates a manifesto in which the body of a woman becomes
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an artist's creation, his glorious achievement, and which promotes his
sense of grandeur as an artist and his self-worth as creator.

For this

reason, among others, woman will remain the Object and man will become
the Subject, an attitude most accurately expressed in the language for
each:

he is Poet, she is Goddess.

As such, she will be the inspiration

and the worshiped, until he tires of her.
Modernismo'ushers in a new age, the material and technological
one following the Industrial Revolution.

The Poet's new modern vision

and accompanying new language will confer upon him--and I do mean the
male gender--the role of mago, the messiah of the literary gods, the
chosen one to disseminate the Word to the uneducated masses.

In El

triunfo del ideal, this division is handled in a variety of ways:
acceptance of the world as it is versus struggle for change; the
irrational messages of the heart contrasted with the marvelous nobility
of objects; the Apolinea vision based on rational thought juxtaposed with
the vulgarity of the Dionisiaca vision which extols the ''baseness'' of
sexuality.

The Poet in this generation has the clearly-defined role of

instructing the masses, not being one of them.

Traditionally, this

attitude gave modernismo a bad name indicated in Pedro Salinas assessment
that it was "como una maravillosa muralla de irrealidades y placeres de
la imaginacion que aislara al escritor de las aflicciones inmediatas que
Ie rodeaban.,,12
The modernista choice of themes contributed to the elitist
sentiment they conveyed.

Often their works were set in distant places

and times which gave the impression that their literature was not at the
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service of their countries.

Placing their narratives in situations that

revealed the crossroads of the old and the new, as El triunfo del ideal,
served a symbolic as well as "escapist" function.

By speaking of an

exotic land they could vent countless preoccupations of the day without
implicating any guilty parties.

In the sense that this novel speaks of

the rising of men's spirits due to the influence of one superior being,
Dominici's concept of Poet could also be a paradigm for the concept of
artist for this generation.
Modernismo is also eclectic in its choice of preV10US influences,
but certainly a large part of the exotic motif relied on Greek mythology,
especially in Dominici's case.

Thus, we find in El triunfo ••• a type of

Pygmalion myth, which parallels the Shaw version.

However, whereas

Shaw's Pygmalion is a stinging and critical satire of the mores of London
of the day, there is nothing sarcastic or ironic in

El triunfo •••

although, for this reader at least, the work would take on an interesting
l commen.
t 13
new note 1of 1nd ee d 1t were V1ewe d
asO
SOC1a
0

0

0

In both Pygmalion and

n. triunfo ...

the apparent reason of the

work is to extol the central figure, the creation of a male artist.

In

both cases, this creation is a woman, a malleable form whom the
higher essence of humanity, man, will transform into an unimagined
creature both for the creator and the created.

He will consider that the

result of this work is to his credit alone, and that he owns and
possesses it.

As a possession, he will consider it an object which, as

such, will be, or should be, devoid of feeling.
it.

He will need to control

Any manifestation of feeling will not concern him--will be thought
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of as a female weakness--and he will dismiss it as irrelevant.

Yet both

works speak strongly to the type of feeling that the created object
experiences:

she will live only for him and when he rejects her because

all objects cease to be functional at some point, she will be devastated.
Her body--or her successful masquerade as his creation--will constitute
his apotheosis as artist.

He will take great pride in ascertaining that

other men of his class and category have the opportunity to view his fine
accomplishment.
Significantly, these are the same elements one finds in
pornography.

The relaxation of moral standards following Zola's

naturalism, the use of prostitutes as protagonists, the growing
technological means of mass-producing images, the use of the female body
as glorification of male accomplishment and existence, the concept of
woman as object, the rape of the female who is repeatedly said to be the
"possession" of the man, and the consequent death and/or destruction of
all female protagonists in modernista novels are some of the elements
which modernismo shares with pornography.
collection of

'~irty books~'

Thus, it is not simply a

As Susan Sontag has shown in an essay

argued from outside her own female body, high literature can also be
pornographic, and it does not cease to be literature as a result. 14
converse is also true:
it is literature.

The

it also does not cease to be pornographic because

Despite the possibly opposite intentions of its

author, El triunfo del ideal is a perfect example of how a pornographic
text functions in a patriarchy.
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Of the little critical work there is on Dominici, and less on
this novel, there is mention of pornography.

But, as we have seen, the

view that modernismo was pornographic is not a new one in spite of the
fact that this criterion was not mentioned in relation to Dominici's work
specifically.

Yet, it could stand as a paradigm of the aesthetic whose

goal it is to subjugate the female (or to possess, control and dominate
her, as we have seen in the definition of pornography).

Most modernista

novels, at first glance, appear to belie the pornographic label couched,
as they are, in the elegant language and exquisite stylization for which
this generation is known.

By posing these questions, we begin to shed a

new light on the most critically "complete" period of Latin American
literature.

When revisionist thinking obliges us to reconsider certain

well-known and even better-documented periods of history, a new world
often surfaces.

Historian Joan Kelly-Gadol, in her essay,

'~id

Women Have

a Renaissance?" showed that eras of the greatest advance for men were
often ones of the greatest repression for women 15 indicating the need for
a revaluation of our concept of both history and periodization.
The same is true in literature.

If we question the lack of great

women writers during this time, when there was a substantial number both
before and after, we must also ask what it is about modernismo itself
that the women writers found specifically distasteful.

We also know that

women are neither the producers nor the consumers of pornographyo16

If,

in fact, modernismo is pornographic in its conception, it is also
understandable why a woman writer might eschew it altogether. One of
the most outstanding figures of the modernista period is the so-called
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femme fatale, the fatal woman.

With the increasing technology of the new

century, reproduction of words and images was also greatly increased,
especially in Paris, as Raymond Rudorff points out in La Belle Epogue.
He tells us that the pornographic material was "naive and repetitive"
while we also learn that many amateur photographers made their fortune as
they rigged up their studios as boudoirs in which
complacent ladies would perform their bedtime
ritual ••• or smile ••• invitingly at a moustachioed
gallant.17
Silent films "for gentlemen only" were becoming fa~hionable and a
pornographic press was "flourishing as never before."IS

In Dionysos, the

"pictures of charmingly naked woman must have helped its sale
considerably •.,19

In Latin America, the "for gentlemen only" idea became

popular on cigarette packages advertising "dibujos grificos para hombres
solo." [Fig. 29].

What was once the privileged domain of a monied class of

gentlemen/artist/voyeurs is now accessible to the masses thanks to the
new machinery of the new century.

The female body, which may have once

cost a large sum of money to view naked, could now be distributed to the
general public either in the name of capitalism or in the name of
sexuality.

The painting classes, trips to Europe, expensive prostitutes

and libraries of their own, become available to all with the advent of
the twentieth century.
Consequently, the role assigned to women 1n El triunfo del ideal
is not an anomaly, not just one artist's vision of womankind as he saw
it, but rather a norm for women, a type which will repeat itself in many
ways throughout the century until, arriving at our own age, many of us
are unable to distinguish the difference between sexuality and
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pornography.ZO

For pornography is not about sex.

It is the image of the

female seen through the eyes of male fantasies; it is not based on the
reality of female sexuality as it is experienced by women.

Many of the

same arguments which are used to justify pornography today are the very
same ones which were used to defend turn-of-the-century prostitution.

It

is for these reasons, then, that I will argue that in these novels we
have the roots of the modern pornographic industry.
At its very core, El triunfo del ideal is a

mo~ernista

novel.

It

embodies the entire ethic of a generation and is one of the most
"exquisitos" of the period.

By placing the story in a distinctly exotic

and un-Latin American atmosphere, and at a moment in history which
celebrated the triumph of a new age through the efforts of the artist,
"el altruista que anhelaba mejor suerte para los hombres,"Zl we come to
realize that one of the basic tenets of this generation will be the idea
of art for art's sake.

The most important ideal will be Beauty; little

else matters.
As in many modernista novels, El triunfo del ideal recounts the
story of a male hero, an artist and a creator, and his encounter with a
beautiful young WOman.

In every sense, he is the superior being:

of a

noble class (he is a count), he has had the time, money, inclination and
education to become a man of the world.

She is a gardener's daughter and

the only trip she has ever taken has been to Florence.

Like many

heroines of Latin American novels, she is only her father's daughter:
she has no mother.
dream.

Of course she is beautiful.

Of course he is her love

He, being the superior and sensitive artist, is the only human
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capable of appreciating the importance of her beauty; he teaches her the
value of it.

He also teaches her about nature, and prides himself not

on how quickly she learned, but on how efficiently he taught her.

It is

noteworthy that in spite of the fact that she was "crecida en un jardfn"
(p. 6) and "charlaba con las flores"

(p. 63) whom she considered to

be her "hermanas" (p. 63), she needs to be instructed on the ways of nature
by one of the representatives of culture.
essential difference between them:

Here we encounter the first

she is Nature and he is Culture.

This important dichotomy will reverberate throughout the entire novel and
will continue until the ugly Dionysian instinct--sexual passion and
longing--surfaces.
One of Carlos' primary lessons to Marfa is that "el objectivo de
tu vida es ser bella" (p. 114).
lessons:

Thus, he reconfirms various patriarchal

a woman's only worth is her beauty, and that she has no

function or purpose in life of her own.

Her beauty is her raison

d'etre, but she will not know it until the Poet, the "little god,"
arrives to tell her so.

As her teacher and her creator, both her body

and her soul belong to him.

After teaching her to "amar la naturaleza"

(p. 82), he moves to other areas, for example, what he calls the great
hierarchy.

She is thrilled because "un hombre hab{a llegado y •• le habra

tra{do un alma y un ideal" (p. 90).
becomes her purpose.

We learn that his purpose in life

We cannot help but be surprised that a gardener's

daughter--a representative of

nature~-needs

to have a poet--a

representative of culture--to teach her about nature.

We will also have

to keep in mind that even when culture is admiring nature--which it will
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do as long as nature behaves--he is doing so precisely because he does
not consider himself to be a part of it.

He will admire nature on his

own partiarchal terms.

Patriarchal Dualism
The dichotomy which separates the protagonists in this novel-Nature and Culture--is also that which separates body and soul,
irrational and rational, and female and male; and it has a long history in
patriarchal thought.

Indeed, as many writers have shown in recent years,

it is one of its founding principles. 22

In religion, science and

philosophy, not only is there a distinction, but one is clearly superior
to the other.

The Greeks called it dualism, and thought it was a good

thing:
Dualism was the word used to describe the chasm between
God and the world, light and darkness, spirit and body,
good and evil, life and death. 23
Aristotle's view was that, "The female contributes only matter ••• to the
purpo se of genera tion ••• her child's ••• soul [comes] from it s father."

As

a result, he wrote, "we should look upon the female state as being as it
were a deformity though one which occurs in the ordinary state of
nature."24

Thus, the female state was a naturally inferior and soul-

less one, the ethic which also informs pornography.

The Christian

tradition also promoted the same dichotomy, as theologian Rosemary
Ruether explains.

It

fused the vision of the heavenly messianic king with
the transcendent logos of immutable Being, [and] was a
synthesis of the religious impulses of late antique
religious consciousness, but precisely in their
alienated state of development_.But the alienation of
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the masculine from the fem inine is the pr imary sexual
symbolism that sums up all these
alienations ••• Society ••• has in every way profoundly
conditioned men and women to play out their lives and
find their capacities within this basic antithesis.25
Although Christian doctrine had proclaimed the spiritual equality of the
sexes,26 patristic literature spent centuries debating the question.

St.

Augustine, for example, discusses the issue stating that certain
"expounders of the world of God ••• asserted that the man was the mind, but
that the woman was the bodily sense."

For him, the "bodily Sense should

be understood to be the serpent," an "irrational" animal. 27

Summa

Theologica expounds a similar view, basing its arguments on 'Aristotilean
logic:

since woman was "defective and misbegotten" by na ture, it was the

"universal intention of nature" that she be subject to man, who is in the
image of God and the "universal Author of na ture.,,28

As late aa the

Reformation, this dichotomy was still in effect, even among Protestants.
The following is a 1527 treatise on the freedom of the will by Balthasar
Hubmaier:
The reason that the fall of the soul is partly
reparable, however, and not fatal, even here on earth,
but the fall of the flesh is to a certain extent
irreparable and deadly, is that Adam, as a type of the
soul (as is Eve, of the flesh), would have preferred
not to eat of the forbidden tree.29
In more recent times, feminist thinkers have also been grappling
with the question.

Sherry Ortner wrote:

••• the distinctiveness of culture rests precisely on
the fact that it can transcend natural conditions and
turn them to its purpose. Thus cuI ture ••• as serts
itself gB be not only distinct from but superior to
nature.
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The challenge to this dichotomy which has dominated partriarchal thought
has begun by calling it a denial:

while patriarchy denies that it, too,

is "irrational," "material," and "natural," it relegates to what Simone
de Beauvior has called "the Other" all that which it cannot accept in
itself.3l

Adrienne Rich's more contemporary view explains:

The term "rational" relegates to its opposite term all
that it refuses to deal with, and thus ends by assuming
itself to be purif ied of the non-rational ••• This single
error may have mutilated patriarchal thinking-especially scientific and philosophical thinking--more
than we yet understand.32
This is the point of departure for Susan Griffin's work Pornography and
Silence.

The subtitle, Culture's Revenge against Nature, indicates what

she considers to be the "error" of patriarchal thinking:
against those parts of itself it cannot accept.

a revenge

In her scheme, then,

Church Fathers, Inquisitors, and Nazis are all pornographers.

At the

turn of the century, science was the new and respected god of the
patriarchs, and again the division was especially visible as authors
Deirdre English and Barbara Ehrenreich have pointed out in Complaints and
Disorders.

Science replaced religion as the producers of authority

figures and gods of the new age. 33
In El triunfo del ideal, this dichotomy is exteriorized in the
two visions of the poet:
El conde habra logrado desarrollar conscientemente su
vision apolinea. Su imaginacion era como laboratorio
de donde salian las imagenes del mundo externo ••• ese
engano voluntario constitutia la parte mas noble y sana
de su ser (p. 73).
The less noble part of his being, the unconscious, that which lives in
his body rather than in his soul, was the enemy: "Otro ser habitaba
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igualmente en su cuerpo, y era ese el peligroso, el enemigo, el
Dionisiaco" (p. 73).

The Apollinean vision, that which appreciates art,

is a conscious and developed world view; as such, it denies the unconscious
world of feeling, emotion and sexuality.

This denial, in the novel, is

called "el triunfo del estado apollneo" (p. 89).

The Dionysian state, on

the contrary, leads him to conclude that tIel instinto del hombre moderno
es una tendencia casi animal" (p. 69); as such, it is considered
inferior, in spite of the fact that it was a "ley brutal que vence y
dom ina la voluntad creadora" (p. 69).

Thus we can appreciate the

complete division of body and soul, matter and spirit, material and
spiritual, rational and emotional, and now, sexual and creative.

In this

age of Positivism, a man's worth is measured by how he is able to control
his animal instincts.

For this reason, we can see that although

modernista novels might be set in a distant spaces, the authors are not:
the turn of the century was saturated with what was called scientific
thought.

This new way of thinking not only promoted the ideals of the

new century, but also, as Griffin has shown, those of the patriarchy:
"science is not fact; it is culture."34
The place of women in this configuration was established long
before feminist analysis gave us "the power to name."35

As Rosemary

Ruether has pointed out, dualism had tended to put WOmen into one of
two categories:

virgin and whore.

According to Ruether, "[o]ne view

is not more 'characteristic' than the other.

Both stand together as

two sides of a dualist psychology that was the basis of the patristic
doctrine of man."

In this line of thinking, "Virginal woman
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was ••• bound for heaven, and her male ascetic devotees would stop at
nothing short of this prize for her."

The consequence of this

devotion is akin to the pornographer's view of women according to
Griffin:

hatred of the flesh.

Ruether continues:

they paid the price of despising all real physical
women, sex and fecundity and wholly ether.ealizing women
into incorporeal phantoms in order to provide love
objects for the sublimated libido and guard against
turning back to any physical eX~6ession of love with
the dangerous daughters of Eve.
Even respectful followers of patriarchy such as Wolfgang Lederer,
must come to terms with the split.

For him, then, it is a "culture-bound

artifact" which puts woman into either the "Madonna" or ''Prostitute''
category)7

While it is common to view culture as the sum total of all

human activity, and civilization, its corollary, as the highest form of
activity within a given culture, at the turn of the century, Charlotte
Perkins Gilman discerned the gender-specific quality of culture and the
dangers inherent in such a division:

"while ••• civilization is confined

to one sex, it inevitably exaggerates sex-distinction, until the
increasing evil of this condition is stronger than all the good of
civilization attained."38
Griffin tells us that culture imagines itself to be invulnerable
to nature 39 and often speaks of it in terms of conquest.

In Latin

America, this was especially true, es David Vinas has writ ten:
••• ideal against reality ••• , civilization against
barbarism ••• European against creole, immigrant in place
of gaucho, city at war with country, capital versus
provinces ••• 40

ll8

In each of the above dichotomies, one was clearly superior to the other;
it expresses this superiority through control:

control of that which is

"the other," that which represents the denied side of the self, that
which represents nature.

Nature can be expressed in terms of sexual

passion, uncharted wilderness, or, as in the novel, the body of a
woman.
The first d"escriptions of Maria alternate between the luminous
beauty of a goddess and the sexuality evoked by pornography models.
Before the Poet arrives, Marla is depicted as having a "frente sin ideas"
and "labios sin amor" (p. 6).

The artist's observation of her vacillates

between the virgin-whore dichotomy so common to pornography:

she is

"vestida de blanco" to begin with (p. 6) so that she "parecfa una esfinge
lum inosa n (p. 11).

The young woman "no se sospechaba vigilada" (p. 64)

by the artist-cum-pornographer as she "llevaba nerviosamente una mano a
la boca y chupaba los dedos suavemente" (p. 63).

He determines that like

pornographic models ''habfa nacido para ser contemplada" (p. 64) which
culminates in his decision, also like that in pornography, that her body
"ser1a para el como una cosa ••• una obra de arte ••• un fetiche" (p. 92).
And the Poet falls in love, not with Marla, but with her body, "la
belleza serena de las cosas" (p. 64) because, as he tells us "las cosas
son superiores a las almas" (p. 22).

The most refined pleasure for him,

then, is "la muda contemplacion de las cosas" (p. 23).
exact essence of pornography.

This ethic is the
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Object
We have already seen that the concept of woman as object is the
essential core of pornography.

In the novel, in the poet's vision,

objects are superior to all other things in life, including the human
soul.

We could either ask:

What do objects have which the spirit lacks?

or more precisely, What does the soul contain which is absent in objects?
Why should the Dionysian (cult of pleasure and desire) be the enemy for
Carlos?

Why should the Apollinean (rational thought) be a friend?

The

one distinguishing factor for all these questions is the heart, human
emotion and feeling.

Objects have capacity for feeling which renders

them harmless and harmable at the same time.

Rational thought

congratulates itself on the fact that emotion (and/or love) is never a
factor, as Lucretius had warned. 41

Utter chaos and disorder would be the

state of affairs if the heart and emotion were taken into account.
Rousseau, Freud and Hegel all used this line of reasoning, as Carol
Pateman has shown in her essay, "'The Disorder of Women': Women, Love,
and the Sense of Justice."

She wrote:

"Women, by virtue of their

natures, are a source of disorder in the state."42
By allowing feeling to manifest itself, and to triumph, culture
might be forgotten.

Decisions might be made based on emotion.

Since for

the patriarchal pornographer, or the pornographic patriarch, emotion is
female and female is nature, this must not be allowed to occur.
Patriarchy must control nature for nature--especially in its unleaShed,
uncontrolled, wild state--reminds him that he, too, is a part of that
scheme.

And it reminds him--according to Griffin--that when nature
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exhibits all its indomitable force, no amount of culture can control it.
This infuriates him.

In his anger at not being able to subjugate nature,

he attempts woman.
In El triunfo del ideal, then, by recognizing that Marfa has a
life and soul of her own, and is not just a "reflejo" (p. 72) of his own,
Carlos would also have to acknowledge that she is a person with her own
destiny and purpose.
own plans for her.

It is just this recognition which would ruin his
He wishes that she, like himself,'were just one side

of the dichotomy instead of the two that worry him:
Como hubiera deseado que el alma de aquella mujer fuese
insensible, frfa como una estatua ••• que aquella mujer
no tuviese ni sangre, ni nervios, que fuese toda
externa como su belleza, toda noble como las cosas (p.72).
By wishing that she were not a woman, just a body, merely an object, he
expresses the core of the pornographic mentality.

Griffin tells us that

"the task of pornography [is] ••• to chain and imprison the heart, to
silence

feeling~'

For this reason, she explains, pornography can never

bring us to tears for "its revenge against nature is precisely to deprive
matter of spirit ••• it humiliates woman's body by reducing her soul.,,43
Carlos wishes that Maria's body were made of marble rather than
flesh and bones because, he insists, that marble is the "sagrada carne
de los dioses ••• mas perfecta que la humana belleza" (p. 34).
always related to the fatal woman as well:

Marble is

it is cold and insenstive to

the desires of men, it cannot feel, it is numb or dead.

Carlos also

wishes that Marfa were not an "esclava humilde de los sentidos" (p. 72),
and that he, as a man, were not moved by her beauty.

Like the
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pornographer, he tries to deny the effect that her beauty has on him,
"tristemente sometido al poder del instinto" (p. 72).
Also like a pornographer, he will overcome this "weaknes s" by
possession.

We learn that he considers that "aquella alma era suya, el

la habra creado y en ella vivra una parte de sf mismo" (p. 101).

The

pornographer. must also possess woman, for it is his form of domination:
When the pornographer models a figure of a woman ••• he
is possessing her •••By this possession, he controls the
one who has captured him, who has ensnared and
enchanted him, who causes his death and shames him. He
has made himself safe from her power. 44
Perhaps the most insidious aspect of the pornographic ideal
is that the woman concerned comes to believe and trust the
pornographer's assessment of her more than her own senses and
intuition.

In the novel, then, she is always receptive to whatever

the Poet has to say.

Learning that her beauty is not only her most

valuable asset, it is her only one, she also "amaba su belleza de
antigua estatua griega mas que a la propia vida" (p. 98).
reach full circle of the pornographic ideal:

Thus we

a woman's only worth is

her beauty; when it passes, as it must, she will have no other
purpose for living; she will die young; and in death, her face will
again become beautiful and thus be immortalized in the marble statues
that the Poet admires so much.

Virgin/Goddess/Whore
Primitive nations have always viewed chastity or
maidenhood as a form of insa~itY4~uch to be pitied.
-Helen D~ner
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Another major patriarchal/pornographic dichotomy is the
conversion of the Virgin into the Whore.

The process is completed by the

humiliation of the Virgin's female body.

Like the Catholic Church,

pornography's strength rests on the premise of the divided self, where
matter and spirit cannot meet, where body and soul are divided,46 where,
in fact, one denies the existence of the other.
The object of the artist's desire in El triunfo del ideal is a
virgin significantly named Maria.

We learn from the artist/voyeur's

point of view about her "adorable virginidad" (pp. 107-8), "cuerpo casto y
nubil" (p. 66), and the fact that she is for eyes only, "sin que las
manos la tocasen" (p. 64).

As with all virgins, the quality which makes

her a virgin is precisely the fact that she has not been "soiled" by a
man. 47
In Christianity as well as in "an extraordinarily wide range
of societies," virginity, or female purity, is a necessary ingredient, as
Sherry Ortner has noted. 4 8

No matter how exalted this figure of the

Virgin mother is for men, she can be problematic for women as Mary Daly
has pointed out:

"The inimitability of the Virgin Mother model ••has left

all women essentially identified with Eve."49

Until the technology of

artificial insemination, to be untouched by man and still be a mother was
not a reality available to women.

In the novel, Carlos reserves the

position of "virgen de su nueva religion" (p. 70) for Marfa.
When the virgin has experienced sexuality with a man (irrelevant
of her willingness), she is converted into the whore.

Frequently in both

pornography and modernismo, this union is achieved through rape.

Thus,
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the fantasy of the pornographer--that all women are essentially whores-and that of the implicated pornographers (Church Fathers, Inquisitors and
Nazis)--that all women are daughters of Eve--is essentially the same.
The only salvation for women within this scheme and within the JudeoChristian ethic is to become Matrons.

By following the presciptions of a

sanctified patriarchal marriage, a woman can avoid one of these two
primary models.

But in this novel, as in all of them that I study, this

option is not available to women; hence, the chaos their sexuality
causes.
In recent years, the virgin has taken on a new symbolic meaning
for women which points to her association with the Great Goddess.

For

Phyllis Chesler, she
symbolizes the unique and 'miraculous' ability of women
to conceive and bear children. Childbearing--the union
of body and spiri that overcomes death--resides in the
female principle. 0

S

In Alone of All Her Sex, Marina Warner asserts that "[t]here is no more
matriarchal image than the Christian mother of God who bore a child
without male assistance~151

In fact, according to Daly, her ability to

do this affirmed a kind of independence for women, especially in cultures
where autonomy was strongly denied to them.52 As the woman who is "not
defined exclusively by her relationships with men,"53 she may serve as an
inspiration to others who also choose to live lives free of men, nuns or
lesbians, for example, whom Warner has called "con secreted virgins."S4
Yet another significant role given to the Virgin--as in Mexico--is that
she is a subverted image of the Great Goddess in patriarchal religions.
Both Neuman and Lederer speak of early childbearing virgins as
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representations of the Great Mother.55

In contemporary Latin American

feminist criticism, the idea is also present:
1a deidad femenina, se dira que no conocio en

"Cuando se quiera honrar a

S1

e1 fa10 irruptor."56

In E1 triunfo del ideal, Maria is often called the goddess.

But,

a patriarchal goddess does not signify the same power as a patriarchal
god:

she is a sex goddess, as Hollywood has taught us.

To place a woman

on a pedestal is no't--as some might argue--to revere her, but exactly the
opposite according to Eva Figes, who writes "it was to disarm her with
f1attery."57

Likewise, Shu1amith Firestone observes that "worship takes

a place in someone else's head."58

Maria is not a real goddess, then,

but a patriarchal one, akin to the sex goddesses of the film industry.
She exists to fulfill whatever needs Carlos has in mind for her.

He

muses to himself: "l-Como hacer comprender a 1a joven diosa el sitio
principal que e1 estaba reservado en sus proyectos 1" (p. 70).

Although his

cult is based on her body, he also wishes to erect a temple for the "diosa
inmacu1ada" where "las pasiones de los hombres" could not touch her.

In

fact, he expresses a Great Goddess wish:
Si por 10 menos Dios poseyese las formas de una mujer
vaporosa, envue1ta en a1bos ve10s diafonos, mas grato
serfa amar10 y obedecer1e. Hasta e1 castigo nos
parecerfa menos cruel si fuese una boca bonita quien
10 ordenase (pp. 37-38).
In Carlos' patriarchal dreams, he cannot envisage a deity who is not the
punishing and cruel god known to religions of patriarchy.

While it is

true that some manifestations of the great goddess were also punishing
and cruel, Neumann has shown that the "terrible aspect of the Feminine
always inc1udes_.the woman with the pha11us_.The Gorgon is endowed
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with every male a ttribute."59

But Carlos has reserved for Maria the

role of "Mater Dolorosa," a redemptive figure "giving comfort and
consolation."60
The proces s by which the Virgin is converted to the Whore is a
common denominator for patriarchal and pornographic cultures.

By

blaming his desire and longing on the woman who aroused him, a man
exonerates himself as the beast of nature (as sexuality was called in
this period).

Both Roman and Christian tradition had taught him that

"[w]oman is a violent and uncontrolled animal,"61 and it was widely
known that men had more restraint in controlling their passions than
women did.

In addition, because, as Dworkin says, "erection is

involuntary,,,62 a man cannot be blamed for his arousal.

Thus, the woman

is transformed into Eve, the base, the uncontrollable, the natural,
unleashed, dangerous f.atal women.

This basis for the femme fatal

ideology is prevalent in patriarchy as it is in pornography, suggesting
the extent to which the two ideologies are one and the same.
In pornography, the conversion is complete, as we have seen,
when the virgin is "soiled" by a man, frequently through rape. Instead
of viewing the rape as a traumatic and life-threatening violation of
the female body, the pornographic vision sees it as a way to "damage"
or "pollute" the goods, or as in Carlos' vision, as the capricious whim
of the gods who "descendieron en caprichosas metamorfosis
solicitando ••• los encantos de las mujeres hermosas de cuerpos inpolutas"
(p. 27).

Any contact whatsoever with a man can ultimately "pollute" the

female body after which she is converted into the lustful wench who
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really "wanted it."63

This act of "reversal"64 is employed several

times in the novel with regard to Maria's sexuality.

We read, for

example, that the pubescent goddess has "noches agitadas" (p. 75)
obses sed as she is by "la caricia y el espasmo" (p. 90), entrenched as
she is in the "fiebre del deseo" (p. 92).
In spite of the assumption that women's insatiable nature causes
all the problems of the world, it is Carlos who initiates the sexuality
I

between them, but not without much cavila tion-"

In the name of Art (so

he said), "desesperaba por ver aquel cuerpo que adivin~ba tan perfecto y
luminoso" (p. 91).

Worrying that this is the manifestilltion of the

Dionysian principle, the enemy, he needs some rational~zation in order
to justify what he considers to be base sexual desire.

First he uses

the virgin argument: " Y por que habr:La de ofenderse su pudor de virgen
agradecida" if he, the Poet, was only searching (as artists will) for
lIbelleza desnuda, inmaculada " (p. 92).

Second he will argue that

perversity and malevolence are only in the eyes of the beholder, thus
determining that '~na estatua desnuda es casta y noble si el que la
admira posee ideas de castidad y nobleza (p. 92).

By literally

divesting Marla both physically and spiritually, he converts her into an
object, "una obra de arte, una cosa" (p. 92) and thus alleviates his own
guilt.

When Carlos speaks of nobility, he is referring to both the

spiritual side of himself and his lineage as a count.

As a rational

being "orgullo [so] de ser hombre" (p. 47), he must deny his physical
aspect, the natural side, the one which desires Marfa sexually.

In this
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denial, he proceeds in tbe same manner as the implicated pornographers
of whom I spoke earlier.
The descriptions of the sexual act and the consequences of it
are worthy of any pornographer.

Recalling that Carlos' only intentions

are "artistic," we now read how the WOman "forced" him for she was
"quemada por el fuego" and "contaminada por el deseo fisico" (p. 97).
As if to prove how disinterested he is, we then read that he undresses
her with "gestos ••• lentos, frfos" (p. 92).

It was not until "desnuda

qued6 la virgin ante el Poeta en extasis" (p. 92) that his will begins
to falter, for before him was "un sueno de la perfecta e ideal belleza"
(p. 92).

Relinquishing himself to passion is accompanied almost

immediately by feelings of remorse:
defenderse~

"Sospechaba que hac:la mal en no

poseyendo el remedio, conociendo el adversario" (p. 101).

His initial happiness at finding perfect beauty, then, is eclipsed by the
fact that he has given in to nature:
Largos dlas hablan transcurrido sin que el Poeta
cantase en su lira apolinea de triunfo del ensue no.
Dominado estaba por la emocion sensual, embriagado con
el vino capitoso del deseo (p. 96).
Marla, in constrast to Carlos, does not suffer from this problem, for in
her "viv:lan fntimamente unidos el amor y el ideal" (p. 97).

She has no

artistic consciousness to conquer and she is presumably the dark,
natural and instinctual one.

Unlike Carlos who has the denied "part of

himself ••• projected on the a female character,"65 Maria, as a woman, is
the ignorant one who must learn all her lessons from the Poet.
instructs her to separate the two problematic entities:
continuaba uniendola por el lazo del intelecto
._obligindola a permanecer en un medio

He
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superior donde no se escuchara e1 grito del
instinto, ayundando1a a subir poco a poco a 1a
gran jerarquia (p. 82).
Once the virgin is converted into the whore, tainted by the touch of man,
the converse also takes place:
tainted.

the man who touches her also becomes

Consequently, he can no longer pretend to dwell in the higher

realms of the spirit, the great hierarchy:
El Poeta se habfa alejado ... de su ideal para no
manchar10 en 1a fiesta de 1a carne revelada •••hab{a
huido 1a quietud apacible del espfritu (p. 99).
For his "descent," the Poet will learn to hate the woman who "caused" it.
For she is the one who will oblige him to recognize--however
unconsciously she achieves this--that he too is nature and that he has
allowed his strong, masculine will to be dominated by a woman.

The

effects are devastating:

.

Desde que hab1a penetrado en el mundo de los
sentimientos, el alma aristocratico del conde habfa
perdido su nob1eza (p. 100) (my emphasis).
Because she has made him vulnerable (the world of feeling), reminded him
that he too is composed of matter, and thus caused his demise--the
essential ingredients of the fatal woman--he will not only hate, but also
try to destroy her.

He must assert his will over nature.

This is the

essence of the "triumph" of the ideal and also of pornography.

Possession
One of the reasons that Carlos exerts such an influence over
Maria is that he feels that he owns her in much the same way that he
owns a valuable collection of Greek statues.

In Ways of Seeing, John
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Berger points out that it is not by accident that we speak of objets
d'art.,,66

The history of art collecting has involved owning and

possessing by those with the financial means to do so, by those who
hold power, position and money.

When Carlos takes Maria to see his

art collection, she--because she is owned and possesssed by him--has
an atavistic reaction:
Contemplando aquellas estatuas, Maria se agitaba
extranamente •••una sensacion inexplicable se apoderaba
de su sere Parec1ale que ella conoc1a esas formas y
esos cuerpos ••• iDonde, cuando ••• en que edad, en que
pais? (p.84)
Carlos begins his work with Maria by creating a soul "digna de habitar
aquel cuerpo" (p. 97).

In spite of the fact that he calls her the

goddess, he considers himself to be the God, the Creator (the Poet), and
as such, above nature--a tenet of patriarchy and pornography.

His will

has determined the course of nature:
Aquel idolo no era toda obra de la Naturaleza; habia
una parte que Ie pertenecia, que era obra suya creada y
vivida por su voluntad (p. 81).
The language contributes to his feeling of ownership:
and "pertenecer" become gender-specific terms.

"poseer"

We read that "Maria no se

pertenec ia" (p. 89) or tha t "todo su ser Ie pertenec {a" (p. 90).

This

ideal, which the Poet calls "perfect beauty" is "el motivo de su
existencia" (p. 97).

Finally, we read that Carlos "la posee como una viI

cortesana" (p. 109).

Recalling that pornography means literally "the

description of whores," we can see clearly that the text enacts the
Pornographic ideal in the guise of Poetic idealism.
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Possession is a basic tenet of pornography because it
indicates power: "the power of self ••• the power of terror, the power
of nam ing, the power of owning, the power of money, the power of sex."
This is also the power of the master over the slave, a common couple
in pornography.

The master can maintain this power through the forces'

of patriarchy;67 or the bonds of oppression in an unequal relationship:

he is "her rider, her driver, her master ••• her doctor ••• her

professor,,;68 or as here, the "genio," "poeta," "Artist," "heroe" (p.
88) who wants to invite others of his rank ostensibly to admire
Maria's beauty, but really to sing his praises as the demi-god whose
mission on earth it is to "ejercer una influencia sobre el resto de
sus semejantes" (p. 88).
Her mission, as we have seen, is to be the beautiful virgin.

Her

loss of virginity will remind him that he has been dominated by nature.
His object is control over nature, the Dionysian enemy which she
represents, "this feminine self [which] cannot die.,,69

That nature has

taken control over him is a fact that will frustrate, anger, torment, and
incense him.

Marra will pay the consequences.

She, as we recall, is an object, and as such does not really
"live," is a non-being.

The objectification of the female body, whether

in "art" or in pornography, often amounts to the same thing:

the object

will begin to see herself as she is viewed by the pornographic culture,
according to Berger.

He does not, however, see the connection between

his explosive words and pornography:
men act and women appear. Men look a t women. Women
watch themselves being looked at. This determines not
only most relations between men and women, but also the
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relation of women to themselves. The surveyor of woman
in herself is male, the surveyed female. Thus she
turns herself into an obje,o--and most particularly an
object of vision, a sight.
Marfa, too, sees herself as she is seen by man.

Like him, she

loves her beauty more than her life, precisely the reason why she
cannot live.

There is no such concept as an aging or old femme

fatale, suggesting that part of the

'~thic"

is her early death.

In

the novel, Carlos would like to immortalize her (and hence, himself)
by creating her image in marble, which cannot age, which cannot die.
As usual, her compliance is to be expected, as it is with pornography
models and their agents.

Maria "aspiraba a ser adoraba sobre un

elevado pedestal de marmol como una estatua" (p. 90).

Because her

b2auty is her only source of power, it also becomes her purpose.

Once

it has passed, as all beauty must, she will become what Kathleen Barry
in Female Sexual Slavery has called a "throwaway woman.,,7l
Dominici, the author, considers himself to the Creator of the
novel in much the same way that Carlos considers himself to be the
Creator of Marfa:
Carne y huesos y sangre del espfritu son los libros del
escritor y las obras del artista ••• cuando se tiene una
hija de quien oimos decir que es hermosa, que es una
gran belleza 0 que es una linda mujer, el padre term ina
por c'2~rselo y repetirlo y sentirse orgulloso de
ella.
It is noteworthy that the three descriptions of this creation are no more
than three different ways to say "beautiful."

Like his protagonist

Carlos, Dominici (and the modernistas in general) put more value into
beauty than any other aspect of life.

Since Woman was the incarnation of
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that beauty, they could create, as Lev{-Strauss said, words and women, for
the true sign-makers are the men.

The artist, then, is the god among men

for he creates in the way that the divinity does.

His creation, a

woman's soul, puts him the category of "Author of nature" and, at once,
above it.

By being author of it, he is not a part of it, rather, he

controls it.

This is also the pornographic ethic.

It is very difficult

to consider that Domfnici intended El triunfo to be a sarcastic work,
that the narrator might be mocking-the artist.

On the contrary, the text

is a parable of his vision of his own creativity projected onto his
protagonist.

Like his artist, beauty is the single most important factor

he takes into account.

Certainly Dom{nici is not the only (or the first)

writer to use the metaphor of literary paternity.
a lineage in Hispanic letters:

It, too, can boast of

Cervantes considered the Quijote to be

his son; now those "effeminate" modernistas consider their works to be
their daughters, but they are equally proud of them.

To author a text,

to sire a child, to possess a woman (in or out of a text) all bear the
shadow of the pornographic imagination, for all are concerned with their
divine authority subjugating the will of the "subject/objects" of
the text.
One of the ways this authority and control is accomplished in
pornography in stripping a woman of her soul, converting her to a hollow,
but beautiful, shell called a body.

In El triunfo, both Carlos and Marfa

believe that she possessed a soul because he gave it to her.

As

"master," "ruler," and "possessor" he can also take it away which, in the
novel, occurs when "[l]a belleza de Maria habia desaparecido con su
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adorable virginidad" (p. 107).

"Convert ida en mujer" (p. 106), she loses

all enchantment for the poet and hence all value.
she is a woman.

She becomes ugly once

Now the pornographic model makes itself clearer:

of the

two choices for women, Virgin and Whore, the first inevitably leads to
the second once she has been tainted by a

ma~

Her fate is sealed.

She

has been used as an object to her "fullest and enough"73 and cannot
survive the novel.

The Death of a Beautiful Woman
The combination of beauty and death was a major theme of
Romanticism.

Because modernismo relies so heavily on Romantic themes

(often taken to a point of exaggeration), it is useful to examine Mario
Praz on the subject:
••• to such an extent were Beauty and Death looked upon
as sisters ••• that they became fused ••• fi11ed with
corruption and melancholy and fata1 ••• a beauty of
which, the more bitter the taste, the more abundant the
enjoyment.74
Perhaps because it seems natural to him, Praz does comment on the feminine
gender of both these words in Romance languages, although he obviously
notices it or would not have called them sisters.

Nor does he

distinguish the fact that the "bitter taste" was for the beauty and
"abundant enjoyment" for the artist.

In pornography as well, cruel

suffering of the beauty produces abundant enjoyment for the voyeur.
While Praz's book and out look uphold time-honored patriarchal
traditions, a feminist analysis gives us another perspective.
Dworkin:

For
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beauty_.consistently has meaning in the sphere of
female death or violation.hthe final value of the
object i~ pr isel y to be found in its cruel or deadly
destructlon.

7s

A woman's beauty, Griffin tell us,
brings a man into the realm of the material, he must
live in his body. He must know himself as matter •••He
must give up the illusion that his mind controls his
body, or that culture controls nature. 76
He must also realize that he is mortal, and for this, too, the woman will
be made responsible.

In the novel, then, Carlos tells himself that the

"reina destronada" (p. 114) became "una mujer como las otras, una bella
cortesana ••• de cuyo cuerpo cuyas curvas engendraban el pecado de
actitudes lascivas" (p. 108).
complete.

Now Marra's conversion to whore is

Based first on her humiliation for dwelling in a female body,

she will lose all value: "La expresion de su rostro no era la misma, la
frente habia perdido su nobleza, la nariz, la boca, todo habia cambiado"
(p. 108).

Some critics perceive this change in Mari.a as pregnancy.

Using a criterion known only to him, Baltasar Canizal states that the
'~edondeces

belleza:,77

exageradas de su vientre hace olvidar la idea de la
While her pregnancy is certainly not impossible, within the

story, not much changes either way.

She herself is much more concerned

with the loss of her beauty and with the Poet's rejection of her than
with the sanctions which she might experience as an unmarried mother.
Furthermore, there is nothing in the text to actually support this
argument other than Canizal's own speculation.

Because beauty is finite,

the important factor is that she lost hers, and not the means through
which it happened.

In comparison to human beauty, true eternal beauty
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can only be achieved in objects for they are, the Poet tells us, superior
to that interior stuff:

souls.

The converse is also true:

"Las almas

son inferiores y menos nobles que las cosas" (p. 100).
And of course Maria must die.

This she accomplishes by drowning

herself when she learns she has ceased to have a function in life.
Rudorff tells us that there was a great "fashion for Salomes, Ophelias,
Sapphos and Sphinxes, often depicted ••• as though they were more than half
way to death~78

How, then, are we to be surprised at Maria's suicide?

Both in the novel where she was redundant and in the world which produced
it (where female death was the vogue) she has little other choice.
Futhermore, Carlos' success as a Poet depends on it, for "the death of a
beautiful woman is one of the most poetical topics in the world."

He

instructed her that "la muerte es mas necesaria que la vida" (p. 78), but
of course he was speaking of her death.

For him, the opposite is true:

"la vida es un deber" (p. 127); he is, after all, a superior being.
Again, we are confronted with the nature/culture dichotomy, not
just in the novel, but with Naturalism in general. 79

Here, it is

precisely because nature, the Dionysian principle, reigns that Carlos is
unable to accept the changes in Mari'a.

Instead, he sees them as "la obra

devastadora que el enemigo habia efectuado en la o11mpica belleza de la
diosa" (p. 105).

Even at the end of the novel, Carlos has not learned

the reconciliation between the two.

He is at war with himself, with

nature and with woman:
••• en el fondo de su ser estallo una carcajada
burlesca, una risa de desprecio._el grito del
Dionisiaco ••• El enem igo se refa, el verdadero culpable
en aquel dualismo de su alma se creia el mas fuerte
(p. 124).
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Throughout the novel, and at its end, Carlos tries to prove himself
invulnerable to the Dionysian in much the same way that culture tries to
show itself invulnerable to nature.

And because nature is also woman, he

must also be invulnerable to her: "The arrogance which informs man's
relation with nature ••• is precisely the same arrogance which informs his
relation with women," writes Dworkin. 80

This relation, as we have seen

throughout the novel, is one of inferiority/superiority.

Ortner also

explains:
woman ••• seems to be a symbol of ••• something that every
culture devalues, something that every culture defines
as being of a lower order than itself~.that is
'nature' in the most generalized sense. 8l
As we have seen earlier, yet another aspect of woman-as-nature is
concerned with the changing seasons [Figs. 15 and 16].

In the novel,

each season parallels the relationship between the lovers: they meet in
the spring when everything, including Maria, is virginal, yet like
pornography waiting for the arrival of a man:

"una impaciente alma de

virgen, loca de caricias" (p. 93); summer, the season of full mature
love and in the novel, "[1]a naturaleza ••• se transforma en mujer" (p.
79).

For Domfnici, apparently, being a woman was equivalent to being a

mother; he writes:

"ya no es virgen, es madre" (p. 79).

special season both in the novel and for its author.

Autumn is a

The fact that

Dom{nici titled his memoirs Bajo e1 sol de otono informs the readers of
his predilection for this season "propicia para recordar."82

For Carlos,

it will be the season to remember times when he was unfettered by
"love"; for Mar{a a season to recall life before "se encontro fea" (p.

l37
112).

The end of autumn signifies the end of their relationship, for

winter, the next season can only mean one thing:

death of Nature and of

the goddess.
Carlos reacts in a series of different ways to Marfa's death.
First, be blames himself:

"habia hecho morir aquella criatura deliciosa,

suave y amable ••• flor de un ensueno" (p. 123).

As we have already seen

him do in the past, he then will rationalize her death saying:

"la

diosa hizo bien en morir" for she was nothing but the "simbolo exterior
de un culto" (p. 127).

As his thought is ever-evolving he cannot help

but notice as she is floating in the lake "como una g6ndola" and that he,
the Apollinean singer, once again, "Nunca vio mas belh la figura de su
idolo" (p. 120).

In death, Maria's beauty recuperates the form with

which Carlos had fallen in love.
Had he fallen in love with her?

He asks himself that question,

but the only answer he is willing to give is that he loved her
perfection, her body which was "el triunfo de la vida" (p. 101).

The TriumEh of the PornograEhic Ideal
What Carlos or the narrator means by the triumph of the
ideal, repeated so many times throughout the text, is actually open to
speculation.

The idea of triumph suggests that a battle has been won,

and indeed Carlos was fighting the Apollinean/Dionysian struggle all
through the novel.

Their passion is considered tIel triunfo de los

sentidos," but we know that in the great hierarchy, feelings occupy an
inferior position to things material.

To be truly great, one must
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dominate this base animal instinct.

We know that Carlos "padec!a al ver

su voluntad impotente ante el cuerpo adorablemente pernici080 de una
mujer" (p. 101).
For Canizal, the triumph of the ideal is precisely that, an
ideal, and therefore impossible:
El triunfo del ideal consiste, precisamente, en que no
puede ser otra cosa que ideal. Cuando tratamos de
concretarlo ••• es cuando el ideal, como una ilusion, va
perdiendo los contornos que tanto nos han atraido.
To this point, it is still possible to view the ideal as something
essentially spiritual.

But Canizal continues:

Es un doloroso engano ••• al mirar en cinta a la mujer
que adoramos con una adoracion inmensa cuando era
virgen, cuando se pertenec1a en cuerpo y en esp1ritu. 83
Thus, Dominici's main critic and biographer also has a pornographic point
of view:

we can only love woman when she is a virgin; as Soon as she is

touched by the hand of man--and especially if she becomes pregnant - the
apotheosis of the material - she becomes a whore, and the beholder feels
he has been "deceived."
After Carlos' initial shock at the death of Maria, he begins to
understand that perhaps the triumph of his ideal
this question of himself:

"~no

~

her death.

He asks

es ese el triunfo de tu ideal?" (p. 127).

He sees Maria's suicide as a positive act for she was capable of dying
for an ideal; he even envies herl

He considers suicide himself, but soon

discards the idea for he has greater things to do than die for an ideal.
As the superior being that he considers himself to be, representing "la
mas noble utop1a refinada" (p. 127), but he must continue to live so he
can cure this "epoca enferma y decadente" (p. 128) by creating poetry.
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What better muse than the immortalized face of a beautiful dead woman to
inspire him?

Come spring, the world will regenerate and perhaps there

will be a new virgin goddess whose beauty will also be the most perfect
ideal and "la mas perfecta obra maestra que jamBs sono artista alguno"
(p. 27).

Thus, I would argue that that triumph of the ideal, the
pornographic ideal, is the death of a beautiful woman.

Like the

magnificent Greek statues, with whose beauty she is compared, the goddess
can only retain her beauty if she remains indelibly imprinted on the
artist's imagination as she was as a virgin, before any signs of aging-including maternity--could "ruin" this beauty.

Carlos had instructed

Maria that without her "el mundo continuar:i:a hacia la ruina" (p. 97).
This is not the

~ase.

It is his presence which "saves" the world; her

death is a necessary element for it allows him to save it by creating
poetry about the beauty of her dead face, one which is not permitted to
age, to gain character, in short, to live.

She had never been so

beautiful as she had in death, implying that to achieve true beauty, the
modernista aim, it was preferrable to have dead women to live ones.

In

spite of her fame for bringing men to their destruction and death, the
only one who actually suffers this fate is the fatal woman, fatal to
herself.

Either in literature (modernismo) or in life (pornography),

there is no choice.

If the world is going to idealize and idolize

beauty, then the beauty herself must perish before the beauty of her face
does.

She must die, as she also must in pornography.
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The implication of the survival of a beautiful woman--either in
modernismo or in pornography--would entail a poetic vision which is
contradictory to the one they actually espouse.

Modernistas see

themselves as the most superior representation of culture; the survival
of the woman would symbolize the triumph of Nature over culture.
Poet might not be considered divine:

The

a woman was stronger than he was.

Since the entire point of a pornographic work is to prove dominance over
nature, the work itself would run the risk of not being included in
this multi-million dollar genre if the woman were unharmed.

The man in

the work (modernista or pornographic) might have to consider that he too
is part of nature, regardless of his degree of "civilization."

The

dichotomy assigns such women as Dona Barbara to the role of barbarism
precisely so a man can prove how she can be dominated.
If, indeed, the woman survived, culture (and its symbolically,
metaphorically and even erroneously-assigned gender-specific counterpart,
man) would have to respect (in every sense of the word) nature (and all
its symbolic, metaphorical and erroneously-assigned gender-specific
representations, woman).

There might be no poetry as a result.

Dominici

leaves us with a question when he minimally recognizes the situation by
saying:

"va el hombre a toda prisa en su eterna tarea de destruccion"

(p. 109) in El triunfo del ideal.

While modernistas were known for their

rejection of the nineteenth century, they were also at odds with machines
and other "advances" of the twentieth. 84

When Domfnici writes "el

hombre" then, he actually means all men except the modernistas, for they
were gods, quite superior to men.

It does not appear to occur to him
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that man's (including the poet's) destruction of woman is implicit in his
statement.

For him, the poet is the one who can save the world from the

destruction, and yet, as we have seen, it is precisely the Poet who was
responsible for its destruction--if we consider, as this reader does,
that women are indeed part of the world.
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CHAPTER 4
AUGUSTO D'HALMAR'S JUANA LUCERO:

WOMAN IN A TRANCE

••• a woman who can perceive in herself
the Goddess cannot so easily be shamed
by rape. 1
-Susan Griffin
Although Juana Lucero caused a great deal of public scandal when
it was first published at the turn of the century, the modern reader
hardly blinks at all when reading it.

Or does she?

After all, within the pages of this 1902 text one finds painfully
brutal scenes of sexual violence against women, a violence which is
hardly diminished with the pas sage of time.

On the contrary, equipped

now with the analytical tools necessary to convert such rage to
articulation and to name such atrocities,2 radical new readings of older
texts have documented patriarchy's ravages on women.

However, the present

analysis is not merely a chronicle of misogyny for, useful as this may be,
it does not necessarily offer either a profound interpretation or a new
vision.

What is more important, in the eyes of Mary Beard, one of the

first female historians, and Gerda Lerner, is how women learned to deal
with patriarchy "on their own terms.,,3

That is to say, how women learned

to subvert the very systems which were oppressing them while seemingly
going along with them.

Until recently, this history was not examined. 4

While the 1902 male reader of Juana Lucero may have been
scandalized by the social and political innuendoes of the novel, there is
no indication that he--who is addressed several times by the narrator--would
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have been disturbed by the mutilation of the female body and spirit which
also takes place in it.

In this study, I propose to address that

muti1ation--expressed in the forcible rape, forced prostitution, forced
abortion and flight into madness of the protagonist, Juana Lucero--in
this long-ignored novel from a female perspective.
Critics usually dismiss Juana Lucero as the author's youthful
entp.rprise, as an exercise with little literary value, a preparation for
the real and mature Augusto d'Ha1mar, whose later works are the object of
more

attentio~

To view this novel as an autobiographical account of

d'Halmar's own ordeal as an orphan, as an "atroz melodrama," or even as a
novel of social realism, however valid that may be, does not begin to
explain the many seemingly unconnected portions of it. 5

Such criticism,

for example, fails to explain the profound psychic life of Juana Lucero,
who, through spiritism, is able to evoke her own dead mother, a manifestation of the Great Goddess.

Likewise, it never explores the force and

power of the insistent female imagery such as the moon, the mirror, the
tree, sewing, and the motif of light and darkness as symbols of the Great
Mother.6

But most importantly, it fails to recognize Juana Lucero as a

novel about a psychic journey, a search for Self in a culture intent on
obliterating the protagonist, Juana Lucero.

Her search is doomed to fail

from the start for she, like the critics, cannot recognize the power of
her spiritual life, so completely has she assimilated patriarchal indoctrination.

In her ordeal then, Juana perfectly documents the most com-

plete horrors a woman can face in patriarchy and is akin to a woman
living in a trance.

Not only will she never comprehend that her search
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entails a female figure (in patriarchy one worships a male godhead; we
shall witness its various symbols): when she finally discovers the female, she will attribute to her all the qualities of a male god, as I
shall show.

The devaluation of the female in the culture will be

expressed in the novel as the struggle of one woman against another.

By

having the women identify with the men of their class rather than with
each other, a point the narrator will exploit, he will show how Juana's
worst enemies are other women and not the men who rape her and sell her
into prostitution.
Ultimately, then, as close as Juana Lucero comes to being a novel
about what Nor Hall has called "matriarchal consciousness" or "an
awarenes s of the world from a mother's point of view,"7 it could more
appropriately be called a novel about "matriarchal !!!lconsciousness."
Juana, however, never knows this:

since language and the word, the

logos, have been the exclusive domain of the patriarchs, Juana has no
words to express her discovery.

The fact that we speak of a "mother

tongue," and the fact that children traditionally learn language skills
from their mothers, disguises the real fact that we actually speak what
Mary Daly has called the "male 'mothers' tongue."S
While it may be true, then, that d'Halmar, like Flaubert,
identified with his female protagonist to the point of saying, "La
Lucero, soy yo," as Jaime Concha has shown; or may have been consciously
searching for a father figure, the "presencia viril" lacking from his
exc 1usively female home life, seen by Concha as "anormal, aberrante,"9 it
is also true that before the father came the mother.

Helen Diner, for
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one, seems to have thought so, for the opening statement of her Mothers
and Amazons reads: "In the beginning, there was woman".1 0

Therefore,

Juana Lucero might be read not only as the search of the author for his
father, but also as the search of the protagonist for her mother, a
search which takes place in a world where mothers, like all things
female, are devalued, degraded and endangered.
been searching for her mother:

Juana never knows she has

both the woman who engendered her and all

her ancient mothers, in other words, the goddess in herself and in all
women.

Her quest for this Great Mother, symbolically speaking, is also

the quest for her Self, her own soul.

Upon internalizing this longing,

she projects all of patriarchy's hatred of women onto and into herself as
well as onto all things female.

What emerges, then, is the Great Goddess

converted into the Terrible Mother, a situation which leads to the loss
not only of Juana's soul, but also of her mind.
The same inherited dichotomies which functioned in E1 triunfo del
ideal also operate here.

Although we consider Aristotle's view that it

is "natural and expedient for the soul to govern the body,"ll to be
archaic, patriarchal thinking still assigns a category to each sex.
Rather than taking into account the whole picture, this thinking
separates, dichotomizes and categorizes giving each part of the dichotomy
a value. 12
occurs.

In the criticism of Juana Lucero, much of the same also

Much is made of her body, the body of a prostitute, but little

is said--at least direct1y--of her soul or her spirit; hence, the
dichotomy continues.

(Patriarchal religions had doubted whether or not
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women had souls; patriarchal critics have found little to say about
them. )
Nevertheless, Juana has an intense spiritual life which begins
shortly after the death of her mother.

Like some of the fictional

heroines of Spanish-American novels already discussed, Juana is also
motherless; unlike them, she uses the spiritual powers inherited from her
mother in order to invoke the dead woman.

Nineteenth-century spiritism

has been seen as an antidote to the advent of the all-consuming
materialism which was rapidly becoming the new world view,13 but its
roots go back to Africa, though the connection between Africa and Europe
is Brazil.

Many slaves brought to that country by the Portuguese

attributed their safe landing to their goddess Iemanja.

In the Yoruba

religion, on which Brazilian spiritism rests, the godhead was so
omnipotent that "he" could only be approached through Iemanja and her
brother Aganju.

The story continues that Iemanja's son raped her upon

reaching maturity and she, so humiliated by her growing womb, went to
hide in the forest.

When she was finally ready to give birth, her womb

burst open and the entire "hierarchy" of Yoruba spiritism was developed,
reserving for Iemanja the place of "mother of all spirits and the most
powerful and venerated woman" of their religion.

When the Portuguese

became worried about the Christianity of their slaves, they introduced
Catholic iconography, but
The slaves were delighted because ••• the Virgin Mary was
so important and looked so much like Iemanja. They put
the image of Mary right up on the altar beside the
goddess of the waters. Soon the two women were fused
into one deity who would answer to either name. 14
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Spiritism, then, is not only a female religion akin to witchcraft--in
the sense that it is a practice for, by and of women who are excluded
from the hierarchy of the Church--it is also matriarchal.

The most

venerated figure is a woman, the Earth Goddess, from whom springs all
life, all vegetation, all waters and all spirit.

In Juana's case,

spiritism and its symbols serve multi-layered purposes:

it is her

inheritance from her mother, her medium to return to her mother, her
solace from the loneliness of the world, and therefore, an elaborate
symbol of her own consciousness which connects her to the feminine. IS
As it was practiced in the nineteenth century, spiritism is
based on the belief that there is another life after death and that
living people can communicate with the spirits of the dead.

In spite

of the scandal in the established Churches of Christianity, "tablerapping" became very fashionable even in literary circles.

Hugo,

Huysmans, Elizabeth Barret Browning, and others attended these
sessions made popular by Allen Kardek in Europe.

Spiritist societies

also flourished in Latin America I6 and, though it may have been
practiced differently in each place, they also reached Santiago where
d'Halmar was said to have attended several sessions.

In the novel,

Catalina had initiated her daughter and their neighbors in
"espiritismo" and Juana "creia tanto como su madre en la evocacion de
108

esp:Lritus.,,17
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Woman in a Trance
Juana actually lives in three trances in the novel which in
themselves engender mUltiple interpretations of the text.

In the

first place, she is constantly at odds with the world around her,
quite literally never has any idea of what is going on, characterized
in the opening 1 ines of the novel: "6 Que querra decir el medico?" as
her mother lay dying (p. 23).

Repeatedly throughout the text, the

narrator points to her lack of comprehension about the situations in
which she finds herself and her inability to deal with them.

We

read: "sin explicarse la causa" (p. 58), "sin saber como" (p. 62),
"con el pensam iento vac:Lo" (p. 125), "en vano se preguntaba" (p.
163), and "[e]l1a no comprend{a"(p. 204).

She is a perfect example

of a patriarchally-educated woman, ill-equipped to deal with the
world.

We might even be inclined to read her as somewhat deficient in

intelligence.

Yet, her "ineptitude" only takes place within the

realm of patriarchal discourse--the language of the fathers.

When

she is en-tranced in spiritism and it s female discourse, she is
totally successful in recovering and re-claiming this mother-tongue.
This interpretation suggests that as a woman she cannot comprehend
male-dominated discourse and therefore retrieves a language for
herself in the comfort of spiritism.

But Juana's oppression is so

deep that she herself cannot fathom any other "reality" besides the
patriarchal one, the one which requires her to have a male protector
and provider, which leads to her intense fantasy life about the
Ahi;ado.
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Her second trance is spiritual.

Although women traditionally

inherit little or nothing from their mothers in patriarchy, as
Phyllis CHesler has observed,18 Juana's inheritance is matriarchal;
her book, mirror and locket all become important in her spiritual
life.

The book, Las relaciones .f.Q!lll mas alla (p. 50), Juana

somehow intuitively knows, is subversive in her aunt Loreto's home,
the "solterona beata" (p. 25) whose Christian hypocrisy (language of
the fathers) is continually contrasted with the purity of Juana's
spiritism (the language of the mothers) throughout the novel.

The

trance consists in waiting "media hora con las manos en la mesita"
(p. 61) to evoke her mother's spirit through table-rapping.

Tables--

especially in the nine teeth century--are made of wood, madera,
materia, mater, madre, for "the feminine wood, materia [is] the
maternal substance of the tree~119

In other words, the wood of the

table, sometimes simply referred to as "la madera," serves
symbolically for Juana's mother.

Neumann warns that mothers, and

other things female, are devalued in patriarchy:

"The mater

character of the symbol materia is regarded as something of small
value in contrast to the ideal--which is assigned to the malepaternal

side~120

But Juana, trained in patriarchy, will never

associate the power of her evocations, thereby relegating to the
"trans itory and illusory"21 anything having to do with the materia
symbol.
The loving contact and solace Juana achieves in the conversations
with her mother, Catalina, are sharply contrasted to the austere, loveless
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atmosphere of Loreto's home.

Catalina gives her "buenos consejos y

pa1abras de carino" (p. 66) and becomes her "angel de 1a guarda" (p. 66).
Juana hurries through her chores at night in order to lock herself up in
the cell (her room) and converse with her mother.

Etymologically, the

name Catalina comes from the word Cata, which means cotorra, or talking
bird in certains countries of Latin America, including Chile.

Loreto's

name is also significant for it, too, means a talking pird, loro and
its use is
como nombre calificativo a una mujer fea 0 de aspecto
raro ••• termino de comparacion como para decir .1e una
persona que hab1a mucho pero sin sentido 0 que!repite
mecanicamente una cosa, por ejemplo una leccion
aprendida.,,22
I
While both are versions of women's discourse within

pa~riarcha1

language

r

and lessons, Catalina's is creative and Loreto's is me hanica1, quite
literally parroting the voice of the Father, the master.

Later in the

text, she shall ·again prove her alliance to patriarchy, but the narrator
here begins to prepare the reader with such phrases as "inseparable
rosario" (p. 33) and "conciencia de ri'gida fanatica" (p. 34).

He contin-

ues to satirize the relationships in this household by naming her servant
Socorro, whose actual behavior belies the significance of her name. Her
repudiation of Juana leaves with girl with the single option of human
contact through the table and later the mirror.

In these dialogues,

Catalina continues to use her pet name for Juana, "Purisimita," also a
name for the Virgin, and tells her that her redemption will come through
the Godson, with whom Juana has fallen in love.

Again, patriarchal

language creates an obstacle: although he is Loreto's Godson, he does not
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identify with her; he could more appropriately be called the Goddess-son
for it is Catalina who continues to tell Juana that he is her savior.
Juana's third trance is an act of self-protection.

Juana

retreats into a trance after she is sexually abused and forced into
prostitution similar to one described by pornography models in order to
avoid being more psychically damaged than necessary.23

In spite of the

fact that both critics and narrator see this as an example of her
"fantas1a enfermiza," madness or hysteria, it may well be one the
healthiest activities she undergoes.

By splitting her body from her

spirit (a requirement of pornography), she cannot feel any pain.

In

addition, she changes her name from Juana to Nana, yet another division
within her Self. 24

In this act, which significantly takes place within a

Church, she undergoes a metamorphosis from her identification with her
mother language (Juana was the name her mother gave her) to a fatherbased one taking the name of the most famous prostitute in literature
created by a male novelist.

From this point on, she refers to Juana as

"la otra" or "la que murio."
All three trances complement each other in the development of the
text.

If she had never been in the first trance--unaware of the world

around her--she could never have been put into the situation that
necessitated her retreat into the third trance--her numb-like escape.
Had her mother not died when she was fifteen, she may never had needed to
discover the second trance--search for the goddess--which also may well
be one of the sanest activities of her life.

In Spanish, trance means

"ordeal," exactly the word used by contemporary pornography models and
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female sexual slaves to describe their experience. 2 5

Juana continually

resorts to the "buen Dios" to help her through her trance, as did
Catalina in her dying moments, never consciously realizing that while
praying to a male deity, she will never be saved.

Yet, even as, in her

conscious life, she awaits redemption from a male savior, the tenet of
the backbone of Christianity, in her unconscious life, her intuitive and
untrained-in-patriarchy life, she resorts to the Great Mother, the
backbone of matriarchy:
a veces se tendia sin desvestir sobre 1a cama pensando
solo en su madre cuando se persignaba para rezar un
padrenuestro para su descanso (p. 53).
Not only is she immune to recognition of this significant fact, but she
will attribute to her mother all those qualities usually associated with
a patriarchal deity--severe, judgemental, punishing--an act which
eventually destroys her.
Juana makes this same mistake of reversal several times in the
novel.

From her room at Loreto's like "una tumba" (p. 59), she befriends

a tree, the castano visible from her window.

While contemplating this

tree which, "en su soledad, a pesar de sus ramas desnudas, era un buen
amigo" (p. 59), she is able to block out the male voices who will later
be responsible for her demise.

Concentrating her thoughts on her mother,

"un pensamiento que desde mucho tiempo no podia quitarse1e de la cabeza
(p. 60), she is literally searching for her roots in the tree of life.
Under patriarchy, the symbol of the tree has become masculine, but anthropo10gists have traced its origins, like that of the wood that derives
from it, as another symbol of the Great Mother, as Neumann notes, "Though
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the 'fam ily tree' often takes the form of a phallus, the earth in which
this masculinity is rooted, and which lives in the depths behind the
phallic male principle, is the Great Goddess."26

Mary Daly remarks that

"[ t ]he cosmic energy is symbolized in the Tree of Life, the Sacred Tree
which is the Goddess."27
their roots in tree soil.

And Nor Hall observes: "Many goddesses have
Most of them are virgin timber ••• whose desire

is to remain ur.touched."28

Juana calls this tree "compadrito castaI'IO"

and considers it her only friend.

Thus, she again misplaces her faith by

calling a symbol female in its essence a male one.

Once again, not

realizing that she is evoking a female power and a female symbol, she
underestimates herself, undercuts her sense of self-worth as a woman,
loses her dignity, and, eventually, loses her mind.
When life becomes "un infierno para Juana" (p. 65) because
Socorro feels that her own position and power in the household have been
usurped, Juana begins to imagine herself as Cinderella, or "Marra
Cenicienta," as she puts it.

One of her few diversions is imagining the

reactions of Loreto and Socorro--who become step-mother and step-sister
with all their patriarchal connotations--when the prince comes for her:
"Si supieran que un principe promete casarse con 1a duena de 1a diminuta
chine1a" (pp. 65-66).

As Louise Bernikov has shown, Cinderella "has been

dec1assed by female interlopers, reduced to the status of servants" and
eventually saved by her fairy godmother.

Although the godmother embodies

matriarchal values, Cinderella is really saved by the prince, the same
kind of savior Juana longs for.

Her only hope is to escape through

marriage, which is why she puts all her hope in the Godson.

Bernikow
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also explains that another element of the Cinderella tale is that it
contains all the elements of All Hallow's Eve, the witches' festival, par
excellence: midnight, pumpkins, rats, mice, lizards29-- and witchcraft,
just as Juana's spiritism, is a manifestation of female worship for those
excluded from Church hierarchy •

. Spinning and Other Female Symbols
Another legacy Juana receives from her mother is her prodigious
sewing which, in the unkind words of Loreto, "i es 10 unico que sa be I" (p.
67).

Sewing, spinning, weaving and garment-making in general have

traditionally been associated with the feminine.

Until recently, it has

been considered an age-old form of female oppression.

However, in the

process of considering female work on its own terms, and valuing female
activity in its own right, needlework has gained a new legitimacy in
recent years, most profoundly expressed in Judy Chicago's The Dinner
Party.30
We know, for example, that Penelope was not merely being faithful
by unweaving her daily spinning; she was subverting a system.

Likewise,

Sheherezade spun and wove a tale leaving her interlocutor speechles s,
subverting yet another system.

In Gilbert and Gubar's Madwoman in the

Attic, the authors show that because sewing is a theme in women's lives,
it also becomes a motif in their writing.31

Mary Daly discusses the

etymology of the word texere which gives us both the words textile and
text, "texts are the kingdom of males ••• the realm of the reified
word ••• sewing and spinning are for girls."32

While Daly is clearly
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infuriated by this division, the subversion implicit in Juana's text/ile
is an association with her mother and, as we have seen, with her mother
language.

By approaching female history on female terms, then, the very

systems which outwardly oppress women, are the ones the women learn to
subvert to their own advantage.

Sewing had freed Catalina from having to

apply to Alfredo, the man who raped her and thus became Juana's father,
for help:
Gracias a Dios, no necesito nunca de el. Costurera
habia sido y con su trabajo se ganaba la vida para las
dos, muy desahogadamente cuando la nina pudo ayudarla (p. 25).
Catalina's sewing also liberates her from having to marry for economic
reasons, thus maintaining her independence:
Por cierto que no seria tan pobre si hubiese seguido
otro camino 0 se hubiera casado con aque1 chacarero que
1a quer1a a pesar de todo (p. 30).
In Juana's case, though, where everything is literally backwards, it is
precisely her sewing which imprisons her, makes her a sexual slave.
But, Helen Diner tells us that:
All mother goddesses spin and weave. In their
concealed workshops, they weave veins, fibers and nerve
endings into the miraculous substance of the live body.
Everything that is, comes out of them ••• they weave the
world tapestry out of genesis and demise. 33
Neumann, who appears to have woven his own text out of Diner's with no
reference to it, obviously agrees:

U[ilt is not by accident that we

speak of the body's 'tissues' for the tissue woven by the Feminine in the
Cosmos and the uterus of woman is life destiny.u34

Contemporary feminism

uses the idea of spinning as a metaphor for female liberation; thus, for
theorists like Daly, the word Spinster takes on new meanings:
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"Gyn/Ecological Spinning is es sential for entry into our Otherworld.

The

Voyager who does not spin is in mortal danger ••• The force of Spinster's
Spinning is the power of Spirit."35

Now we are in a position to

understand the name Catalina fully.

Derived from Cata1ufa, which is a

certain type of textile,

tejido~

or tissue, we can see that again she is

associated with the Great Goddess, who is always spinning fates and human
tissues.

Although Juana inherited sewing from her mother, she is only

capable of understanding it on the patriarchal terms it is presented to
her (sew a bride's trousseau) instead of the matriarchal implications of
reading her mother's text/i1e.
Juana's third legacy from her mother is a mirror, referred to as
luna in the text.

In spite of the fact that the mirror has frequently

been used in both literature and the graphic arts to represent female
vanity, we also learn that female vanity is often a construct of the male
imagination, as John Berger explains in Ways Qf Seeing:
You painted a naked woman because you enjoyed looking
at her, you put a mirror in her hand and you called the
picture Vanity, thus morally condemning the woman whose
nakedness you had depicted for your own pleasure. 36
Berger's remark reveals at once that not only was the art form literally
in male hands, but that the reader--or viewer--is also a man, implicit in
the quasi-pornographic grammar of "you" as voyeur.
is exposing patriarchal reversal.

Clearly, Berger here

When a mirror is put in the hands of a

female writer, the results change, as Gilbert and Gubar have shown:

"The

woman writer acknowledges with pain, confusion and anger that what she
sees in the mirror is usually a male
artificial child."37

construct.~a

glittering and wholly
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In Juana Lucero, however, the m1rror serves another purpose.
Clearly, Juana has no interest in her own beauty, or her own vanity as
Adalguisa, the madame, remarks, "ignoraba ••• el subido valor de su
hermosura" (p. 205).

On the contrary, she is hardly aware of it.

It

pleases her that Transito calls her "buenamoza," for beauty is a ticket
for women in patriarchy.
religious article.

For Juana, however, the mirror is a sacred,

At precisely twelve midnight, the witching hour, on

the last day of the year:
a la debil luz de la vela, vio algo que la helara 1a
oraci6n en sus labios. En el espejo que colgaba ante
ella ••• casi besandole la mejilla, adivinabase vagamente
un rostro p~lido de mujer y unos ojos'Hque la miraban
con fijeza, humedos de ternura y sentimiento (p. 75).
Thus begins the spiritual journey taken by Juana and Catalina.
In Juana's memory, her mother does not appear to her as she was in life,
vital and spiritual, but rather as she was in death, an image embedded
into her conscious mind by Loreto's cruel insistence that the dying woman
contemplate herself in the same mirror which Juana now beholds.
vision is pleasing to Juana for several reasons.

This

Her only memory of her

mother is confined to a daguerrotype of the five-year-01d Catalina
contained in a locket presented to Juana.

Therefore, little by little,

"e1 recuerdo del rostro i"base1e olvidando, y 10 conservaba medio borrado,
nada mas que con esa expresion de los ojos que tenLa tan presente" (p. 53).
The vision first appears to Juana as she is praying to
Dio~'

'~l

and is treated in the text as a kind of mystical experience.

Therefore, every night
ansiaba conc1uir sus quehaceres para poder encerrarse
con 1a sombra de 1a muerta, permaneciendo horas enteras

buen
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ante ese lago de luz, en la contemplacion extatica de
su madre, cuya sonrisa era perenne" (p. 76).
For Juana, the apparition of her mother is a "proteccion visible" which
came to her "para acompanar sus horas mas crueles" (p. 76).

Juana's only

mistake in this ritual, which could rival those of Saint Teresa, is that
she attributes it to "el buen Dios" instead of to "la buena Diosa," the
Great Goddess, the Great Mother, the mother of all.

Juana is

patriarchally trained, and this type of thinking would have us forget
that we all descend from the darkness of the womb, trying instead to
belittle the darkness and celebrate the light, as Neumann points out.
Patriarchy "considers it necessary to forge a 'higher genealogy' tracing
its descent from heaven, the god of heaven, the luminous aspect.,,38
Thus, God, consciousness, and light are essentially associated with the
male, for the female has been relegated to the darkness, the shadow, the
mysterious, the unconscious.

Instead of seeing that without the

darkness, there could be no light; without the shadow, there could be no
sun, and without the unconscious, there could be no consciousness,
patriarchy seeks to deny the darker aspect of the human spirit.

By

calling Catalina's apparition a "lago de luz," the narrator literally
veils her manifestation as the Goddess.

Recent feminist critisism has

begun to explain that in the "good magic of giving women back to
themselves ••• the shadow is admitted to view."39

Unlike the pure Jungian

analysis which would relegate women to a man-made archetype, women now
recognize the shadow's significance.

Patriarchal denial of an essential

human quality is precisely one of the causes of so much female malaise or
dis-ease which are every day being described in greater detail:

madness,
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hysteria, arthritis, anorexia nervosa and drug or alchohol addiction are
all examples of women alienated from their spiritual sides, locked
within female bodies which are at once the object of male desire and the
recipient of male scorn. 40
Thus, Juana's association of her mother--a profoundly
matriarchal experience--with a patriarchal god, by calling it a "lago de
luz" is symptomatic of her entire life.

Her name, which she inherits

from her mother, and her mother alone, is patriarchal as well.

Lucero,

in addition to meaning light, is also the word used for morning star, or
Venus.

As Wolfgang Lederer has pointed out in The Fear Of Women, the

mere words "Let there be light," the logos, is also "essentially
male~'4l

Not only does this logos ignore the female aspect, without

which we would not be whole, it also denies, trivializes and devalues
female experience as something rather less than human.
Juana also associates her mother with a male god in that she
sees her as "un juez bondadoso"--with masculine words--"que debfa
perdonarle sus faltas

0

aplaudir sus buenas acciones" (p. 76).

A

patriarchal god, as described in the Old Testament, is a jealous and
vengeful figure who punishes, in contrast with the all-forgiving figure
of the Virgin Mother, who has come to stand for a symbol of the Great
Mother to spiritually-denied women of the twentieth century, just as the
great Virgin figures--Lourdes and Guadalupe--have always enjoyed great
acceptance from those who were spiritually disinherited from other
traditions.

While we expect punishment for sins from a male deity, for

the authority of patriarchy rests on precisely that, the mother figure
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is designed to be the bearer of all pain, the listener of all sorrows,
the all-compassionate, and all-forgiving Great Mother.

A Womanls Body
I know no woman ••• for whom her body
is not a fundamental problem. --Adrienne Rich 42
Almost as soon as Juana reaches puberty, her body, and hence her
sexuality, become problematic for her.

Unlike Catalina, who was anxious to

be grown so she could dress up, Juana finds it unpleasant and tells her
mother, lite aseguro, mama que no quisiera ser grande" and then adds her
trance-like observation of "10 mas curioso es que yo no se por que"
(p. 30).

Although Juana is referred to critically as a woman of "facil

ternura,,,43 the narrator essentially empathizes with her, using Naturalist
arguments to "prove"-like Zolasls heroines--that she is a product of
poverty, male entitlement, and female inadequacy to survive in a world
built on male control and domination.

Each one of the situations Juana

faces is all the more tragic precisely because she is a woman, because she
is living in a female body.

However, this question is never addressed by

the critics.
Part of the reason her body becomes an encumbrance to her are the
incessant comments about it made by the men who visit her auntls home.

One

remarks: "Esta nEla crece por dias" (p. 77); another tells her: "El dia que
quiera ser reina, no hay mas que avisarmelo" (p. 68).

Of course, en-

tranced woman that she is, she does not understand, but does judge it to be
"perverso" (p. 68).

The narrator, who by no means condones this male

behavior, does, however, misname it by calling Velasquez a "seductor de
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oficio" (p. 68),

th~reby

masquerading the fact that seduction and rape are

two different activities.
Juana's disgust of her female body is so complete that upon
reaching puberty "[h]izo algunos desarreglos y tuvo que quedarse en cama.
La pubertad"-as everything else--"la habia sorprendido, llenandola de
disgusto, Ie trajo la pena" (p. 59).

However, Juana is not unique in

denying her female body: countless female writers and thinkers have found
having a female body in patriarchy a great encumbrance.

Virginia Woolf,

for example, doubted that any woman had solved the problem yet, of being
female. 44

When Adrienne Rich discusses it some fifty years later, it is

still unsolved:

"Some of the most bri1lant women of our time are still

trying to think from somewhere outside their female bodies.,,45

Why should

a woman hate her body and want to disassociate herself from it, the very
same body which belongs to the Great Mother, the giver of all life?

What

has become of the female body in patriarchy?
For one thing, the female body can be, and is, raped and
mutilated.

Controlled by laws of male making, and subject to what is

called male lust and uncontrollable bestiality, robbed of her means of
production and reproduction, beaten, battered, sold into slavery and
plastered on billboards around the world, we have come to realize that
"sexuality," in the words of Catharine MacKinnon, "is the linchpin of
gender inequality."46

And sexuality, for women, means dealing with

their female bodies.
No wonder, then, that a woman's body has become the focus of
much feminist theory, a theory which, unlike others, grew out of a

60
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practice, a theory which, unlike others, was "proclaimed by those in whose
interest it was to be helping."47

It is also no wonder then that Juana,

who lived before any such assistance existed for women in her position,
rejects her female body.

Because it is impossible for her to live

outside it, as she might choose, she negates her femaleness by living an
intensely spiritual life, a life divorced from her body.

Installed in a

new home where she will sew the bride's trousseau, she immediately
becomes the object of every man's lust, including the groom's.

Although

she is inexperienced in the ways of the world, she has the uncomfortable
awareness of her body being the cause: "como si fuese un extrano que
pudiera hacerle mal" (p. 120).

Susan Griffin has expres sed the same

sentiment almost three-quarters of a century later:

'~ow

does one move

about the world in this body which has the power to invoke malevolence
against oneself?,,48
In the Caracuel household, which would more appropriately be
called Cara-cruel, Juana, like all working girls, becomes "fair game" for
father, son, and daughter's suitor.
right to accost her sexually.

They consider it their privilege and

Daniel, the son begins "innocently

enough," in the opinion of the narrator, because "no hac{a otra cosa que
observarla" (p. 102).

But "[e]n el comedor, el joven era mas

osado._sus pies se alargaban con deslizamientos de reptil, hasta coger
entre ellos un pierna de Juana" (p. 102).

Yet, the narrator can still

claim that "[h]asta aqu{ la cosa no habr:la pasado de una seduccion de
colegial" (p. 102), which means that he finds it acceptable, even if
Juana does not.

If sexuality it not entirely mutual, it can hardly be
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called seduction, a word which masks the reality of rape: mind rape and
body rape.

Juana begins to understand the danger she faces when Caracuel

desde mucho tiempo acorra1aba a 1a muchacha con una
perversa persecucion, sop1ando1e a1 oido cosas
abominab1es; acechando1a para dar1e abrazos M •
siempre que hal lara ocasion para oprimir1a
brutua1mente contra 1a pared" (pp. 102-3).
When Juana feels that Caracue1's glance is undressing her, she
decides to warn his wife, misia Pepa, of the situation.

Not only is her

persecutor not impressed by her threat, he finds is totally ridiculous.
Pepa, like most WOmen in patriarchy, exercises little power, even in her
own home.

Upon witnessing one of these scenes for herself, her only remark

is: "jYa estaCaracue1 con sus pesadecesl" (p. 10l~).

She tells Juana not

to consent, but rape is rarely with the consent of the victim, much as
certain rape myths would have us believe otherwise.
cannot count on the help of other women.

Thus, Juana learns she

One of the prime factors about

rape is that the victim can be, and is, humiliated as if were her fault.
One of the greatest rape myths, as Susan Brownmil1er has documented in
Against Our Will, is that the woman "asks for it."49

As Brownmi11er and

others have shown, in no other crime of violence is the victim held responsible for the violation or perpetration of the act.

In spite of the fact

that rape is a crime of violence, it is also a sexual crime, in that the
most private space of woman is violated against her will.
called "seduction."

Juana asks herself,

"~C6mo

But still, it is

11egaba a exponerse un

padre de familia a que 10 sorprendiesen en flagrante seduccion?"

(p. 124).

She actually answers his insistent rapping at her door, fearful that
someone in the household might hear his "s~plica insistente" (p. 124) for
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which she is held responsible.

This scene repeats itself nightly with or

without the consent of all the members of the household.
In Juana's case, however, it is the other women in the household
who are responsible for preparing the scene.

This division of one woman

against another is a trademark of patriarchy; as long as the women are
fighting with each other, they will never focus their attention on their
real oppressors.

If the women were united, scenes like the one Juana

faced would not only be impossible, but the entire structure of
patriarchy would come toppling down without their co-operation.
Millett has pointed out:

As Kate

"One of the chief effects of class within

patriarchy is to set one woman against another••• creating a lively
antagonism between whore and matron." SO

Rape
But how did we come to envision a world without rape?
--Susan Griffin S1
Juana's rape, which occurs in her own room when the entire family
and all the servants are out, is a pivotal point in the novel.

Though it

is generally recognized as a dramatic scene by critics, it has not been
analyzed in terms of the class structure which the novel's subtitle "Los
vicios de Chile" announces. S2

As Susan Griffin has shown in Rape: Power of

Consciousness, rape is the act by which the entire system becomes visible,
not an anomaly of it. S3
system justifies itself.

We begin to see rape as the means in which this
It is not, as some would argue, a crime of

passion, but lithe perfected act of male sexuality in a patriarchal
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culture ••• the ultimate metaphor for domination, violence, sUbjugation and
possession~54

It is not, as the narrator would argue, "el goce bestial de

la hembra con el macho" (p. 130); it is not lust, not passion, but a
profound system of ownership, property and "an age-old protection
racket."55

If women can be raped because of the ''bestiality" in men, then

in order to be safe from some men, they need to align themselves to
man, the male protector to save them from the ''beast."
occurs, then it becomes a male issue:

~

If rape still

one man will ra1pe another's woman to

prove his superiority, hatred and control over the

ot~er

man.

The arguments Caracuel uses to shame Juana are effective.

When

he sees that telling her he loves her has no effect: "i.Por que se
asusta si sabe que la quiero?", he resorts to the humi Liation he knows
he is able to evoke, silencing her by saying that she 'Nil 1 be seen in
bed with him, an act for which she, and not he, will be blamed.

Because

Caracuel is accustomed to maidenly modesty, "hizo un gesto indulgente
como hombre acostumbrado a esta crisis" (p. 121).

Juana hides her head,

the quintessential act of one who rejects consciousness, and tries to
save herself from having even to cope with the situation, which in turn
favors Caracuel:
Fue una lucha cobarde y breve; el miedo debilitando las
fuerzas de la nina quebranto su resistencia ••• su gemido
moribundo sa1:La de los mas intimo del alma ••• El
triunfador alargaba envanecido el placer siempre nuevo
de sentir entre sus brazos una virgindad agonizante.
(p. 121).
Although the narrator sympathizes with Juana--she is after all the
protagonist--to call her virginity "agonizante" makes is appear that her
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distress stems from her virginity and not the fact that she has been
brutally violated.
Juana reacts to the rape in two important ways:

first, she

disassociates her real self from her body, which she has now learned to
hate: "quisiera escaparse de aquel cuerpo desflorado y puerco para
ascender a los purisimos espacios" (p. 122).

She thinks of her body as

"aquel cuerpo, al cual miraba con rencorosa repugnancia" (p. 125), yet
she still holds herself responsible as having "aquella carne debil y
enemiga que insensibilizandose para entregarse la habra traicionado"
(p. 126).

Her second reaction to the rape is her entrance into a trance,
even while it is happening.

Caracuel finds that "era algo asr como

violar a un cadaver ••• Juana parecfa haber muerto" (p. 121).
a side of Juana had actually died.

Of couse,

This spiritual death, or

"robotitude" is well-known to female sexual slaves:

in Ordeal, Linda

Lovelace describes how she entered a trance-like state when carrying
out the sadistic orders of the men who made her a pornographic "star";
prostitutes describe having to "lavar la cabeza" in order to continue;
pornography models discuss having to ''keep detached" from events in which
..

they are f orce d to part1c1pate.

56

The greatest damage done to Juana is that through the rape she
not only comes to hate her female body as the weak flesh which betrayed
her, but through her humiliation, she learns to hate her Self.

She

feels hypocritical "alimentandose del pan que ganaba aquel hombre que
fuera su amante" (p. 129) and also feels dirty "contaminandoles con su
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compaiHa" (p. 129).

One of the chief effects of rape, not only in the

courts, but also in the popular consciousness, is the humiliation of
the victim, and Juana is no exception: "vivia en una humi1lacion
continua; hubiera querido convertirse en humo para que nadie reparase en
ella; porque ocurri6sele que todos supieran su falta" (p. 129).

She

is afraid to return to reality after the rape: "por intuici6n ella
sintio terror de aCJ.uel regreso a la realidad ••• teml.a el despertar de su
pensamiento" (p. 122).

When the light of day finally appears, Juana

notices that her mother's mirror, like the glass of the honor code of
the sixteenth-century dramas, is shattered to pieces, broken of course
by the patr6n forcing the door. 57

Because Juana is a patriarchal woman,

the sight of the broken glass is a relief to her:

it eliminates her

having to confront her mother about her "lost honor":

"No lamentaba

esta perdida porque la hacia temblar la idea de presentarse, despues de
la carda, ante el rostro severo de la muerta" (p. l23)~

Juana's

conversion of Catalina from the Great to the Terrible Mother has begun:
Catalina begins to take on the characteristics of the Mater Terribilis,
a severe, punishing and judgemental deity.
Taking Velazquez up on his offer to make her a "queen," the highest
tribute to a woman in patriarchy, Juana flees the Caracuel household,
fleeing as well, any confrontation with the mirror.

But Catalina will not

be disposed of so easily, making regular nightly visits; she is now dubbed
by Juana as the "dama melancolica del espejo" who comes to "oprim[ir] sus
noches" (p. 142).

The difference in the "before" and "after" scenes is

notable: "si antes Catalina pudo venir a consolar1a, ahora asum1a el
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caracter de un juez" (p. 145).
tions are not always correct.
apparition as Juana's

~

As we have already seen.

Juana's percep-

Here, then, we can also read Catalina's

feelings about the situation.

Since rape is,

among other categories, also a crime of humiliation, it is Juana's sense of
humiliation which leads her to hate herself, to feel that she betrayed
herself with her "weak flesh."

In her projections, Catalina's love is

conditional upon a set oi values which the dead woman might not necessarily
share; after all, she herself experienced the same humiliation as Juana,
"confirming" the Naturalist belief that depraved behavior was inherited.
Thus, Juana expects no help from her mother, or from any other woman when
she "falls."

In fact, in all the situations she encounters, not only will

the women not help her, they will actually contribute to her demise.

Woman Against Woman
••• divisiveness among women is an extension of
the duality existing within tg g female self.
-Mary Daly
In all the female friendships in Juana Lucero, it is only in
her mother's home and in the brothel that Juana finds any comfort from
other women.

In Loreto's home, she learns that not only is her aunt

her enemy, but Socorro, in spite of her name, feels undermined and
threatened by Juana's presence, creating scenes which will require
Loreto to side with one of them.

Juana considers herself above

Socorro's class: "(,Que se hab:i:a figurado esa rota, que era su igual
tambien?" (p. 64), but Socorro knows Juana's true story, of which Juana
herself is ignorant, and therefore cannot understand being called "una
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chiquilla de la calle" (p. 64), which is exactly how illegitimate
children are treated in patriarchal society.

Her escape from being

treated "peor que una pordiosera" (p. 65) is to again place her hopes
on a male figure to save her.

For this reason, she is especially

humiliated when Loreto refers to her as "la mocosa insolente •••
flojonaza" (p. 64) in front of the Godson.
Life in the Caracuel household is no improvement for Juana.

In

the first place, she has lost contact with the Godson who has played
such an important role in her spiritual life.

In the second place,

after her violation and persecution, she cannot expect any help from
any of the other women of the household and finally comes to understand
that "no Ie quedaba mas amparo que ella misma" (p. 104).

Pepa's

reaction to her husband is "una resignacion evangelica" (p. 104)
because "la hembra murro en ella" (p. 127).

Filomena, the servant,

lives up to her name "nightingale" and to her own mythological
background when when "sings" (cantar

=

to sing

= to

betray) the story

of Juana and Caracuel to Pepa from her own own of view of "moza
suplantada" (p. 123).

In the Philomena myth she was, in the words of

Michael Grant, "seduced by her brother-in-law."

However, if the crime

were not actually rape, there would be no need to avenge it, an act
which causes her to be converted into the nightingale in the first
place.

Her suffering, according to Grant, is what "produces poetry,"59

thereby relating the destruction of a woman, as we saw in El triunfo
del ideal, with the poetic ideal.

Pepa was undisturbed by the fact

that "la senorita costurera recibia en su cuarto el patron" (p. 127) as
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it had already occurred on so many previous occasions.

It is when she

learns that '~anielito tambien hac1a ruedas a la costurera" that Pepa's
"moral cristiana" (p. 131) was offended.

At this juncture, the

narrator makes his point about the hypocrisy of upper-class, turn-ofthe-century Santiago society, the structure which gives the novel its
subtitle:
tampoco era caso del otro mundo este del amo y la
domestica, pan cotidiano de toda casa de Santiago, 10
que a la postre es legal, pues, ya que las chinas no
tienen idea del honor, justo es que sirvan de
salvaguardja a los hombres utiles en la sociedad, que
no buscaran aS1 otras entretenciones perjudiciales para
su salud (p. 127).
With few variations, this is precisely the argument that is
used to defend the proliferation of pornography in our own culture:

by

keeping certain women as the sexual outlet for the bestiality in man,
the "honest" woman will be saved from the horrors of unleashed male
sexuality.

Pepa continues her musing:

iQue enfermedades vergonzososas no habria contraido
afuera Danielito••• si no tuviese en la casa a la
Filomena, sana, de buena voluntad y sin el unico
inconveniente de esa admirable orden de cosas, cual era
el abusar, como otras muchas, de la confianza que Ie
dieron en la familia? (pp. 127-8)

Like Socorro, who feels replaced by Juana in her servitude to the
mistress, Filomena feels threatened by Juana's service to the patron.

In

spite of the fact that Filomena orchestrates Juana's rape, knowing better
than anyone for having herself experienced Caracuel's persecution, she,
too, blames Juana.

On her return from her walk on the fatal night, she

confides to the others:

"Me habria gustado pillarlos" (p. 123), using

the plural los as if Juana were responsible.

In addition to keeping
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honest women pure, this structure also requires complete fidelity to the
paterfamilias from the servants as well as the family.

Filomena is in no

position to exercise any freedom, sexual or otherwise, of her own.

A

reference is made to her own pregnancy several years earlier after she is
visited by the men of the clan:
!Discreta mujer, la Filomenal De la noche a la manana
sin saberse de que modo 0 en que momento •••recobr6 su
talle de doncella, sirviendo el almuerzo con la
puntualidad de siempre, cuando los vecinos habian oido
la noche anterior gritos sofocados y la policfa de
aseo."extrajo de entre la basura, el cadaver de un
parvulito (p. 131).
There are several possible interpretations to Filomena's
behavior.

As with Socorro, Juana is younger and more beautiful, and has

therefore replaced the worth of the two servants, whether it be serving
at table or in bed.

However true this may be, Juana Lucero still has a

male narrator, in fact a misogynist male narrator, who sees all women
competing against each other for the favors that a single man or a class
system can bestow upon them.

He believes that all women have an "afan•••

de oir hablar mal aun de sus amigas mas intimas (p. 80), indicating that
he was not exempt from the cultural misogyny at the turn of the century
discussed earlier.60

Thus, Filomena has no compassion for Juana, in fact

sets up her rape, and Socorro, instead of having a companion, rejects
her.

Juana's situation does not change until she enters Adalguisa's

brothel where she finally makes her first friend, significantly called
Mercedes.
Typically, Juana is unaware of where she is when Velazquez sells
her into prostitution.

In spite of all the egotism with which he is
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depicted in the novel as cuckold-t.he absurd creation of the patriarchal
system where a man is "burlado,,61 if another has soiled his possessionJuana's condition is clearly blamed on the women in the novel by the
narrator.
and yet:

She is raped by two men and led into prostitution by a third,
Loreto is blamed for wit holding love and Christian charity;

Socorro for humiliating her; Pepa for allowing the rape to occur;
Filomena for setting it up; Mercedes for talking her into an unwanted
abortion; Adalguisa for insisting that she carry it out; the woman doctor
for performing it, and finally, her own mother, for changing from the
Great Mother to the Terrible one.

Prostitution as a Paradigm of the Female Condition
Although few subjects throughout history have aroused such
volatile passions as what is known as the "world's oldest profession," it
is only recently that prostitution has begun to be examined from a female
and feminist perspective.

In this analysis, then, instead of seeing

prostitution as "degrading" and "immoral," which is its result in
patriarchy, revisionist readings now exalt the prostitutes of ancient
fertility rites, for these women were embodiments of the Great Goddess
which, according to Kate Millet, for example, only became degraded when
converted to the cults of patriarchy.

Dworkin, too, sees the priestesses

of the temple as a "literal personification of the life energy of the earth
goddess, and transformed that energy to those who participated in her
rites."62
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By the Christian Middle Ages the situation had radically changed,
and although prostitution was seen as the worst of all possible sins,
both Augustine and Aquinas agreed that it was a necessary check on lust
and sexual bestiality.

Augustine wrote:

What can be called more sordid, more void of modesty,
more full of shame than prostitution, brothels and
every other evil of its kind? Yet, remove prostitution
from human affairs and you will pollute all things
with lust; 'set them amongst honest matrons and Y%~ will
dishonor all things with disgrace and turpitude.
And for Aquinas,
Prostitution in the world [is] like the filth of the
sea or the sewer in a palace. Take away the
prostitution from the world and you will fill it with
sodomy ••• the earthly city has made the use of harlots a
lawful immorality.64
What is especially revealing here is that prostitution is seen as
a necessity so that the

~

are not corrupted by other men.

It is

perfectly legitimate to have "throwaway women," as we have seen; what is
not as orthodox is to have a class of men who are also "throwaway."

In

other words, it is preferable to have prostitutes than to encourage
homosexuality, indicating that it is not really the women who are the
sexual beasts, but rather the men.

Nevertheless, for the Church Fathers,

prostitution was the essence of women:

encased in a filthY'l polluted

female body, bleeding, breeding, and lactating, the presence of a few
prostitutes would be infinitely more acceptable than polluting the entire
world with the dirty female body.

In Purity and Danger. Mary Douglas

observes that dirt and all its variations, "is never a unique, isolated
event.

Where there is dirt, there is a system.

Dirt is the by-product of

a systematic ordering of matter in so far as ordering involves rejecting
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inappropriate e1ements."65

In this case, the system is Christian

patriarchy and the "inappropriate elements" are the multitudinous
functions of the female body.

Similar to the question of abortion today,

at this time, prostitution was seen as an issue that men regulated
through legislation or social sanction.

In the contemporary feminist

view, however, borrowing from Engels and Emma Goldman, prostitution is
seen as a paradigm of the female condition under patriarchy.

Writing

about marriage and the state of monogamy, Engels Doted that from the
beginning monogamy was "for women only, but not for men," for as an
institution it is founded on "male supremacy for the pronounced purpose
of breeding children in indisputable paternal lineage."

Later observing

that this state was not founded on "natural" but rather "econom ic
conditions," we begin to see the relationship between marriage and
prostitution and also how the one necessitates the other. 66

For Emma

Goldman,
It is merely a question of degree whether she sell
herself to one man in or out of marriage or to many
men•••The economic and social ifferiority of women is
responsible for prostitution.
More contemporary feminists are in agreement, for under the present
system, every woman must sell a little part of herself, body or soul, if
she is in a relationship with a man.

For this reason, perhaps,

clinician Charlotte Wolff proposed that the only woman who rebels
against this position of "object" is the lesbian, thereby making her,
in Wolff's estimation, "the avant-garde of the fight for equality of the
sexes."68

Because of the ubiquity of the concept of woman-as-object,

perhaps, Kate Millet has written that prostitution is at "the core of
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sexual politics."69

Both Julia Stanley, the linguist, and Judith

Walkowitz, the historian, have also written about prostitution as
paradigmatic of the female condition under patriarchy.

Gayle Rubin's

essay, "The Traffic in Women," is an ambitious attempt dealing with
Marx, Freud, Engels, Levi-Strauss and Lacan and their concepts of "the
exchange of women."

These systems, argues Rubin,

do not merely exchange women. They exchange sexual
access, genealogical statuses, lineage, names and
ancestors, rights and people ... in concrete systems
of social relationships. These relationships always include certain rights for men, others for
women. 'Exchange of women' is a shorthand for
expressing that the social relations._specify that
men have certain rights in their female kin, and
that women do not have the same rights either to
themselves or their male kin.
In order to be able to exchange women, then, one must have "the symbolic
token which can be exchanged for a woman,"7! a phallus.
To return, now, to prostitution and the "political economy of
sex,"72 we see that regardless of the culture she lives in, the story of
the prostitute repeats itself incessantly.

Whereas she was idealized and

romanticized at the turn of the century either as the "quintessential
woman," or "the artists' female double"73--in Juana Lucero the narrator
sees no difference between the
(p. 253).

'~lma

de un poeta

In reality, she was the "fallen

0

wo~an"

the myth of the whore-matron dichotomy of women.

de una

prostitut~'

who helped to perpetuate
Even where she is exalted,

or seen as a victim of poverty and illiteracy in the Naturalist
novel, the female citizens actively scorned her, exemplified in this novel
by the shopping scene where Juana and Bibelot (speaking of women as
objects of exchange) meet the "creme santiaguina":
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La acera norte se hacia estrecha para contener a las
seiioritas ••• que se apartaban con un asco visible de las
dos mujerzuelas (p. 214).
For Arnold Hauser the prostitute is the embodiment of the femme fatale;
unwittingly, he relates the latter to a woman-in-a-trance:
She destroys not only the moral and social origin of
feeling, she destroys the basis of feeling itself. She
is cold in the midst of storms of passion, and she is
and remains the superior spectator when others are
enraptured and intoxicated. 74
By referring to "storms of passion," Hauser of course means male
passion; his use of "lust" refers specifically to male lust; "others"
signifies other men.

In reviewing the prostitute's "apathetic"

attitude, we should understand, unlike the artists who depicted her,
that there is no pleasure, and certainly no passion, for a woman who is
forced to sell sex.
state.

Thus, she protects her real interior by the trance

Pornography models, as we have seen, became objects by having

to "sell their souls."75
work

me~tjoned

Recalling that Mephisto is the only dramatic

in Juana Lucero, we understand the full implications of

Juana's lost soul.

She muses:

"lacaso ella no era solamente una

desde hac:La much tiempo?" (p. 177).

.£.Q.§l!.

For this reason, it is of little

consequence to the narrative that Juana has a "weak ego"; 76 Juana, like
most women in her position, has

~

ego, and will therefore never have a

developed one, nor be able to transcend the ego to reach the higher,
freer spaces she longs for.
However

unde~standing

the narrator is of Juana, his sympathy

does not extend to the other women who inhabit Adalguisa's "conocida
casa verde" (p. 160).

Beginning with the madame herself, called the
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"traficante de esclavas" (p. 205) and "comerciante de placer" (p. 206),
he depicts her as a greedy capitalist interested only in her own
material gains from her lit tIe "mina."

When Juana begins there,

"Adalguisa prest6le consejos sapientrsimos ••• ir rozandoles as1. •• era
irresistible; por mas que no hubiesen pensado pasar la noche, aquello
los esclavizaba" (p. 202).

The "alcahuete" actually comes to like

Juana for she is "tan facil de explotar, pues ignoraba (cosa nunca
vista) el subido valor de su hermosura" (p. 205).

Juana is seen, by

contrast to the "cortesana de inclinacion" (p. 202), as "un corazon
bueno ••• que ha cafdo en el fango" (p. 206).

Like the other women in

the novel, then, Adalguisa is to blame for Juana's "corruption," and
not the men who exploited her in the first place.

About Arturo,

who made the connection between the two women, the narrator has only this
to say:
Habra dejado pasar prudentemente algunos dias para que
su protegida se aclimatase y evitar reproches, y ahora
que debra hallarse relajada, il venfa a cobrar, con su
gratitud, las primicias de aquella corrupci6n (p. 208).
The narrator clearly sees tilat one of the "vicios" of his subtitle is
prostitution but not the system of patriarchy which produces it.

With

the exception of Juana, the women who live in the brothel are, in his
opinion, "esas perdidas ••• con el sentido moral embotado por su aclimatacion
en el vicio" (p. 203) or "esa clase de mujeres tan casquivanas y tan
triviales" (p. 216).

He never sees, for example, that before the

twentieth century, when this story takes place, prostitution is one of
the few ways a woman could earn her own living, as Tillie Olsen has
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pointed out in Silences: "A woman with a paid job except as a maid or
prostitute is still the rarest of any in literature.,,77
Therefore, Adalguisa joins the ranks of the other women of the
novel as the real villian instead, again, of the men who frequent her
house, among whom are "poetas," "senadores," and "alcaldes."

With the

excuse that "asl. libramos de los eroticos a las mujeres honradas"
(p. 244), we perpetuate the myth that male ''bestiality'' is seen as a valid
basis on which to structure a society that women have no eroticism, and
that eroticism and pornography are simply a matter of taste.

Susan

Griffin has defined prostitution as "four-dimensional pornography"78 and
like pornography, it serves the exclusive function of servicing male
sexuality at any cost.
The narrator exposes the argument for the reglamentation of
prostitution, a controversial issue at the turn of the century.
"Tolerancia" or toleration, as legal prostitution was called, like
pornography, was considered a necessary evil, as in the Middle Ages.
Without it, it was argued, there would be no way to "poner freno ••• [a] la
bestia indomable" of the macho (p. 243).

His discussion is:

Nana habra aprendido que todos los hombres necesitan
acudir inevitablemente alIi para amar despues con
perfecto platonismo a sus novias candorosas, 0 para no
perder otras muchachas honradas. (6No 10 han sido
antes las rameras 7}_.'La toleranc ia es sal vaguardia de
la virtud.' Este es el hermoso pretexto en que fundan
los gobiernos moralistas, al reglamentarla, senalandole
su sitio entre las imprescindibles instituciones
sociales ••• (p. 243).
Although he argues that this is a pretext, he stills believes that
certain women are born prostitutes and others are "fallen" or "perdidas"
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instead of viewing the entire processs as a requirement of patriarchal
society.

Like rape, it is not anomalous to the structure, but a by-

product of it.

Latin American writers on the subject of prostitution and

reglamentation differ in opinion.

Some see it as part of the human

condition: "El origen es de la naturaleza humana,"79 without bothering to
specify that their definition of "human" most likely refers specifically
(and exclusively) to the male of the species.

Still another writer sees

it as "un mal tan necesario como la existencia misma y tan viejo como el
mundo."80

Still others are shocked by its legal status:

Si l~ venta de fotograf£as obscenas (que no son
general mente mas que reproducciones de escenas de
lupanar) es calificado de delito por nuestras leyes y
castigada como tal, es extraordinario que la venta de
los originales pueda constituir un comercio legal y
patentado. 8l
Contemporary writers see prostitution both as reality and metaphor:
Men have created the group, the type, the conceit, the
epithet, the insult, the industry, the tr~~e, the
commodity, the reality of woman as whore.
However tragic the situation of the prostitute in the novel, it
is not her condition of sexual slave which breaks Juana's spirit;
rather, it is her forced abortion.

While she still had the strength of

spirit to imagine herself capable of caring for her unborn child, there
is still some hope of a literal other life for her and for a reidentification with her lost mother by becoming one herself. 83

In the

house, however, she is informed that "cuando no se tiene para educa r a
los pobrecitos y ni siquiera un nombre que darles._es 10 mas piadoso,
10 mejor del mundo" (p. 205).
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Abortion
Who indeed hates whom, who is killing whom, whose interest is
served, and whose fantasies expressed by representing abortion as
the selfish, willful, morally contagious expression of woman's
predilection for violence.
--Adrienne Rich 84
Perhaps one of the only subjects able to arouse even greater
passions and more emotional arguments than prostitution is abortion.

In

the novel, Juana's abortion is blamed on all the women involved with
I

procuring it; it is never an issue of a woman's self-d'etermination in
spite of the fact that Juana does express a wish to kJep her child.
This is impossible, for she lacks a male protector, a~ she herself
realizes: "Nadie sera tan Quijote que cargue por miser:icordia con una
;

prostituta encinta" (p. 223).

Juana has no choice: ifi she had known her

own life history, how to find her father, the circumst!ances of her own
birth, her mother's suffering, the existence of

~

de refugio, how to

find Transito, how to get a job, how to support herself, she might have
been able to keep her child.

What is important here is not the simple

fact of the abortion, tragic as it was for her, but that yet again, she
was given no choice over the control of her own body, like all women in
patriarchy.

Although it is the abortion which finally destroys Juana--

her madness is blamed on it--the real tragedy is that Juana has no
reproductive freedom.

While the narrator is understanding about the

fact that prostitution leads to the "perdicion y degradamiento de la
mujer" (p. 244), he is less sympathetic to abortion, seeing it as a
means in which the monied classes could exercise moral depravity.
gynecologist who performs the "operacion" is of foreign origin with

The
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"unas manos blancas que parec{a mentira se ocuparan en oficios tan
bajos" (p. 231).

In the clinic, we witness for the first time a

camaraderie among women: the abortionist and the madame, "las dos
mujeres cuyos oficios guardaban tanta relaci6n" (p. 232).

The narrator

gives us his interpretation of this relationship, another clue to his
subtitle, "Los vicios de Chile":
La una, extranjera ••• hacra medrar la clrnica tras el
biombo chino con que, sus clientes, las aristocratas,
ocultan sus crimenes y aun sus sangrientos castigos.
La otra amparada por las leyes, confiaba en la forzosa
proteccion de los hombres para la prosperidad del
prostrbulo, y ambas, la doctora y la alcahuete converg1an
amistosamente en su fin comtin de explotar a la misma
sociedad depravada. El laboratorio •• preparaba a las
esposas del porvenir; el gimnasio de Adalguisa educaba
a los futuros maridos (p. 232).
The narrator's complaint here appears to be that the monied class can
quite literally afford to subvert the dominant morality which would
require that all women be untouched before marriage.

His greatest

vehemence is against the two women who have made it their profession to
subvert this dominant ideology.

The argument continues in the fashion of

fin-de-siecle social Darwinism at its worst, now discarding the morality
issue:
No era poca, pues, la importancia de esas dos mujeres
que tenran en sus manos caprichosas, nada menos que la
suerte de la especie venidera, pudiendo torcerle a su
antojo (p. 232).
Here, it would be just to ca11 Juana Lucero the "atrocious melodrama"
but the use of this phrase did not refer to the abortion.

In fact, it

is barely mentioned in the criticism in spite of it s overw hel ming
consequences in the course of development in the novel.
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For Juana the idea of having a child "despertaba en ella toda la
ternura por esa cria tura debil que tal vez sonara criar" (p. 205).

By

representing Juana as the perfect, albeit tainted, madonna, the narrator
relegates her to the position of maternity, infinitely superior to any
other in patriarchy.

For the abortion, Juana enters yet another trance:

by baptizing herself as Nana in the temple, she safely exterminates
Juana to the position of

~

otra.

Juana is dead.

With a destroyed

will, broken spirit and lost soul, Juana/Nana enters the trance from
which she will never emerge: madness.

While most critics see her

madness as another example of female hysteria, it may well be the
"sanest" thing she does for it allows her to disassociate herself from
all her unbearable pain.
By repudiating all that Juana was involved in, however, Nana
increases her madness as she asks herself why she should be tormented
by "el hijo de 1.2. otra, de la que muri6" (p. 224) or why Juana Lucero's
mother should come to bother her:
mujer extrana?

"iPor que la molesta siempre esa

iQue tiene que hacer con ella la madre de Juana

Lucero?" (p. 224).

At 'this point, Juana begins to attribute to her

mother all the qualitites of a severe, unrelenting patriarchal deity,
persecuted by the same eye which persecuted Cain, she realizes that "no
podr{a evadirla nunca, nunca" (p. 225).

Alternatively, we may also read

this as her inability to evade her unconscious awareness of her own lost
self, Juana.
The eye, "ese mirada pertinaz" (p. 226) no longer confines
itself to the mirror; Juana's dream life is haunted with images of
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herself as a young girl walking with her mother confirming Juana's
death; the image in the daguerrotype has completely faded, and yet, even
after covering the mirror and breaking the locket, Juana still finds
Catalina appearing as regularly as the light of every day.

So embedded

in patriarchy has Juana become, that she has not only lost all contact
with the goddess, her female roots, but she also learns a primary lesson
of patriarchy:

hate thy mother, honor thy father.

In spite of the fact

that the madonna is worshipped in patriarchy, it is really the father
figure that is honored and revered.

Thus, Catalina, now degraded and

devalued, has become the Terrible Mother to Juana.
Returning from the clinic after the abortion, Juana is happy to
be "home" with the other prostitutes commenting to herself that "10 mejor
es que creen que soy yo misma ••• itodos estan locos!" (p. 234).

Her

companeras notice "algunas extravagancias incomprensibles" (p. 234)
without realizing Juana will never be the same.

The symptons which

describe her malady are exactly parallel to those of hysteria outlined in
Ilza Veith's Hysteria: History of

~

Disease.

The only difference was

that in the last century, the "dis-ease" was confined to upper-class
women.

Juana manifests all the characteristics on Veith's chart:

symptoms always appear before age thirty, the patient is a woman with
"deficient will power" and "want of control over the emotions," probably
caused by an "emotional upset or shock."

One of the leading problems

about hysteria is its utterly "female" unpredictability:

"All phenomenon

(healthy or morbid) vary from hour to hour, day to day"; between the
attacks, there are often no symptoms whatsoever. 8S

Hysteria could, and
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did, last a lifetime.

Like anorexia nervosa today, whereby a woman

believes that the only control she has over her life is her food intake,
hysteria was a way for a woman to gain whatever small amount of control
over a life with no choices.
In Juana's madness, Catalina now appears accompanied by a large
doll-like figure, "un muneco" with a "cuerpo 1acio de muertecito"
(p. 234).

Juana instantly recognizes "him" (for she does assign a male

gender to him, although the language itself does not permit her to do
otherwise) as her aborted child, "su crimen, su monstruosidad, su
natura1eza depravada" (p. 270).

The revered figure of the male in

patriarchy is especially poignant here, for we only see it in death.
Juana never once imagines a female child as we might expect in this tale
of Naturalist "inheritance" where children are born with the sins of
their parents--as Juana and Catalina both weree

Now Juana has lost all

contact with the goddess with the exception of the ghost in the mirror
who haunts rather than consoles her.

It is fitting then that Transito,

whose name means passage from the living to the dead, or the celebration
in honor of the death of the Virgin,86 should give her the formula to
exorcise her mother's spirit from her life.
Transito's advice, placing flowers on the grave of the dead
woman and saying a mass for the dead soul, becomes a catalyst by which
Juana concerns herself with money for the first time.

Significantly,

she, the lost soul, decides to visit the grave and pay for its renewal
on November 1st, All Soul's Day.

In spite of the now Christian
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association of this ritual, the fact that it follows All Hallow's Eve,
the celebration of the witches, cannot be overlooked.
In the cemetery, several important scenes in the novel become
connected for the first time, revealing Juana Lucero as an organically
unified text and not the "poorly written novel" condemned by one critic
for the "glaring defect" of its "truculent and disjointed scenes."S7
Let us remember that Juana's outstanding beauty is the object of
continual male lust, whether she is seen in downtown Santiago or here,
in the cemetery, she assumes that it is her own fault that men persecute
her, for her tainted blood.

She thinks:

6Hasta alIi, donde venia a complir una santa obligaci6n
habian de perseguirla las brutalidades del hombre?
6Que maldicion llevaba consigo para que 10 que en todos se
consienta y respete.~se Ie negara? Hasta al pie del
nicho de Catalina deb ian de acompartarla las palabras
groseras y las proposiciones infames? (p. 262).
Again Juana blames herself for "su cuerpo impuro que torment6 las
conciencias, que manch6 las honras, que vici6 la sangre y los instintos
de una juventud" (p. 270).

Whereas the narrator is correct in his

assessment of Juana's self-hatred, it seems highly unlikely that she
viewed herself as the corrupter of youth and destroyer of a generation
and, that this judgement belongs to the narrator rather than to Juana.
On other occasions, his reproach is directed toward the entire society:
los ninos ensayaban el amor con sus amas secas, pasando
del colegio a los lupanares •••No ser hombre a los
dieciseis anos era una vergUenza (p. 245).
The cemetery scene is also Juana's greatest moment of
illumination, for there she realizes, for the first time, that her mother
was never married and that she herself is a product of the same system
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which is now oppressing her.

She emerges from her trance just long

enough to consider that "nunca hasta ese momento habia reparado en que no
llevaba e1 nombre de nadie" (p. 262).

It is not clear whether the second

verb refers to Juana or to Catalina, but in either case, it amounts to
the same thing:

not to bear a name from a father and/or husband is

equivalent to being a nobody.
Because this is Juana's first visit to the cemetery (some five
years must have passed), Catalina's grave has not been maintained; as a
result all her word1y remains have been sent to the "huesera."

Juana is

not disturbed by the irreverence, only disappointed that her errand
cannot be completed.

This very graphic example of patriarchy's disre-

spect for the mother leaves Cata1aina confused with all the "infortunados" of the "basura1es humanos" (p. 264).

Juana in her one moment of

lucidity comes to pay her final respects to her mother

~

she

~

be left

alone only to find that the culture has already destroyed any trace of
them other by literally dumping her in the garbage.

Now, in place of

finding her mother's grave, Juana discovers her own, thus linking the
essential tie between Catalina and Juana, and confirming Juana's projection of her own Self onto her mother.

Therefore, Juana places the unused

flowers for Catalina's soul on a grave marked Juana Lucero,

~

20 on All

Soul's Day so that her mother's soul will leave this now soul-less woman
in peace.

It was:

su piadosa of rend a a 1a otra que fue ella misma, y si
no fuese 1a Purisimita ••• siempre serra una Juana Lucero
que sufrio en sus veinte anos 10 que algunos no sufren
en una existencia comp1eta (pp. 266-67).
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Finally, then, Juana's tribute is to her

~

lost soul and lost Self:

on

a search for the goddess, she discovers the lost and dead part of herself
and offers it the humble gifts of mother earth, flowers.

From the

innocent and pure young girl whose dreams can never be realized, to the
sexual machine used for male pleasure and female profit, Juana's body is
truly what Adrienne Rich has called the "terrain on which patriarchy is
built."88

And her earthly choices are either trance or death, "la ansiada

hora de Eler 1ibre" (p. 272).

The narrator warns us, in the last line of

the novel "no desperteis a1 que siquiera suena" (p. 272), thereby
suggesting that

~uana

not be woken from her trance; her liberation is

death, a fate for the fatal woman infinitely superior to being Juana
Lucero, in other words, a female of the human species on the planet
Earth.
Finally, we are in a position to understand Juana's name in the
novel.

Lucero, in true matrilineal fashion, is the name inherited from

mother to daughter without the intervention of a father figure.

In

Spanish, Lucero also means Venus, or morning star, the star of the
goddess of love.

Juana frequently envies the freedom of stars in the

novel, associating diamonds with "fallen starso"
a fallen star. in the novel:

She herself has become

fallen as the good girl now wicked, fallen

from grace as are all daughters of Eve, and the star, like the movie or
pornographic star, object of male lust and placed on a pedestal for her
beauty.
Throughout the novel the motifs of light and darkness reinforce
this reading.

Early in the text, we learn that Juana is afraid of the
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dark.

Like the abuelita of the brothel, she craves light and sunshine.

Darkness signifies the negative aspect to Juana as it does to any patriarchally-trained mind.

In addition, darkness inspires fear in women for

the crimes that can be--and are--perpetrated against them in the dark;
darknes s means women must have a protector against the "beast"; darkness
is "the hour of the wolf."89
back the

nigh~'

Recent feminist proclamations such as "take

indicate an agenda to change the negative connotations of

the dark for women, both symbolically and literally.

In .Juana Lucero,

however we have only traditional associations with the darkness.

There-

fore, Catalina is buried on a "dia lluvioso" (p. 41); the moon "daba un
aspecto lugubre" (pp. 81-82) as Juana goes to her fate; and the abortion
is done "a media luz" (p. 230).

Artificial light, another major motif in

the novel, is also associated with the negative:

fireworks, gas lights

and candles are the accoutrements of Juana's ordeal, masquerading as
light when they are in fact another aspect of the darkness.

The narrator

informs us that only superficial realities are visible by artificial
light.
"Dar a luz" in Spanish is, of course, to give birth, to give
light to, and this is precisely the act denied to Juana both in regard
to her child and to herself.

Of course stars and the moon are also

sources of light, but not the same kind of light as the sun.

Light

also traditionally symbolizes consciousness, not Juana's most celebrated
quality, and darkness is often equated with madness, her ultimate refuge
in patriarchy.
disease.

Madness, like hysteria, is almost exclusively a woman's

Phyllis Chesler states in Women and Madness that what we
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traditionally call madness, whether it appears in a woman or a man, is
"either the acting out of the devalued female role or the total or
partial rejection of one's sex-role stereotype."90

Both Erich Neumann

and Mary Daly, however opposite they stand on many issues, see madness
as a loss of Self, literally being "beside one's Self."9!

It is quite

appropriate to discuss Juana's journey into (or out of) her Self as a
flight into madness, or a journey of a star, a body which is assigned no
gender and therefore can be free.

The narrator ends her story by

telling us:
Aquella alma ••• envidiO' siempre el vuelo de los
astros •••no queda de ella sino el capullo inutil,
inconsciente, vacfo de su prisonero, el mezquino
calabozo de carne que solo sirve para sonar con el con
la libertad Infinita, Inmortal y Pura, mientras llega
la ansiada hora de ser libre (p. 272).
How then, to return to our opening statement, does the female
reader of Juana Lucero differ from her male counterpart?

In the first

place, a point which is never made in the novel, but which is explicit,
is that the female reader has the body which enslaved Juana.

No critic,

nor the author himself, seems to recognize that Juana's ordeal is
precisely because she is a woman, a woman living and dying in patriarchy.
For d'Halmar, in his prologue the world is a "carcel" (p. 20).
Repeatedly, in novels by men of this generation female fate is death,
leaving us to believe in Dworkin's phrase that "the only good woman is a
dead woman,"92 the same kind of ideology that creates pornographic
culture.

We remember then that the etymology of "pornography" is from

the Greek porne and graphos, which means writing about whores, the lowest
class of prostitutes, literally a sexual slave.

On one hand, then,
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d'Halmar anticipated feminist analysis by recognizing that Juana is
"Carne de esclava," which might be read as either the definition of a
woman in patriarchy, or the title of the latest skin flick.
His mistake then, is not his understanding of female sexual
slavery, which he so carefully documents, but rather his failure to see
the logical reasons for this condition.

While he showed remarkable

insight for his culture and his time, another gnawing little fact cannot
escape the female reader:

his unmistakable misogyny.

Throughout the

novel, Juana's predicament is blamed more on the women of the novel than
the patriarchal system which produced it.

Whereas she is spared some of

the condemnations of the narrator about prostitutes (she is a good girl),
her companeras are not.

They really are depicted as the depraved beings

that the society would have them be.

(His own erotic preference for men

would make the role of the brothel in his literature one which never
touched him emotionally or personally, as it did most of the men who
frequent it in the novel.)
However, even the narrator must come to realize" iNo hay comO la
madre tierra, de cuyo vientre nacimos y en cuyo regazo adormiremos I"
(p. 261).

Whether he means this as Woman-as-Nature, or as in Neumann's view:

"The Terrible Mother is the hungry earth which devours its own children
and fattens on its corpses,"93 is unclear.

As long as we consider that

Mother Earth, the Earth Goddess, is really the Terrible Mother, the
female devourer, like Juana, we will scorn all things female, as
d'Halmar's narrator shows.

What he does not show is that the thought

Juana was mistaken in her reverse assessement.
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In the late twentieth century, when we worship the sex goddess,
having killed the Earth Goddess, we also expect her early death, for the
pornographic culture of today is only a technological extension of the
one described in Juana Lucero.

The ''vicios de Chile" could actually be

called "los vicios del pa triarcado" with Chile as a microcosm.
Unfortunately, the narrator never convinces this reader that he was aware
of the universaliti of this situation.
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CHAPTER 5
MOTHER, VIRGIN, TEMPTRESS:

THE WOMEN IN LA GLORIA DE DON RAMIRO

When it was first published. in 1908, Enrique Larreta's novel, La
gloria de don Ramiro, was an instant success on both sides of the
Atlantic, although for different reasons in each case.

It received the

favorable critical attention of such eminent literary figures of the time
as Ruben Dario, Miguel de Unamuno and Remy de Goncourt. 1

The novel has

raised polemics about its intention, its geographical preference, its
language, its use of sensation, and its historical distance:
its "modernismo."2

in short,

Yet, with the exception of one article written on the

occasion of the twenty-fifth anniversary of publication,3 the criticism
of Larreta's most widely-read novel, and the one sometimes considered to
the the modernista novel par excellence, has never concerned itself with
the subject of the women of the novel.

Equally absent is the subject of

irony, with the exception of one small word from Goncourt in 1910 and
another in 1972, in one of the most recent studies of La gloria de don
Ramiro.

In the latter, David Foster says that "the only interpretation

possible~.that

would he consistent with the bulk of the work, is that it

is cynically ironic."

Foster is referring only to the Epilogue, the

episode which gives the novel its title, but he recognizes the irony of
the "absurdity and pathetic ridiculousness of the ideals of glory held by
most men at most times in history~~

I would argue that the pathetic

ridiculousness of the ideals of women held by most men at most times in
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history are equally related to the question of irony in the novel.
interrelationship will be the subject of this study.

That

A feminist revisionist

interpretation of La gloria de don Ramiro, must take into account the
period in which it was written and the period about which it was written,
examining the position of women at both these times.
Typical of the times it was written about--the conflictive
Mannerist Spain of Philip II5--and the times it was written in--the
modernista sensibility of Spanish America--La gloria de don Ramiro plays
so heavily on the themes of reality vs. appearance (ser/parecer) that
failure to recognize this would also reduce the reader's awarenesss of
the irony.

While on one hand Don Ramiro appears to be glorifying the

ideals of military imperialism and religious fanaticism (parecer)--and
certainly there are critics who read the novel as a straightforward
account of those times 6--the reality (ser) is that the narrator ultimately condemns all those ideals as false, showing his contempt for the
Catholic Church, the ''Holy'' Inquisition and the imperialism responsible
for the explor-/exploitation of America.
The position of the Catholic Church in regard to women, now, at
the time the novel was written, and at the time it takes place, is not
the purpose of this essay.7

In this study, I shall limit discussion to

the material available in Spain at the opening of the novel, 1582.

Al-

most exactly one century earlier, the Dominican Inquisitors Kramer and
Sprenger published their now classic document on witchcraft and misogyny,
The Malleus Maleficarum.

Although many of the diatribes against Women

contained within its pages did not originate with the German Inquisi-
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tors, but are the inheritance of clerical writings throughout the centuries, the many publications of it before 1550 insured the diffusion of
its contents throughout Europe.

The already well-known and well-used

dichotomy of the Angelic or Demonic woman is stamped here for an
eternity:
There are three things in Nature which know no
moderation in goodness or vice: an Ecclesiastic,
the Tongue and a Woman ••• When they are governeli
by a good spirit, they are most excellent in
virtue, but when they are governed by an evil
spirit, they indulge in the worst possible
vices. 8
As was the norm in documents by the clergy, women were to take the blame
for all evils of the world for their "slippery tongues," "feeble mind and
body," "impressionability" and general "inferior nature"; "without the
wickedness of women ••• the world would still remain proof against
innumerable dangers."lO

It would appear then that two steps are necessary

in order to free the world from these evil women:

impose directives on

their behavior, and terminate the ones who do not obey.

Such are the

cultural norms circulating in Europe when the novel opens.
The Spanish philosopher, Juan Luis Vives, who was living in
Belgium in 1523 when he published his Instruccion de la mujer cristiana,
echoes some of the same attitudes mentioned in The Malleus Maleficarum
which emanated from Germany.

Like the Inquisitorial authors, he believes

that good women do exist although "all the good and evil in the world can
be said to be without

~

to be caused by women" (my emphasis).

What is

astonishing is not only his blatant misogyny, but also the certainty with
which he expounds it.

Unlike many of his contemporaries, he believed that
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the good Christian woman should be educated even if it were like
"throwing oil onto the f ire" in some cases, because it would add knowledge
to her "natural slyness."
would teach her to behave.

But good books, "composed by saintly males"
On the other hand, he disapproves of the

"astute and knowing woman reading books that open ways to lead them away
from virtue, honesty and goodness."
they were "deaf and blind. "10

In that case, it wuuld be better if

This was considered the liberal view.

Later in the century, Fray Luis de Leon published his La
perfecta casada, whose publication date coincides almost exactly with
the opening of the novel.

In La perfecta casada, all the same saintly

attributes of women are recommended, their "natural inferiority" is
emphasized ll and like the two above-mentioned works, man's fear of
women's knowledge is so great that not one syllable is dedicated to the
education of women.

While The Malleus Maleficarum fears what is now

known as "woman-bonding" ("with their slippery tongues, they are unable
to conceal from their fellow women those things which by evil arts they
know"),12 Vives fears that too much knowledge would lead women to
sin, a path towards which they are naturally inclined, and Fray Luis, in
the more repressive atmosphere of Philip II, does not acknowledge that
there is any need for women to know how to do anything except increase
their husbands' fortune.l 3
Renaissance.

It is significant to recall that this is the

Germaine Greer writes that "[t]he lives of most women were

unchanged by the atmosphere of freedom and innovation.,,14

What actually

is occurring here is the emergence of the reality vs. appearance motif:
what appears to be for women's good in fact stems from a deep fear of
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women.

If these women were truly as inferior as these books claim,

there would be no need to outlaw knowledge.

This process, called

"double-double think" in feminist theory can only be undone, says Andrea
Dworkin, by "double-double unthink."15

Also known as "reversal," this

type of thinking clouds the main issue by focusing on a false premise.
Added to these historical circumstances for women in Spain are
the complications of a nation trying to maintain religious "integrity,"
-the concept of honor and all its concomitant variations, and the wealth
arriving from America and being spent on religious wars before it is
even mined.

The mood of the times, then, would color the lives of those

who were defending the status quo, such as don Inigo, Ramiro's grandfather, and women who were living in their households, such as dona
Guiomar, the protagonist's mother.
When Ramiro was born in 1570, his mother was still a girl, which
would mean that she was probably raised with the Instruccion de la mu;er
cristiana as a guide.

The evil books about which its author cautions are

the chivalresque novels so popular during this period.

One critic of Don

Ramiro calls them "the delicious diversion of Spanish men and women of the
sixteenth century ••• which greatly delighted their sexual fantasy.,,16

It

a well-known fact the even the most pious of figures, such as Santa
Teresa, read them in their youth.

Ramiro's mother, dona Guiomar, also

enjoyed them as an adolescent:
Como a toda hidalguela, vedaronala desde temprano la
lectura de los libros de caballer1as, que tanto
abundaban en la casa, pintandoselos como obras de pura
vanidad y de sutil incitacion al pecado. Por eso, tal
vez, comenzo a sacarlos, uno a uno, furtivamente de la
biblioteca paterna y a saborearlos de noche, en la
cama, con la luz de un velon, cuando todos dormian. 17

is
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This prohibition is the first is a series of concealments and revelations
which, along with the motif of interiors and exteriors help to articulate
the reality/appearance dynamic that operates throughout the novel.
In a world where "man is the measure of all things," to be
female is to be "marginal," "deviant,"18 objectified, or nonexistent.
Each of these categories can be appplied to Guiomar who is repeatedly
used as a token in male transactions.

It begins with her dreams of

being "liberated" and taken "lejos, muy lejos" (p. 78) from her
betrothed, a man three times her age and a friend of her father.

She is

therefore quite receptive to the attentions of the gallant young man who
secretly courts and "seduces" her.

On the surface (parecer), her mo-

tives seem to stem from the "aventuras estrafalarias" (p. 78) she has
been reading, which would reinforce the severe prohibition about them,
but in reality (ser), her future is unendurable for her.
has entirely different motives:

Her "seductor"

he is a Moor who seduces/rapes Guiomar

in order to take vengeance for his own father's death for which her
father, don Inigo, is responsible.

The narrator ambiguously describes

their encounter by saying that "se hubo rendido por entero al pecado"(p.
78).

What is clear from the Moor's testimony--"yo quise herirle en su

honor" (p. 78)--is that he fully intended to gain access to Guiomar,
with or without her consent, or in other words, quite apart from any
will of her own.
men:

Again, the woman is a token in a transaction between

what she interpreted as an act of love, he interpreted as an act

of honor, and we can interpret as an act of rape.

In the second place,

he clearly demonstrates that the way one man injures another is by
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abusing his property (woman) and by despoiling his male lineage.
Inigo will never again be able to claim purity of blood.

Don

For this act,

the woman is held responsible, for she is the one who brings the loss of
honor to the house and to the entire patriarchal line.

As Susan

Brownmi1ler points out in Against Our Will: Men, Women and Rape, "The
hallowed rights of property have been abused and the property itself is
he ld cu lpable."19
In addition to Inigo's tainted honor, no small matter, is the
notion that his daughter has been violated by his religious and political
enemy, an infidel and a heretic.

In post-Inquisition Spain, the Moors, in

an additional concealment, must hide their religion; the Christians are
their oppressors and conquerors.

Being able to take revenge on one's

conqueror has a different note as Brownmiller argues in her chapter on
war:

"Rape by a conqueror is compelling evidence of the conquered's

status of masculine impotence.

Defense of W0men has long been a hallmark

of masculine pride, as possession of women has long been a hallmark of
masculine success."20

The next revelation concerns informing Guiomar's

husband-to-be of her impending motherhood.

"Loco de amor

0

de leal tad"

(p. 79)--to Inigo, that is--he insists upon an immediate wedding.
this marriage

1S

Although

thoroughly detestable to Guiomar, and in spite of the

Moor's "offer" of marriage, she is unable to go against paternal rule and
so "se resigno a ser ofrecida como tributo de aquella amistad" (p. 78).
Her father "Ie maldigo el fruto que llevaba en el vientre" (p. 79) instead
of killing her, which is his legal right:
If a father kills a daughter who commits adultery in
his house, he will not be tried or sentenced. But if
he does not want to kill her, he can do whatever he
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wants to her and to her adulterer, and it is all in
his power. And if her brothers or uncles find her in
adultery after her father's death th~ can do whatever they want with her and the man.
Although she cannot be more than twenty years old, her life is
finished.

Her new husband goes off to war and dies instantly, leaving

her shrouded by paternal rule.

Similar to many women throughout history

and throughout the history of literature whose oppression in the outer
world is overwhelming, she survives by cultivating an inner life, which
is only seen in terms of religious fanaticism:
Dona Guiomar, enclosed in the remorse of her sin,
personifies Spanish piety and tries to become
acquainted with the mystical happiness of religion. 22
The narrator comments that "[a] pesar de su preiiez, sometio su cuerpo a
las mas arduas penitencias" (p. 79).

From a feminist perspective,

however, this is a survival technique: on one hand she shows her
penance--it is, after all, a way to buy her meals--and on the other hand,
it might well help her to abort if she mistreats her body.

She is not

alone in developing a life apart from the world where she is ostracized.
Recent feminist criticism points out how common this is:

l~onfronting

a

restrictive environment while powerless to effect significant change in
it, a woman may find herself driven inward to a realm where she can
assert the omnipotence life denies her."23

Recent studies of women under

monasticism have revealed that far from being a purely religious
statement, a WOman who entered a nunnery was probably "intellectually
inclined,"24 and enjoyed a "kind of liberation from subjection to the
male."25

In our own time, Virginia Woolf writes: "I am going to enter a

nunnery ••• and let myself down into my mind."26

In Guiomar's case,
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however, her choice of inner life takes on the very same oppressive form
of piety and devotion which is responsible for her needing an inner life
in the first place.28
Back in the "real" wor1d--which for Guiomar is the shroud of
paternal rule which also embodies the social code--her father, in order
to salvage his shattered honor, moves them to the walled city of Avila.
Often referred to by Spaniards as cuidad carce1, it serves as a perfect
symbolic expression not only for Guiomar, within its walls, but also
for Ramiro, her son.

Believing that the entire world beyond its walls

and its privileges, are open to him, as they are to all men of his
caste, he is, in fact, excluded from society based on the conditions of
his birth:

a question of race.

Although this is entirely beyond his

control, and something which he is entirely powerless to change, he
faces the same set of circumstances that most women face:
a question of gender.
converge.

excluded for

It is here that the ideas of racism and sexism

Susan Griffin points out:

"Almost everywhere that one finds

a virulent form of racism, one also finds an idea of traditional roles
oppressive to women."28

In The Dialectic of Sex, Shu lam ith Firestone

explains that "the physiological distinction of race became important
culturally only due to the unequal distribution of power," so that
"racism is se~cism extended.,,29
Guiomar will be reminded for the rest of her life of her sin.
Her father stops speaking to her:

"Cada uno se informaba del otro por

medio de 1a servidumbre" (p. 77).

She lives in a small room with

"austeridades de ce1da" (p. 77) located next to the prayer room and always
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wears nun's clothing.

She spends the entirety of her mutual life with

her father trying to regain his affection, playing the dutiful daughter
well into her adulthood.

Even at her father's deathbed, "no se apartaba

un instante de su cabecera, como si quisiese ofrecer al Senor la doble
tortura fisica y moral que prolongaba para ella aquel cerrado aposento"
(p. 182).

Marked as an evil woman, there is no good that she can do

which will redeem her from the sin she committed as a young girl.
When Ramiro is old enough, she does, in fact, enter a convent and
the reader never hears from her again.

Barred even from the small,

confined space alotted to women in her society, and yet longing for a way
to liberation, one can read her entrance to the convent as a subversive
act, a woman escaping the patriarchal order.

Ramiro remembers her as

"llorosa ••• enlutada ••• taciturna" (p. 257) but the narrator recognizes
that she spoke "muy quedo y con lentitud cautelosa, como quien teme
denunciar su verdadera cavilaci6d' (p. 143).
space, it might look like this:

paternal rule
Jtvila

house
room
convent (later)

I

inner l i fe

I

Were we to diagram her
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Only important in the sense that she is the "herols" mother, as soon as
he ceases to need her--as soon as he is an adult--she is dispatched.
Although speculations are dangerous, indeed, had she been in the hands
of a female novelist, one might have learned more of her life or
subsequent happpiness.

One might have learned the inside story of life

in the convent, or' the feeling of independence derived from being in a
different world, or at least her life from her own point of view.

As

it stands, she is one more woman whose life is ended and whose spirit
~s

broken by the patriarchal order.

In addition, she is a severe

lesson to any young girl reading the novel.

The sanctions are great

for those who do not obey the regulations.

The paradox, in Guiomarls

case is that the books offer an opening to the outer world, one closed
to her for reasons of gender, via their own enclosed space. 30

The Virgin
As its name suggests, modernismo is also a rejection of the old or
traditional and a conscious acceptance of the new.

Within this

. structure, a conflict is often created by placing the protagonist (always
male) between two women.

According to Cedomil Goic,

this motif takes on the configuration of a conflict
between the normal and acceptable, on one side, and
the mysterious and uncontrollable seduction of the
exotic and cosmopolitan on the other, incarnated in the
pure, you~! girl and the voluptuous and seductive
stranger.
What Goic does not mention is that this configuration is by no means
original to the modernist a generation, that all the clerical writings do
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exactly the same thing, and that the inheritance from the Catholic church
combined with English and French Romanticism absolutely require that one
woman be good and chaste, while the other be evil and sexual, as we have
already seen.
In La gloria de don Ramiro, these two types are embodied by the
high-born Beatriz and the Moorish Aixa.

In addition to the good/evil

dichotomy, the exoticism is characterized by a European/Oriental motif.
The religious differences make one woman "acceptable" thile the other is
"prohibited."

The irony in this is the reversal that

~akes

place:

the

"exotic" Aixa is exactly the same "blood-line" as Ramiro, and the
"domestic" Beatriz is the unacceptable, exotic woman once Ramiro's true
origins are disclosed.

Beatriz, though on the surface (parecer) is the

good one, the virgin, is depicted several times in scenes where she
openly defies the rules and norms of her society.

For example, one

finds her lying on the grass with Gonzalo one day when Ramiro comes to
visit.

In a society where a young girl could not be in the company of

men without her duena, this constitutes a defiance of the social order.
In fact, Beatriz serves throughout the novel as an example of the
social hypocrisy of her class.

Aixa, on the other hand, although

supposedly evil, hides only her religion from the Christians; her
sexual behavior is no secret to any of the members of her group.
Beatriz, according to Ramiro, is the woman who betrays him, and Aixa,
the "infidel" remains "true" even under torture and at the stake.
Beatriz, whose literary predecessor is Dante's Beatrice, embodies
many of the same characteristics of that ideal woman.

Like her Italian
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namesake, she meets the hero when she is still a child; he is profoundly
moved by the effect the ten-year-old has on him.
appears to have accepted her role and position.
conflict and double-bind:

On the surface, she
This is the eternal

acting according to the male fantasy

ultimately produces a woman who will be condemned by men anyway.
The highest attribute for a woman revolves around the question of
honor.

Like the times, it too is a matter of reality and appearance as

Cervantes reminds us in the

~ijote:

The good woman does not achieve fame only by being
good, but also by seeming good. Much more harm is
done to a woman's honor by public l~~erties and
lewdness than by secret wickedness.
In other words, a woman's honor depends entirely on her chastity, or the
appearance of her chastity.

As with Guiomar, if she is not chaste, not

only is her own honor destroyed, but also that of the men around her.
Luis Vives confirms the importance of woman's honor:
Many things are necessary in a man. ••but in a woman
nobody looks for eloquence, great skills of ingenuity,
administration of cities, memory, or liberalism of
thought; only one thing is required of her, which if it
is missing, if3 is more than if the man is lacking all
of the above.
In her 1975 essay on women and honor, Adrienne Rich comments that honor
is something entirely different in women and men; his depends on his
word, or should, and in her, "honesty ••• has not been considered
important.

We have been depicted as generally whimsical, deceitful,

subtle, vacillating.
In

~

glo;ia

And we have been rewarded for lying."34
~ ~

Rawi;o, Beatriz is--or would have been, had

she lived--rewarded for lying.

In the hierarchy of her society, a
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woman gains her status solely from the males who consider her their
property.

It is therefore in her best interest to transfer herself as

property at the highest possible rung of the patriarchal ladder.

This

ladder depends entirely on the purity of blood and the status of
primogenit.

For Bea triz, this created the dilemma of having to choose

between the dark, "mysterious" Ramiro, or the blond, handsome Gonzalo,
or his younger brother.

Both the critics and the narrator see her as

silly, frivolous, useless, lazy and coquettish.

From the narrator we

hear that she "saboreada desde luego la femenina fruicion de
esperanzar10s a la par" (p. 93).

From the critics, there is a similar

story:
Beatriz is a young noble girl, scatterbrained and
thoughtless who gives herself over to the dangerous
scheming of coquetry.35
Or else we hear that "the events slip past her consciousness without
interesting her ••• a splendid doll."36

Griffin clarifies that the doll is

precisely "the behavior dictated by etiquette for proper ladies."37

She

is the perfect and absurd creation of the ideal of "feminine beauty,"
invented by an imagination which cannot accept the female in her natural
state.

Like most young women of her class--and unlike the young men who

grow up with illusions of grandeur, of being young, Spanish and male-Beatriz learns from an early age that the only form of power for her is
her beauty.

And this role, she plays to the hilt, with all the passion

of a serious drama, for the drama is no less than her life.

She is

adored as if she were the Virgin, to whom she is often compared, being
called "Milagrosa" and "Star of Bethlehem."

She "dejabase vestir por sus
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esclavas" (p. 167) and "tiesa y vistosa como una imagen, la boca pia, los
ojos recoletos" (p. 170) is carried in her hand-chair to be adored and
idolized by the crowd.
The Naturalist narrator, of whose pen she is a creation, searches
for the "error" in her upbringing:

he blames her father for his leniency

and Beatriz for her shrewdness in getting her way, implying the old manls
powerlessness before such formidable beauty:
La educacion que ella diera no habfa consistido sino
en ceder a todos sus antojos, en seguir embobado todos
los sesgos de su veleidoso espiritillo. Una caricia de
aquella manita diablesca, un oportuno gimoteo, bastaban
para que el ruego mas descabellado Ie pareciese al
hidalgo la mas razonable exigenica (p. 201).
Instead of recognizing them both as product s of a hypocritical and
patriarchal system that even the narrator will repudiate as false, he
squarely places the blame on both of them for the deficiencies of her
education.

Believing with his modern perspective that women should be

literate, he also sees this as a difficult task for them.

For this

reason, Beatriz is submitted to "todas las cosas que se aprenden sin
dolor" (p. 201) such as dance, song and cithern.

Shocked, the narrator

reports: "A los quince anos la nina sabra apenas deletrear.
la labor Ie era desconocida" (p. 201).

El arte de

He never specifies which is more

important, sewing or spelling, but comparing her to the adolescent
Guiomar, we can see that she is the product of the Perfecta casada
generation.

She opts for the image of the "joya delicadisima, como un

ser exquisito y precioso" (p. 202).

Although the narrator dispproves, he

is beginning to see the larger context of Beatriz within her culture:
[s]abiamente aleccionada, comenzo a llenar Beatriz su
mision en la tierra: re1r, vestir hechiceramente,
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hacer cada vez mas ligera su danza, salpicar a cada
giro del faldell{n un roc10 de fascinacion ••• el grano
concentrado de especia ••• capaz de perfumar a un tiempo
innumerables deseos (p. 202).
She is the object of Ramiro's love; when she repudiates him for
Gonzalo, learning that his blood is not pure, Ramiro considers this a
loss of honor.

The mere term, honor, is the perfect embodiment of the

double standard having two different meanings, as we have seen, for women
and men.

One observer states that moral and social life is entirely

dependent on the code of honor:

'~he

word honor is a synonym, not of

virtue, or moral dignity, but of reputation."38

Vives confirms that

"there is nothing in the world as tender or as delicate as the honor and
reputa tion of a woman••• to such a large degree, that it seems to be
hanging from a single strand of hair.,,39

In the Quijote it is compared

to glass and in the next century all the major Golden Age dramatists
allude to it in their plays.

Both Lope and Calderon point out that

although a man can not live without it, his honor depends entirely on a
woman. 40

The essence of these early critiques on the double standard is

that men are free to do as they like as long as a woman is at home
guarding the family honor.

Almost all sixteenth-century texts stress the

importance of a WOman staying at home, the most extreme of which states
that "a woman should leave her house on three occasions only: baptism,
marriage and burial."4l
A man's honor, which should be based on his word, is a more
complex issue.

Beatriz's father, for example, never doubts the honor of

someone with "sangre tan calificada y limpia" as Ramiro's (p. 131).
Because one's honor can so easily be soiled by "cualquier lengua malvada"
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(p. 152), it had to be defended, in blood terms, for the death of a
parent or friend, or in explosions of jealousy because "no Spaniard can
tolerate the idea that another is preferred Over him."42

And when honor

is the question, the sword is the answer.
The sword as a symbol of the erect phallus is not new to Larreta,
or even to the modernistas, but rather archetypal.

A Symbol

In his book Phal16s:

and Its History in the Male World, Thorki1 Vanggaard states that

"the phallus is associated with objects expressing power and personal
eudowment."43

Rupert Allen, in Psyche and Symbol in the Theater of

Federico Garcia Lorca, concurs: "One carr ies his phallic potential as a
secret weapon.
heroic power.

It is concealed, but it confers upon the possessor a
The boy becomes a member of the adult male group.,,44

After Ramiro's first sexual encounter "camino con nueva arrogancia"
(p. 100), but actually gains acceptance into the male world by killing the
rabid dog at age fourteen.

Long before Ramiro has the occasion to use

his sword, he admires the work on it.

Should the reader be doubtful of

the phallic symbolism, the narrator is not "Este acero ••• es donce1, no
sabe 10 que es hundirse en 1a carne" (p. 87).
Honor and the sword are intricately tied.

A man cannot defend

his honor without his sturdy sword, that "insigne herramienta de 1a honra
y 1a dominacion" (p. 237).

We are reminded of how Guiomar was threatened

by her father's "daga desnuda" (p. 79) when she soiled the family honor,
and of how Ramiro's own father used his own tool of "honor and
domination" to defend his family honor. According to Brownmiller, "man's
discovery that his genitalia could serve as a weapon to generate fear
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must rank as one of the most important discoveries of prehistoric
times.,,45

Since this is precisely the equipment which women lack, "men

have made what differentiates them from you the sign of domination and
possession," says Monique Wittig. 46
Ramiro considers that his sword "fuera parte viva de su persona"
(p. 211) and when he finally uses it to kill Gonzalo, who was "rubio como
un extranjero, blanco y sonrosado como una hembra" (p. 167), the act is
described with all the imagery of coitus; its completion has all the
satisfaction of orgasm:
La fuente del orgullo derramaba ahora por todo su
cuerpo un goce inmenso y bravro. Sintio erguirse en la
brisa, como una cresta, la pluma de su sombrero, y
experiment6 en los talones una extrana sensacion de
fuerza invencible.
On another occasion, Ramiro's father gives him the "family jewels," that
is, his own gem-studded dagger and asks him to promise on his honor not
to betray Aixa.

Guiomar's reaction to the dagger leads the reader to

question the amount of force exerted on her to succumb to the "seduction"
in her own encounter with the Moor.
What Ramiro wants is glory, either religious or military, which
"vol via a sonreirle cual una esclava impaciente y desnuda, ofreciendole
sus brazos, su fascinacion y sus cantares" (p. 142).
points out, is the spirit or daemon of the phallus. 47
Ramiro

1S

Fascinus, Allen
In other words, if

fascinated by glory, and fascination is gender-specific, then

glory too is gender linked to the male ego, or at least as long as it is
defined in/on the patriarchal terms which give it its

validatio~

Rich

writes that women have experienced men's powerfulness lias the expressive
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energy of an ego, which unlike ours was licensed to direct itself outward
upon the wor1d.,,48
This is confirmed by the narrator who describes "hombres de
guerra, que tra:Lan en sus botas lodo reseco de los mas diversos
pa:Lses ••• [que] curabanse mayormente del color de una pluma
las propias espuelas" (p. 151).
for being born male.

0

del rumor de

They are the privileged class or caste

As John Stuart Mill points out:

"There is

nothing a man so easily learns as this self-worship; all privileged
classes have it.,,49

This ego formation, according to Susan Griffin, is a

product not only of gender, but also of culture, "a culture pretending to
be reality, a culture that demands that the self remake itself after the
image of culture.,,50
There is nothing that Ramiro would love more than to remake
himself after the image of culture.

Believing that he is avenged and

that glory is now his, he makes his way to Beatriz' home, gaining acceSs
by donning his dead rival's clothing and mask, in yet another
concealment.

In their final scene together, Beatriz's passion and "boca

insaciada" (p. 226) remind Ramiro that he is dres sed as Gonzalo and that
"aquel beso era el beso de otro, el triunfo de otro, la caricia suprema
destinada a otro 1abio, a otro hombre" (p. 225).

Surely, it can be no

coincidence that the protagonist removes his mask, thereby revealing his
true identity as Ramiro, at the same moment he calls Beatriz "ramera."
Although this term is, according to one source, "a woman who looks for her
victims in the streets,"51 the Diccionario Cr:i:tico Etimo16gico
states that it dates to days when a woman who was a prostitute pretended
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to have a tavern and put a branch,
self.52

~,

at her door to identify her-

The double ironic twist is that Ramiro was the only one who

looked for his victinl in the street and secondly, that the one who was
fully identified was the woman; and the one whose identity was hidden was
the man.

That she should be called prostitute, and he who has no scruples

is not, is a good example of the way patriarchal language functions:

the

fact that such a word exists and that it is further used to devalue WOmen
is the way roles function within this structure.
Apart from the scarce phonetic difference between the words
Ramiro and ramera, and thereby confusing who is whom, one also learns
that the word Ramiro also means cornudo, from the play on words between
~,

horns, and Ramiro.

Whether or not Larreta had access to this

information is unknown, but he might well have, since Corominas' source
is a 1901 dictionary.53
Ramiro considers himself to be injured in his honor, and the only
solution according to the old honor code is death of the "culprit":
La esposa 0 la desposada que nos burla ••• se trueca, al
pronto, en nuestro peor enemigo; una vez descubierta,
no quedaba sino darle la muerte sin piedad, y despues
olvidarla, olvidarla del todo, barr.er del coraz6n hasta
su nombre ••• (p. 234).
Whether the narrator is speaking and identifying himself with the male
group, satirizing it, or whether Ramiro is speaking, is irrelevant.
What is clear is the code of honor is a male code, and that the
narrator recognizes it as such.

We can now agree with Foster's initial

statement about the pathetic and ridiculous ideals of glory held by
most men.

Ramiro's next act, the strangling of Beatriz, can only be
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construed as a tragic parody of those ideals.

It is here that the

narrator identifies himself with the male group in order to make his
point.

If Ramiro had let Beatriz live, a more sympathetic and less

patriarchally-infested male character would have emerged: one that
challenges and parodies the androcentric system by showing that there
are other alternatives.

Although in other parts of the novel the

narrator is willing to admit that the female characters are victims of
such a system, here, he is more intent on showing that Ramiro is the
victim of such a code.

As a result, many women die so the narrator can

make his point.

The Dark Mysterious Stranger
Fleeing the restrictive walls of Avila with two murders on his
hands, Ramiro arrive s in Toledo, described as "mas cat6lica que Roma"
(p. 251) in time to see his former lover, Aixa, burned at the stake in
the name of the Holy Inquisition.
Part of the modernista aesthetic is the development of the
exotic, sensual and passionate woman who fatally attracts the hero,
often against his better judgement or his will, a capitulation called by
one critic a ''vil entrega."54 At the same time, it touches his deepest
animal instincts, so that he must give in to the lust of the dark
stranger.

As with other femme fatales created by the male pen, her

purpose is to function as a mysterious and enigmatic figure and for this
reason, perhaps, the narrator is reluctant to reveal any information
about her.

Unlike the other two female figures in the novel, the reader
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has more difficulty in discovering the motives for her behavior, and for
this reason she becomes the most problematic of the three.
The first descriptions of Aixa are not the careful, impartial,
scientific observation that one expects from the Naturalist novel.
Instead, the reader, presumably male, is tantalized, as is Ramiro, by her
bewitching fascination.

He first sees her submerged in her bath, her

floating hair reminds him of serpents fascinated by some sorcery.

In The

Malleus Ma1eficarum we learn that "the power of witches is more apparent
in serpents than in other animals, because through the serpent, the devil
tempted women~'55

From this clue, the reader is alerted to make the

connection between Aixa and witchcraft, a recurring motif of the novel.
Her entire toilette,

a 1a

appear as a temptress of men.

Oriental, is described to make her

Later, in Beatriz's preparation for a

religious parade, they are echoed

a 1a Christian mode.

Both women

function as the objects of male pleasure, bedecked and bejeweled to fit
his current fantasy.

In one, that image is the virgin incarnate and in

the other it is the temptress incarnate, precisely the two roles assigned
to women in Christianity.

The narrator continues his description of

Aixa:
[R] eia como una mujer sem ibarbara, con cierta
anima1idad incomprensib1e y de1iciosa; mientras sus
pestanas, 1argu1simas e inquietas, parec1an desprender
i1usorio po1vi110 de 1ujuria y nigromancia (p. 123).
As their affair--or "amores" as the narrator ironically denominates this
relationship which eventually turns to hatred--progresses, Ramiro finds
Aixa more "apasionada ••• deseosa" (p. 132) each time they meet.
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Let us now consider this insatiable passion for "all witchcraft
comes from carnal lust which in women is insatiable."S6

As Andrea Dworkin

points out: "The carnality of women, even when experienced as monstruous,
is held to be the defining quality of women ••• a woman is the presumed
cause of erection; therefore the man is helpless, the woman is
powerful."S7

In the case of Ramiro and Aixa, he is helpless; she is

powerful (witch).

He has no control, she dominates.

The sexual act

itself, vulgarly described, is through language a gender-specific one:
"to penetrate," "to possess."

She is his object, yet she is supposedly

the insatiable one, a perfect example of reversal.

Her passionate and

lustful welcome of Ramiro, from his point of view, may have been an
indicator of other dynamics in their relationship.

For example, it may

be that Ramiro did little or nothing to satisfy this passion.

Dorothy

Dinnerstein states that:
Coital satiety ••• is for anatomical reasons a chancier
matter for her than for him; and in addition, she is for
social and emotional reasons less free to seek it out.
Inevitably, like any other suppressed force, her sex
impulses come to seem boundless and ominous. S8
Although Aixa is central to the plot from the protagonist's point of
view, and even from the narrator's, it is difficult to ascertain why she
would continue her "phallic servicing"S9 relationship with Ramiro.

One

explanation is that she falls in love with him, an androcentric attitude
often used in pornography:

men violate women because women are really

masochists and love to be abused.

A second possibility is that she is

afraid that Ramiro will turn her over to the Inquisition, a very real
fear.

A third reason is the possibility that she owes

a favor to
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Ramiro's father, who wants to initiate his son into the ways of love, and
that like Guiomar and Beatriz, she is used as a token in a male
transaction, transcending both culture and race.60
Partially responsible for Ramiro's belief that he is under a
spell is his spiritual and religious guide, Vargas Orozco, a man
satirized by the narrator for his supertitious belief in witches:
"[A]quel hombre de "Iglesia••• comenzo a discurrir sobre las brujas

0

jorguinas, sobre la magia, los hechizos y otras supersticiones
semejantes, que eran como la telerana del Diablo" (p. 245).
to Ramiro is this:

His advice

''Dicha hembra ha de ser alguna famosa jorguina, de

las que usan filtros diabolicos, cuyo poder solo puede resistirlo uno que
otro cuerpo endurecido en la penitencia" (pp. 133-34).

Ramiro's mother

also contributes to the idea that he must be bewitched:

"~Que

han echado en el corazon?" (p. 144).

hechizo te

Thus his visits to Aixa become

imbued with the idea not only that she is possessed by the devil, as are
all witches, but also that this gives him the right to torture her.
In one brief paragraph, their relationship is converted into
The Romantic Agony:

Romantic for him and agony for her.

The echoes of

the most important chapters of the work of Mario Praz can be seen here:
the evolution of "La Belle Dame Sans Merci," to the cruelty and torture
of the "Shadow of the Divine Marquis" until "The Beauty of the Medusa"
embeds itself into Ramiro's consciousness. 61

He had learned that

"algunas mujeres cobraban al morir inolvidable belleza" (p. 132), but
more likely, Larreta had heard Poe's remarks concerning the death of a
beautiful woman.

Wishing Aixa dead, but also afraid at the same time
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that her fascination (i.e., his own loss of phallic control) could reemerge at any point in his life, he decides that death by fire, where
there would be no beautiful, dead face to encounter, is the only way to
rid his mind's eye of "aquella hembra demasiado bella" (p. 132).
dynamic of beauty

= bewitchment

The

is also made with Beatriz when her

beauty is confused with the enchantment of the night. We have already
seen that beauty is the only acceptable source of power for a young
woman.

An unaccepatable source of female power is witchcraft for it

immediately denotes a power which is uncontrollable by the male
hierarchy, and a power which the Catholic Church went to all lengths to
suppress.
The torture and burning at the stake of what has now been
calculated to be several million women at a period in history known as
the Renaissance is a subject which feminist scholars and activists alike
have approached with anger, indignation, sorrow and metaphor.

The

omission of this atrocity from history, or the trivialization or
misinterpretatation of it, has made it a topic which nearly all the major
feminist thinkers have addressed.

A good example of androcentric

thinking about witches are the hysterical ravings of Montague Summers,
who believes that witches were a part of a "vast political movement, an
organized society which was anti-social and anarchical, a world-wide plot
against civilization."62

Contrasted to him is the "liberal" approach

which says that "were it not for the Inquisition, the Catholic tribunal
charged with exposing and punishing orthodoxy, not one person would have
died for witchcraft."63

Feminists, concerned with these kinds of
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analyses, which always exclude the point of view of the victim, have
begun to examine the larger historical perspective.

For example,

philosopher Mary Daly points out that "the witchcraze was not targeted at
the women who had been assimilated into the patriarchal family" (i.e.,
Beatriz) but rather those who had "rejected marriage (Spinsters) [Aixa]
or had survived it."

As far as Daly is concerned, "the pha110technic

society had launched its first massive campaign against dangerous
women.,,64
It was the witches' knowledge-for knowledge is power--which the

male hierarchy of the Catholic Church found so threatening, dangerous
and evil.

One of the only sources of know lege for women at this time

is healing and midwifery.

It is no accident that the rise of the

medical profession--from which women were excluded-and the persecution
of witches coincide historically.

The argument then became:

"If a

woman dare cure without having studied, she must be a witch--therefore
she must

die~65

In the literature, it is frequently reiterated that

even when a witch used her healing powers for good rather than evil, it
was considered that her knowledge came directly from the Devil and she
was condemned to death.6 6

Monique Wittig puts her finger on it when

she says: " ••• their knowledge has successfully completed with the official know ledge to which they had no acces s, it has challenged it, found
it wanting, threatened it, made it appear inefficacious."67

The

witches' medical expertise was by far most suspicious in the field of
midwifery, and it was precisely the midwives who often died.

The

Malleus Ma1eficarum reminds us that "midwives surpass all other in
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wickedness."69

Adrienne Rich explains:

"The midwife, with her already

formidable expertise and power in the matter of

lif~

itself, became

competely threatening when she challenged religious doctrine.

She

became a witch.,,69
In 1486, the official connection between heresy and witchcraft
was established.70

For this, and Ramiro's honor, Aixa loses her life.

In addition, The Malleus Maleficarum makes the connection between the
insa tiable femme fa tale and witchcraft for "the mouth of the womb is
never sa tisfied."7l

Of the seven ways of witchcraft wilich it s authors

describe, five are sexually related.

The most importar!lt of them, though

never stated as such, is the fear of castration: "rem0vting the member
accommodated to their [male] generative force~'72

We have already seen

the phallus as an ,instrument of domination and power, land its loss,
meaning that a man might find himself with a "smooth body, unprovided
with the virile member,"73 would reduce him to a woman's status, a
position no man wants.
This attack on WOmen which culminated in the witchburnings
appears to be bilateral:

on one hand, it pertains to female knowledge

(or its excess) and on the other it pertains to female sexuality (and its
excesses).

The solution was the gynocidal holocaust which exterminated

the witches of Europe.

Feminists have pointed out how these atrocities

were never seen with the kind of horror with which one views Nazi
barbarism, for example. 74

Larreta, however, sees this barbarism in its

true light by calling it by its true name:

holocaust.

General Inquisitor of the auto-de-fe, he says:

lfi describing the

"Paso implacable y
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pomposo, como e1 tremendo ho10causto que iba a presidir" (p. 251).

When

the entire ordeal is over Ramiro is "[a] sfixiado por e1 tragico hedor que
desprend1a e1 humano ho10causto" (p. 255).

Although many of the

confessed witches are given the choice of being strangled before being
burned, the only description of anyone actually being consumed alive by
the flames is of Aixa, which makes the use of the word "human" very
interesting.

When an atrocity is clearly against women, it is

trivia1ized by called it human.

As with the use of the word

~

as a

gender-neutral term, both of these linguistic constructions exclude female
experience.
Whether the system gains its validation from the populace or
the populace goes along with the system is unclear in the reaction of
the general public to Aixa.

"[V]einte 0 treinta energumenos, hombres y

mujeres, rompiendo 1a fila de los soldados, se precipitaron sobre e1
brasero para despedazar a 1a infie1 ••• los que querian verla morir en
las llamas prorrumpierion a un tiempo en e1 mismo grito de protesta"
(p. 254).

This individual and collective level of legitimized hysteria,

violence and sadism is composed of exactly the same elements as our
contemporary pornography.75

Witchburnings are violence to WOmen in the

same way as pornography is.

In the case of Aixa, the skeptic would be

anxious to show that she is brutalized just as cruelly, if not more so,
by women as by men.

The anti-feminist woman, she who gains her valida-

tion by embracing the patriarchal order, often against other women, has
not eluded feminist scho1arship.76

Suffice it to say here that the old

woman who drives the blade into Aixa's back shortly before she is
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burned (p. 254) must acknowledge, perhaps unconsciously, that the
attack is against women.

By showing her public support of this system,

literally by stabbing another woman in the back, she is literally
hoping to save her own skin at the next

~.

This terrible scene, perhaps the most dramatic, and certainly the
most horrific of the novel, is practically unmentioned by the critics who
prefer to focus on the stylistics, honor, valor, and the glory of
Spain. 77

In the one study which alludes to it, the question is

androcentric, focusing on Ramiro's indifferent reaction rather than on
the event itself.

This study says: "The French critics, who saw Ramiro's

attitude with such extreme horror ••• perhaps did not understand the double
Hispanic residue, inevitable in this relationship ••• in Aixa, the memory
of a few burning hours of passion; in Ramiro, the idea of cardinal
sin." 78

Crushed by the Patriarchy
The lives of the three women I have discussed revolve,
androcentrically around the protagonist, Ramiro.

Although all three

women conform to their respective roles of Mother, Virgin and Temptress,
none survives.

In each case they are crushed by the patriarchy and are

not the ''victims of the love they feel or inspire.,,79

According to Ramiro,

they are all responsible for his demise: his mother, for not giving him a
Christian father; Beatriz, for betraying him; and especially Aixa, whom
he considers to be "la causa de toda su malaventura, de todos sus yerro s
y desenganos" (p. 226).

He is, in fact, echoing the misogyny so
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prevalent in The Malleus Maleficarum.

But Ramiro is often wrong, as his

ironic and scientific narrator loves to remind us.
The narrator's choice of words for the holocaust ("tragic"),
his address to Philip II, telling him to be content with what he has,
and his compassionate address to the Moors ("Oh, los de Islam") demonstrates a point of view in contradiction with those of the protagonist.
In addition, the na"rrator sympathizes with the plight of the women,
recognizing them as products of their culture, a culture which celebrates hypocrisy and punishes truth.
All three women are motherless.

This most essential of human

relationships, is minimized and trivialized in patriarchy as we have
already seen.

Phyllis Chesler, in Women and Madness argues about its

symbolism:
Paintings ••• portray Madonnas comforting and
worshipping their infants sons •••The fierce bond of
love, continuity and pride between ••• [mother and
daughter] does not exist between women in Catholic
mythology or culture. It cannot. MotherssBave neither
land nor money to cede to their daughters.
Even when women have money, or an estate, there is no word to express it.
''Patrimony,'' that inheritance which Ramiro was expecting, is defined by
the Oxford English Dictionary as "the property, or estate, inherited from
one's

father~'Sl

Matrimony, of

cour~e,

is entirely different.

In the

novel, ironically, Ramiro's inheritance comes from his mother's line, and
would have been his, had his grandfather not squandered it trying to
"guardar las apariencias."

Similarly, other men in the novel inherit

their money from wives who have died in childbirth.

For all of the
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importanc2 put on patrimony, none of the men receives his money from his
father.
When women have no spiritual guide, no money, no land and no
freedom, they also have no choice but to accept the conditions imposed on
them.

The tragedy is that in La gloria de don Ramiro the women do accept

these conditions and yet none survives.
are valued is their beauty.

The only quality for which they

As Brownmiller points out:

The murder of a beautiful, young woman is no more
regrettable, no greater tragedy, then the murder of a
plain one, except in a cultural that values beauty in a
woman above all other qualities. 82
Why are the murders of Aixa and Beatriz and the premature aging of
Guiomar seen as tragedies in this novel?

Not because they are destroyed

by a system, but rather because they are destroyed while still
beautiful.

In the preface to another book, Larreta asks if "there was

anything as sane as the craziness ••• of an absolute ideal of beauty?,,83
Feminists are not against beauty, as they are often accused, but against
the exploitation of women's bodies.

Modernistas are known for their

aesthetic of the beauty ideal, but Firestone claims that:
Every society has promoted a certain ideal of beauty
over all others. What the ideal is, is unimportant,
for any ideal leaves the majority out~.the beauty
ideal ••• serves a clear political func8~0n. •• Their
women's social legitimacy is at stake.
In this novel, what is also literally at stake are the lives of the three
female characters I have discussed.

Dworkin explains:

The mystification of female beauty in male culture
knows no limit but one: somehow the beauty herself
ends up dead or mutilated ••• Beauty consistently has
meaning in the sphere of female death or
violation. •• and in the realm of female beauty, the
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final value of the object iA precisS!y to be found
in its cruel or deadly destruction.
In the case of Aixa, Ramiro sees his own flesh as purified once
her "carne maId ita" (p. 254) is burnt alive, consumed by the flames:
"jOh, Santa, Santa, Inquisicion: tu justicia me redime, tu hoguera me
salva!" (p. 255).

The narrator's mockery of Ramiro's "spiritualty" is

only counterbalanced by his mockery and condemnation of all the values
Ramiro inherited from his "patrimony."
be the symbol of Spain.
made about this Spain?

Ramiro is considered by some to

If this is true, then what social comment can be
If all Ramiro's values are ultimately repudiated

as false by this elitist and scientific observer, in this novel replete
with irony, and if Ramiro represents Spain--the Spain of the honor code,
the pride of genealogy through the male line, the ideals of military and
religious imperialism--then what is the narrator's stance on all these
values, these ultimate, intricate and ubiquitous tools of the patriarchy?
Although the narrator recognizes all these values as false: the
novel is riddled with irony, and the modernista movement was seen as
"effeminate," he never makes the "quantum leap" from them to the
patriarchal pyramid on which they are built.

And for this reason, there

is no connection made between the male-dominated military, to the male
ideal of glory, to the male code of honor, and ultimately to the male
ideal of female perfection as having anything to do with the ser/parecer
society which he so ably observes.

Similarly, he fails to recognize this

world as a paradigm of patriarchal thought.

This failure of vision here

is a perfect example of what Daly describes as intellectual honesty gone
astray when the question has to do with women, or with equality, or with
.

.

]Ustlce.
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CONCLUSIONS
In Hispanic criticisms, the expression "hombres de modernismo" is
consistently used in reference to writers of this generatio~1
entire concept of gender-neutrality of the word

~

The

has been amply

dicussed in feminist criticism and, for that reason, I shall not dwell
upon it here. 2

In any case, judging from this description of modernismo

from a 1902 publica tion, we can clearly see that it was intended to
include only men, a point which I have argued throughout this study:
un gran dato para juzgar del grado de cultura de una
persona ha sido siempre el esmero que se nota en el
aseo y compustura de su cabello 0 su barba. 3
Another point to be made is that women clearly have less-than-human status
according to this source since, as we see, person refers specifically to
men.
This particular note is useful as a key to the entire modernista
aesthetic:

woman's place was in the text, or

creator (creatrix?) of the text.

~

the text, but not

There was no need to actually forbid

women from participating in modernismo: the modernistas' definition of
themselves as a "fratemidad" and their (ab)use of women in their
narratives saw to it that no woman would want to be identified with it.
We have already seen in the work of Lily Litvak and Susan Sontag how women
trained in patriarchy write from outside their female bodies, producing
what has been named a "'double-voiced' discourse."4

Latin American women

writers, then, at a period in history when the world looked at this
continent for the first time, should be congratulated for not co-opting
243
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themselves and their writings by participating in a sensibility (or lack
of one) which destroyed the female protagonist.
~t

It may have been harder

to be a modernista than to be one; yet they resisted, held out and

created a literature of their own.
The divided self who is the core of pornography is also an
essential feature of

~odernismo.

That such recent books as John

Brushwood's Genteel Barbarism, Beth Miller's Women in Hispanic
Literature: Icons and Fallen Idols, and Virginia Allen's The Femme Fatale
reveal these binary oppositions in their title, subtitle or text,
respectively,S indicates that the concept is far more widespread than one
might imagine.

That all these works deal with nineteenth-century Latin

America, women writers, and fatal women is especially relevant to my
purposes here.

The traditional criticism of modernismo also relies on

the dichotomy.

Alfredo Roggiano writes that modernismo was the inheritor

of the nineteenth-century conflict expressed by Sarmiento (who,
significantly, died in 1888).
la mas vigorosa protesta del hombre frente al medio,
del individuo frente a la barbarie, de la cultura
frente al desierto, del ser frente a la nada. 6
Pedro Salinas, on the other hand, complains that the modernistas put too
much stock into the "feeling" part of themselves, and not enough into
"reason" like the "virile" Spanish poets he so admires.
cisne y el buho," further exemplifies the dichotomy:
of the modernistas is juxtaposed

~dth

His essay, "El

the effeminate swan

the masculine owl of the Spaniards.

He writes:
Una vida que entronice el goce de los sentidos sobre
los avisos de la razon, sera incompleta y
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desequilibrada ••• si el cisne goza ••• el bU90 entiende
por la potencia de su vision inteligente.
Implicit in Salinas' analysis is that the modernistas lacked the clear
intelligence of the Spaniards and that "to enjoy" is a specificallY
female--and therefore degraded--activity.

By contrast, he never

complains about whom there is too much feeling.

Certainly it was not

about the lives the women I have analyzed in these novels, for they all
died.
A major modernista concern was the production of poetry; the
"goce" (pleasure) was said to add to it.

But, if thp. modernista poets,

like Poe, needed the death of a beautiful woman in order to conjure
enough feeling in order to produce the poetry, we can hardly affirm, as
critics tend to do, that modernismo is simply "art for art's sake."

It

is much more likely that it was "art for the artist's sake" or even "art
for sex's sake" (or the converse, "sex for art's sake").

The ideal beauty

for whom and for which they all so eagerly and zealously searched was
nearly always conceptualized in the form, literally the body or corpus,
of a woman.

How could modernista have produced literature without the

idealized exaltation of the female body, the same ethic which also
destroys it?

By extension, the reasons why a woman writer might not

identify with this literature also become clearer.

We have also observed

the spiritual or physical death of women in modernista novels.

Although

not all of them celebrate the death of a beautiful woman, the majority
do, and the ones in this study all do (as well as Lucia Jerez, De
sobremesa. and Matalache).

Rather than a tragedy, these deaths serve the

male artist as a form of inspiration.

In turn, they affirm his worth as
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an artist.

Nancy Miller writes that WOman serves as "marketplace where

man meets man (himself, his self)."8

His sense of self-aggrandizement is

realized in the role of god, author, and poet.

The titles of two of the

three novels in this study confirm his "glory," or his "triumph" when he
has been responsible for the death of a beautiful women.
At the same time that woman is text, she is also prohibited from
reading texts in

t~o

of the three novels.

We recall how Juana Lucero

hides her mother's spiritist text (thus, becoming divJced from her
mother-tongue) in her Aunt Loreto's home.

Guiomar

i

sn~aks

into the

paternal library to abscond with the chivalresque novels she has been
prohibited from reading.

While these two young women are themselves

locked or confined within a text, another one--considered subversive by
their overseers--provides material for their dreams

o~r

liberation.

Furthermore, both their rooms are described by the narrators as cells.
The narrators of both these novels seem fully aware of the
position of women in both their narration and in the culture they portray
(the same cannot be said for the narrator of El triunfo del ideal).
Indeed, they demonstrate a perspective which chronicles the ills of the
society of their narrative, evidenced, among other reaons, in their
subtitles:

Los vicios de Chile and Una vida

~

tiempos de Felipe II.

However, instead of associating these societal ills with the patriarchy
that created them, both narrators seem more intent on proving that the
situations are particular the class, the time, or the place of the
narration.

Never do they convince the reader that these same ills are

endemic to all patriarchal cultures and not just the ones they have
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documented.

While the reader might well associate the narrated events

with a microcosm of patriarchy, the narrator does not.

This particular

lack of vision is coupled with semi-prescriptions which only partially
remedy the ill:

the creation of beauty in the case of Dom1nici, the

reg1amentation of prostitution in the case of d'Ha1mar, and the
establishment of honest (and not hyprocritica1) governments in the case of
Larreta.

Meanwhile, none offers a radical solution for change, one that

could occur from the inside out, so that in the long run, mutatis
mutandis.
Using Dar!o as a paradigm of modernismo as, for example, Goic
does, has it problems.

Nevertheless, we must agree with the Chilean

critic that no other period of Latin American literacy history is so
replete as modernismo. Yet, Goic~s scheme of periodization based on Darro
and his generation automatically excludes the woman writer, both from
this generation and in regard to the historiography of Latin America.

If

modernistas were guilty of writing women out of the canon by their
misogynist and pornographic aesthetic, then the critics are as well for
creating a periodization which ignores the energies of a Sor Juana and
extols the virtues of a Darro.

{For a marvelous example of Darfo's

pornography, a glance at his short story, "EI rubi," should suffice;)9
Beth Miller documents the female literary tradition in Latin America as
an entity in itself: Delmira Augustini influenced Alfonsina Storni, who
in turn influenced Gabriela Mistral, the idol of Claudia Lars. IO

When

such a female historiography is addressed in Hispanic criticism, it
usa1ly only in order to prove how women produce inferior literature.

1S

On
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the other hand, to create a literary history from which women were
excluded for reasons of gender and aesthetic, and to call it ''universal''
is tantamount to using pornography as a paradigm for art history and then
bemoaning the fact that women were simply not great enough to participate
in it.
I do not mean to undermine, or even underestimate, the importance
of modernista writers.

Rather, my intention is to understand them.

One

of the questions that this pioneer study hopes to raise is the reevaluation of the entire Spanish American literary tradition.

We cannot

rest complacently with the "add-a-woman-stir" method of periodization.
We must continue to comb the archives for forgotten women writers and try
to find any female modernistas.

In viewing modernismo as pornography, I

do not mean that we should either censor or morally judge it.

But, if we

are intellectually honest in our task as literary critics, we cannot
continue to allow the same blinders to operate in the very works we are
supposedly analyzing.

I am contending here those blinders have been put

over the critics' eyes when the subject was violence to women or
female death.

If the production of poetry is, in fact, contingent upon

such atrocities, then let us not obfuscate the issue by calling it
whimsical and capricious, as both critics and narrators have done.
Rather than the insistence on putting women in their place, this critic,
at least, has aimed to put modernistas in theirs.
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Notes

1Quite literally all the critics who address the modernista issue
use this expression (see Chapter 1, note 2); here I am referring
specifically to a comment of Federico de Onis who wrote that the modernista
movement was composed of "los hombres que empezaroll a reaccionar contra el
siglo XIX," in his "Introduccion," Antologia de !~ poesia espanola .!l
hispanoamericana, 2a edd. (Nueva York: Las Americas Publishing Co., 1961),
p. xv. Alfredo Roggiano also refers to the modernista as "[e] 1 hombre,
protagonista de la historia," in "EI modernismo y la novela en la America
Hispana," in La novela hispanoamericana, ed. Juan Loveluck (Santiago de
. Chile: Ediciones Universitarias, 1966), p. 233.
2For an excellent example of the gender-specificity of the word
man, see Casey Miller and Kate Swift, Words and Women (New York: Anchor
Press Doubleday, 1977) especially chapter two, "Who Is Man?" Also see
Robin Lakoff, Language and Woman's Place (New York: Harper and Row, 1975).
3Caras y Caretas, Ano V, No. 174, 1 de febrero de 1902.
4Susan Lanser and Evelyn Torton Beck, "[Why] Are There No Great
Women Critics? And What Difference Does It Make?" in The Prism of Sex:
Essa s in the Sociology of Knowledge, eds. Evelyn Beck and Julia Sherman,
Madison, Wis.: University of Wisconsin Press, 1977), p. 86.
SSee John Brushwood, Genteel Barbarism: Experiments in Analysis of
Nineteenth-Century Spanish-American Novels (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1981); Beth Miller, Women in Hispanic Literature: Icons and Fallen
Idols (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1983); and Virginia Allen,
The Femme Fatale (Troy, N.Y.: Whitson Press, 1983). Allen rests her
analysis on what she calls the "dual nature of the Eternal Feminine."
6Roggiano, p. 326.
7pedro Salines, "El cisne y el buho: Apuntes para la historia de la
poesia modernista," in Literatura espanola Siglo XX (Mexico: Editorial
Seneca, 1941), pp. 122-23.
8Nancy K. Miller, "The Exquisite Cadavers: Women in EighteenthCentury Fiction," Diacriticss (Winter 1975), p. 43.
9Ruben Darro, "El rubi'," in Azul .... ISa ed. (Madrid: Espasa-Calpe,
1968), pp. 62-69.
10See B. Miller, "Introduction: Some Theoretical Considerations,"
in Women ... , pp. 1-2S.
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